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EC to buy 16.15 lakh VVPAT machines NEW DELHI



The Election Commission has issued letter of intent for purchase of 16.15 lakh VoterVeriiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) machines, following a clearance by the Union Cabinet on fund allocations. The machines will be procured in 2017-18 and 2018-19 at an estimated cost of ₹3,173.47 crore from public sector undertakings BEL and ECIL. 쑺 PAGE 10
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Campus unrest keeps Valley on toes SRINAGAR



A week after clashes between students and security forces were reported from the prestigious Sri Pratap College here, the campus still bears reminders of the violence. The walls and pavements are evidence of the smoke shells and brickbats that were used, even as entrances are marked with the purple-coloured agent added to water canons. NATION
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Step up spending on infra, PM tells States
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Yuthika Bhargava New Delhi



Simultaneous polls The Prime Minister also added that a “constructive dis-
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cussion” had begun on the subject of holding Union and State elections simultaneously and the debate should be carried forward. “NITI Aayog is working on a 15—year long term vision, 7—year medium—term strategy, and 3—year action agenda,” Mr. Modi said.



Mamata stays away The meeting, at which the 15year policy vision and the three-year policy action plan were discussed to accelerate the economy, was attended by Chief Ministers of 27 States. West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee and Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal skipped the meeting. However, Delhi was represented by Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia.



Jatin Anand Damini Nath New Delhi



Exercising their right: Women voters at a New Jafarabad booth during MCD elections in north-east Delhi. SANDEEP SAXENA *
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Melenchon 20%, which would mean their elimination from the race. The country is on edge following Thursday night’s attack in Paris’s Champs Elysees, which killed one police officer; 50,000 police and 7,000 army personnel had been deployed to ensure peaceful polling. The turnout at the close of polling at 5 p.m. was 69.42%, among the highest levels in 40 years. (With inputs from Reuters)



Sriram Lakshman Paris



Making it count: People waiting to cast their ballot at a polling booth in Marseille. AFP *



ris and 23.7% by Elabe. Le Pen, leader of the anti-immigration and anti-EU National Front, was given 22%



by both institutes. Harris gave both conservative candidate Francois Fillon and far-left contender Jean-Luc



UNCERTAINTY IS THE ONLY SURE BET 쑺 PAGE 12



In his closing remarks, Mr. Modi added that States should make legislative arrangements “without delay” for GST rollout from July 1. He also pointed out that suggestions have come in to change the financial year to January-December from current April-March period. The Prime Minister asked the States to take the initiative in this regard. Later, briefing reporters, NITI Aayog vicechairman Arvind Panagariya said the Prime Minister wants that “we should think of January-December financial year as this is appropriate from the point of view of farmers.” (With inputs from PTI) GST TO BOOST GROWTH BY 4.2%, SAYS FED 쑺 PAGE 13



make a good debut and the Congress is seeking a revival. After polling ended at 5.30 pm, the BJP said it was confident of sweeping the corporations while their rivals were less exuberant. “We have contested 247 seats and believe we will get around 220 seats which is no less than a miracle in a multi-



cornered contest,” said senior Delhi BJP leader Vijender Gupta. Mr. Gupta, who leads the now four-member BJP opposition in the Delhi Assembly, added that the numbers in favour of the party seemed to suggest that traditional anti-BJP votes did not only split between the AAP and the Congress. “It has been a contest where the national image and the development agenda of Prime Minister Narendra Modi has prevailed over that of all others. While the Congress is not even relevant as a party any more, what is evident is voters from slums and even other religions are now in favour of Mr. Modi’s vision,” he said. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10 SEE ALSO 쑺 DELHI METRO



Landscape art: The scenic Vaikom boat jetty has a permanent installation — a giant steel bell sculpture created by artist Gigi Scaria for Kochi Muziris Biennale 2014. Art lovers want better maintenance of the structure. H. VIBHU *



Three cattle traders thrashed in Kalkaji, 2 cases registered Identity of the attackers was yet to be established: police Shubhomoy Sikdar



Animals (PFA).



New Delhi



Three cattle traders “legally” transporting buffaloes from Pataudi to the Ghazipur animal market were thrashed allegedly by cow vigilantes in Kalkaji on Saturday night. The cattle traders’ appeal to inspect the vehicle failed to pacify the mob, which abused and threatened them with stringent police action, the victims said even as the police denied the role of gau rakshaks. Deputy Commissioner of Police (South East) Romil Baaniya said the identity of the attackers was yet to be established although some eyewitnesses claimed they belonged to the People for



PFA denial The PFA, however, denied that their members were involved in the violence and claimed that they stopped the cattle traders. The attackers, 20 to 25 in number, abused, kicked and punched the victims even after the arrival of the police at the spot. Till late on Sunday night no arrests had been made in connection with the alleged assault. The cattle traders Ashu, Kamil and Rizwan are in their twenties and are residents of Pataudi and Mathura. Rizwan purportedly told the police that they were



Kolkata collector with a passion for art of the world ready to turn three decades of memorabilia into public archive Indrani Dutta KOLKATA
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Conservative Fillon and far-left Melenchon set to be eliminated in France polls



Meet Shakespeare, Tagore and Ray, across the Hooghly



Diferent strokes: Devajit Bandyopadhyay shows of some items from his collection. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



letters of Rabindranath Tagore, a bioscope and original film posters of Ray and others. Many of these artefacts are from a threedecade-old private collection now going up for public viewing at the Academy Theatre Archive.
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Macron, Le Pen projected to go to run-of
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Once famed as Sheffield of the east, Howrah, across the Hooghly from Kolkata does not normally attract attention, except from the spiritually-inclined who go to Belur Math. That is set to change, as a museum of the arts is taking shape in one of its small streets, with a trove of collections on literature and the performing arts. The curated pieces include an old music record made of pitch board, a mid-18th century Bengali manuscript copy from Bibliotheque national de France, and an old ivoryinlay veena. There are rare books of Shakespeare from London,
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Silent bell



BJP says it is conident of a sweep, rivals AAP and Congress less exuberant



with just one face – that of Mr. (Narendra) Modi,” said Professor Sanjay Kumar, director, Centre for the Study of Developing Societies. The elections are crucial for the BJP, the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and the Congress. While the BJP is fighting 10 years of anti-incumbency, the AAP is hoping to
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54 % turnout in Delhi civic elections High stakes elections to Delhi’s three municipalities were held here on a hot Sunday, with a slightly higher turnout than when they last went to the polls. About 54% of the voters exercised their franchise, up from 53.23% the last time. The increase in the number of voters who exercised their franchise, though slight, was attributed to the “saffron wave” by an elated Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and political momentum carried forward from the Uttar Pradesh Assembly polls. “Perception plays a large role in elections. The perception as well as the momentum was in favour of the BJP. Instead of issues, the BJP went into these elections



Ko c hi



Centrist Emmanuel Macron and far-right leader Marine Le Pen are set to face each other in a May 7 run-off for the French presidency after coming first and second in Sunday’s first round of voting held amid heavy security. In a race that was too close to call up to the last minute, Mr. Macron, a proEuropean Union ex-banker and economy minister who founded his own party only a year ago, was projected to get 24% by the pollster Har-



NITI Aayog formulating 15-year vision plan Stating that the vision of ‘New India’ could only be realised if all States work together, Prime Minister Narendra Modi urged them to speed up capital expenditure and infrastructure creation. Addressing the third meeting of the Governing Council of the NITI Aayog here on Sunday, Mr. Modi said that while there had been a 40% increase in overall fund allocation to States between 2014-15 and 2016-17, “the percentage of funds tied to central schemes has declined from 40% of the earlier total to 25% of the enhanced total, with a corresponding increase in the untied share.” Referring to the change in budget presentation date, the Prime Minister said the move enabled timely availability of funds at the start of the financial year. “Earlier, budgeted scheme funds were generally not approved by Parliament till May, after which they would be communicated to States and ministries. By that time, the monsoon arrived. Hence, the best working season for schemes was typically lost,” he added.



.



Devajit Bandyopadhyay is the passionate force behind the effort. He almost chose to be a chartered accountant, for which he qualified like others in his family, but found more value in theatre and its music. His journey began when he left



home, almost penniless, realising that “justice cannot be done simultaneously to two fields that are poles apart.” Sitting in his South Kolkata apartment crammed with books on the performing arts, he recalls his early days of picking up skills in music, painting, theatre and puppetry. “I sang, I held painting exhibitions and gave lecturedemonstrations even as I pursued my passion for music-in-theatre.”



Gina Lolobrigida book Researching this topic (he has a Ph. D from Jadavpur University on Bengali theatre music), he scoured sources worldwide. Piece by small piece, he built a small assortment of



things, sometimes finding treasures like a signed book by film star Gina Lolobrigida and a Bengali LP record in Oxford Street, UK. He knocked at every door that held promise. Today, there are 500 pieces of memorabilia, 40 musical instruments, 20,000 books, periodicals and manuscripts and about 24,000 records of Indian and western music and operas. Most are backed by accession reports and authentication certificates, says Mr. Bandyopadhyay. “My passion binds me to each acquisition, but my 12-year chase to acquire the 18th century Bengali manuscript in Paris and the time I had to persuade octogenarian Istiauq to sell



his bioscope from remain etched in my mind”, he says.



ARUN S New Delhi



No illegalities Corroborating this, Mr Baaniya said there were no illegalities in the transportation as they were not carrying any banned item and had the necessary papers. A case of assault and wrongful restraint was registered against unidentified people while a separate case of cruelty against animals was registered against the victims.



The Centre is planning to establish a single unified transport ministry by merging the Ministries of Aviation, Railways, Surface Transport and Shipping so as to ensure greater ease of doing business and boost India’s trade. As a first step, inter-ministerial discussions — initiated by the PMO— have started for establishing a ‘Logistics and Integrated Transport Board’ as a nodal body at the Central level for all transport-related matters across modes, such as aviation, railways, surface transport and waterways, official sources told The Hindu.



SEE ALSO 쑺 DELHI METRO PAGE 3



NODAL BODY FOR TRANSPORT 쑺 PAGE 13



surrounded by a group of 20-25 men, who threatened to kill them. He claimed they had all the necessary documents for the transit.



Bihar man had no role in Kanpur: NIA Accused had ‘bragged’ about working for ISI Vijaita Singh New Delhi



Kidderpore chase A hunt to get a book from a Kidderpore bookseller initially ended in failure, since the man was hospitalised suddenly. He had lost all hope of getting the book when he heard that the store-owner had sold the entire cart to another book-dealer in central Kolkata. “I located him. He was not in a very cooperative mood but I went with him to his godown and persuaded him to part with the book”, Mr. Bandyopadhyay recalls. His passion for collecting and bringing artefacts from far and wide to an art-loving audience is undiminished.



One Ministry for transport proposed



One of the three accused arrested for planting a pressure cooker bomb on a rail track at Ghorasan in Mothari district of Bihar did not have any role in planting explosives on a rail track in Kanpur last year, the National Investigation Agency (NIA) has concluded. Over 140 people were killed following the derailment of the Indore-Patna Express near Kanpur on November 20, 2016. The role of Pakistan’s ISI has been suspected. While an initial probe suggested “fatigue of rail tracks” as the cause of the accident, Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu shot off a letter to Home



Minister Rajnath Singh alleging sabotage. In January, the Bihar Police arrested three persons — Moti Paswan, Uma Shanker Patel and Mukesh Yadav — for allegedly planting a bomb on the track at Ghorasan on October 1, 2016. The bomb was defused. Paswan later told Bihar Police that he had planted the explosives at the instance of his handlers in Nepal, who were working for the ISI. He had also said the ISI was involved in the Kanpur accident and he and two others had travelled to the accident site to place the IED. The Uttar Pradesh police, however, said no explosives were found on the rail track. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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Continue investment policy: Sonowal to PM



DEATH



Governor trips, sustains minor injury Press Trust of India Kolkata



‘NEIIPP has led to signiicant industrial investment in Assam’ Press Trust of India Guwahati



Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal on Sunday urged Prime Minister Narendra Modi to continue the existing North East Industrial Investment Promotion Policy, 2007, (NEIIPP) till a new policy is rolled out. “NEIIPP-2007 has led to significant industrial investment in Assam to the tune of around ₹5,000 crore before its expiry on March 31 this year. Till a new industrial policy is put in place, NEIIPP may be allowed to continue,” an official release said quoting Mr. Sonowal. Taking part at the 3rd Governing Council meeting of NITI Aayog in the national Capital, the Chief Minister put forward a slew of de-



Sarbananda Sonowal mands in front of the Prime Minister.



‘Revive mills’ Pleading for revival of Ashok Paper Mill, HPC’s Nagaon Paper Mill and Cachar Paper Mill, Mr. Sonowal said resumption of these units will provide boost to the rural economy of Assam and requested the Prime Minister to assist in revival of the units.



The Chief Minister urged for evolving a mechanism for scheme-wise allocation of Central share well in advance to enable the States to prepare a realistic resourcebased action plan as the absence of it creates difficulties in reflecting the correct allocation of funds against each scheme. On the 15-year Vision, 7year Strategy and 3-year Action Plan, Mr. Sonowal requested the Aayog for inclusion of State-specific concerns to achieve faster and more holistic growth. “I believe that for a country like ours, we need a long horizon vision supported by appropriate strategy and practical action plans for realising the avowed vision,” he said.



West Bengal Governor Keshari Nath Tripathi on Sunday sustained a minor injury after tripping on the dais during a programme held here. Mr. Tripathi sustained injury on top of his right eye after tripping on the dais of a book release programme held at the Gorky Sadan in the southern part of the city. The Governor was climbing the stairs up to the stage when he tripped, probably after his feet got entangled in the wires of the microphones and sound boxes, a Raj Bhawan official said. A preliminary check-up has been done and the Governor has said he was fine, the official said. Mr. Tripathi remained present at the programme, he said adding, there will be a thorough check-up of the Governor later on.



Eight killed Press Trust of India Ranchi



EDUCATIONAL



Eight passengers, including four children, were killed and 56 injured as the bus they were travelling in overturned at a sharp bend on Pithoria-Patratu road near here.
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IN BRIEF



Muslim board to use social media to clarify Sharia laws



Cell to check ires during harvest Press Trust of India



ASI dragged on car bonnet by smuggler Accused had come to deliver heroin



Phagwara (Pb)



CCTVs installed in district court compound



Plans to start a TV news channel, newspaper: senior executive member Press Trust of India



MUZAFFARNAGAR



As many as 60 CCTV cameras were installed in the district court compound here on Sunday to bolster the surveillance system after a gangster, Vicky Tyagi, was shot dead in a court room in 2015. The surveillance system was inaugurated by Allahabad High Court CJI Dilip B Bhosale. No one would be allowed in the court compound without a valid pass, officials said. PTI



Three killed in road accident in Bihar SUPAUL



Three persons were killed and eight others injured when a truck hit an autorickshaw on NH-327E under Pipra police station area in Bihar’s Supaul district on Sunday, police said. The incident took place in Nirmali locality when the speeding truck hit the overcrowded three-wheeler killing an old woman and two children on the spot and injuring eight others. The victims have been identified as Phuljhari Devi (60), Om Kumar (8) and Aanchal Kumari (5). PTI



Six policemen injured in road accident KATIHAR (BIHAR)



Six policemen were injured when the vehicle, carrying them, rammed a tractor and overturned at Kajra Chowk in the district on Sunday, police said. The mishap took place under Mansadi police station area when a police jeep carrying 12 cops was on way to escort Union Water Resources Minister Uma Bharati from ManihariSahebganj Ganga ghat to Katihar railway station. The injured policemen were taken to the Sadar hospital where they were discharged after first aid, they said. PTI



CM YK



Lucknow



In a bid to clear confusion over Sharia laws, the All India Muslim Personal Law Board has decided to tread the social media path and also explore the possibility of starting a TV news channel and newspaper. The Board has decided to constitute a special social media committee, which will provide clear information about various issues pertaining to divorce, marriage, halala, warisana haq (inheritance rights) and women’s rights among other issues. It will also convey the Board’s stand on these contentious issues.



‘To present right picture’ “Senior office-bearers along with a large section feel the medium through which Sharia laws are being criticised, the same medium



AIMPLB members during a meeting Lucknow earlier this month. FILE PHOTO RAJEEV BHATT *



should be utilised to register our presence and also to present the right picture of things,” AIMPLB senior executive member Maulana Yasin Usmani said. He said that in the executive meeting of AIMPLB in Lucknow on April 15 and 16, this issue cropped up and it was decided to form a social media committee. “For this, the Board au-



thorised its chairman Maulana Rabe Hasan Nadwi and general secretary Maulana Wali Rahmani,” Usmani said. “The committee is likely to be formed soon. It is quite possible that the Board office-bearers, who are active on the social media and have in-depth knowledge about Sharia laws, may be included so that they can immediately



respond to queries on the social media and give their reaction,” he said. Besides social media, the board had also discussed at its recent meeting the idea of starting a television news channel and newspaper, Usmani said. “Most of the office-bearers had agreed to the idea. But, on the issue of nonavailability of the required resources, no decision was taken,” he said. “The AIMPLB has to take some tangible steps in this direction,” he said.



Absence of Ulamas On the issue of absence of Ulama (clerics) on news channels during debates raised by Darul Uloom Deoband, Usmani said, “generally news channels have their own agenda. It is better that Ulamas are not a part of these debates.”



Punjab Power and Irrigation Minister Rana Gurjeet Singh on Sunday said a round-the-clock State-level monitoring cell has been set up amid growing incidents of fires during the ongoing wheat harvesting season. Talking to newsmen here at the residence of Congress State unit general secretary Harjit Singh Parmar, Mr Rana said the cell would be linked with meteorological department and inform farmers about convulsive weather, especially storms. It will have automatic system to switch off the power in such a weather for saving farmers from fire incidents, he said. The cell would also hear problems of affected farmers, he added. Besides, priority will be given to night time power supply to villages and power lines will be upgraded, he said.



Press Trust of India Chandigarh



An Assistant Sub-Inspector was dragged on the bonnet of a car by an alleged drug smuggler for about 200 metres when he tried to nab him in Ludhiana, police said on Sunday. The incident took place yesterday when ASI Sanjiv Kumar, posted with the Anti-Narcotic Wing of the Punjab Police, tried to nab the alleged smuggler, Sunny Doda, they said. Doda had come to Shimla Puri in Ludhiana to deliver heroin, the police said. A three-member police team, led by the ASI, was waiting to nab him, Punjab Police Anti-Narcotic wing



(Ludhiana) Inspector Surinderpal Singh said. When Doda stopped for the delivery of ‘Chitta’, he suspected the presence of cops. As he tried to run away, the ASI jumped on his car, he said. However, Doda reversed the car after which the ASI fell on the bonnet and thereafter he sped away. Kumar was dragged on the bonnet of the car for about 200 metres. He fell down on the road when the car viper broke down, Mr Singh said. He said Kumar sustained minor injuries on his arm. He also praised the ASI for the brave act. The incident was captured on a CCTV installed in the market.



BJP leader’s family members beat up traic cop in MP: Police Policeman had ined kin of politician for violating traic rules Press Trust of India Guna (MP)



A police constable was beaten up by the family members of a local BJP politician for imposing fine on their two relatives for violating traffic rules, said a police officer on Sunday. Guna police station in-charge Vivek Asthana said the police subsequently arrested two persons on charges of assaulting a government official on duty and obstructing him from discharging his duty. Mr Asthana said the beating incident, captured on cell phone camera, occurred on April 21 when a police team stopped two



girls, the relatives of BJP Janpad (Block) president Shobha Raghuvansi, for riding a scooter without helmets. On being intercepted and fined, the girls contacted their family members on phone, prompting over half a dozen of them, including Shobha’s husband Rajiv, descend on the scene.



Two arrested “The group thrashed Constable Ashutosh Tiwari, who sustained injuries,” Mr Asthana added. The police arrested two members of the group, identified as Jitendra and Rahul Raghuvansi. Besides the duo, Rajiv and oth-



ers were also named in the FIR, he said. “We are investigating the incident. Further action would be taken after the investigation gets over,” he added. A video of the incident has gone viral on the social media. When contacted, Rajiv Raghuvansi claimed, “Policemen misbehaved with the two girls of our family. When my nephew (Rahul) went to the spot, policemen misbehaved with him too. Our family members did not thrash the policeman. People gathered at the spot beat him up as they were angry with his misbehaviour.”
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Satellite port to come up at Vijayadurg Press Trust of India Panaji



A satellite port will come up at Vijayadurg in Sindhudurg district, said Mormugao Port Trust (MPT) chairman I. Jeyakumar on Saturday. The facility will be built under the Centre’s Integrated Port Development Scheme. Besides MPT, Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust and Maharashtra Maritime Board are working together on a plan to develop the new port. The proposal is still at the preliminary stage.



Betul project MPT’s involvement in the project comes after it kept on hold its decision to set up a satellite port at Betul in south Goa, due to opposition from the local residents. “We accepted the concerns of the people and decided to suspend the Betul port project,” said Mr. Jeyakumar. MPT, in the last fiscal, achieved 59% growth in cargo handling and posted an operational surplus of ₹169 crore, he said.



BJP State executive to meet in Pimpri



Nagpur



Government employees in Chhattisgarh’s 27 districts have been worried of late, as they are unsure when Chief Minister Raman Singh will visit and review the Key Performance Indicator of development in remote areas of the districts. Mr. Singh has been travelling to various parts of the State since the first week of April as a part of his annual Lok Suraj programme, after the budget session of the State Assembly.



Cooking up a record



Congress’s Narayan Rane might join the BJP during the meet Shoumojit Banerjee Pune



The Bharatiya Janata Party will hold a two-day meet of the State executive at Pimpri on Wednesday. This will be the party’s second executive in Pimpri after more than three decades, the first being in the early 1980s. “The venue has been chosen as a symbolic marker of our triumph over the NCP, which had dominated the PCMC [Pimpri-Chinchwad Municipal Corporation] for so long,” a BJP leader said. The saffron party won unprecedented landslides in polls to both Pune and Pimpri-Chinchwad civic bodies, bagging 98 out of 162 seats in the Pune Municipal Corporation and 77 out of 128 seats in the PCMC. The BJP’s top brass from Maharashtra, including Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis and the party’s State unit chief Raosaheb Danve are expected to be in attendance, along with Union Ministers Nitin Gadkari and Suresh



Narayan Rane



Prabhu. The sessions will focus on policy-making in Maharashtra and the party’s plans after securing overwhelming victories in most of the civic bodies and local bodies across the State. There are speculations that Congress strongman Narayan Rane might formally enter the BJP’s fold during the meet. However, local party leaders refused to comment on the matter. BJP’s Pimpri-Chinchwad president Laxman Jagtap said the meet will be held at



the Ramkrishna More auditorium, and will be attended by more than 500 party leaders. The party virtually had no presence in PCMC, be it the civic or Assembly level, until the 2014 Parliamentary polls. However, its fortunes changed when Mr. Jagtap, who was formerly the NCP’s vital point man in the area, joined the BJP in 2014. This paved the way for the entry of more NCP heavyweights, like Bhosari legislator Mahesh Landge and former PCMC mayor Azam Pansare, into the saffron party. Stormy protests are expected by the Opposition NCP and the Shiv Sena, the BJP’s disgruntled ally, during the meet. The Sena’s Maruti Bhapkar (a former Aam Aadmi Party leader) said a combined Opposition would stage a hunger strike to protest against the failure of the promises made the BJPled Central and State governments on various issues.



CM, Chhattisgarh BJP get into election mode Pavan Dahat
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The CM removed two district collectors of Koria and Surajpur district last week as he did not find their performance up to the mark in implementing government schemes. But this year’s Lok Suraj is different. “This time he is staying in these areas during nights. He has already done night halts in Bijapur, Sukma, Dantewada, Jagdalpur and Surajpur districts,” Santosh Mishra, secretary of Chhattisgarh’s Directorate of Public Relations, told The Hindu. Bijapur, Sukma and Dantewada



districts are known to be highly sensitive because of Maoist insurgency. “So far he has covered 13 districts and intends to cover all 27 districts by May 20,” Mr. Mishra added. “The focus [of the programme] is to get to the ground level. Most visits are kept as a surprise. [The CM] is visiting interior areas and just an hour’s notice is given [to] the officers [from district headquarters], so [they] are hardly able to reach [these areas].” Mr. Mishra said another difference in Lok Suraj this year is



EDUCATIONAL



the CM’s attempt to redress grievances immediately. When asked whether the CM changed the programme this year is because of the Assembly elections next year, the BJP’s State spokesperson Sacchidanand Upasani said, “ Not only the CM, the entire party has begun preparations for the [Assembly] elections. Party workers have been told to concentrate on the seats we could not win last time and the seats where we are weak.” BJP chief Amit Shah is also scheduled to visit the State in June.



Superchef: Vishnu Manohar has made it to the Guinness Book of World Records after cooking non-stop for 56 hours. He began at 8 a.m. on Friday at the Institute of Engineers (India) in Nagpur and ended at 5 p.m. on Sunday. S. SUDARSHAN *



Top Maoist arrested in Dantewada



Goa mulls treatment of obesity as a disease Special Correspondent



Press Trust of India



Panaji



Raipur



Goa Chief Minister Manohar Parrikar on Saturday said his government will consider if obesity needs to be treated as a disease. Mr. Parrikar was speaking at the inauguration of IFSOAPC Diabesity Conclave 2017 in south Goa. Earlier in the day, the organisers of the convention said the State government must declare obesity as a disease, considering the high rate of the condition in Goa. “Obesity affects everyone in the society. Goa will try to follow the steps taken by Maharashtra government to combat obesity,” the Chief



A Maoist commander, carrying a cash reward of ₹1 lakh on his head, was arrested in Dantewada district on Saturday. Hadma Madkam (30), a janmilitia commander, was apprehended in a forest near Parcheli and Chikpal villages, said Katekalyan police station house officer (SHO) Vijay Patel on Sunday. A squad of the CRPF’s 195th battalion and the district force was on an operation when they received a tip-off about the rebel’s location.



EDUCATIONAL



Minister said. Maharashtra CM Devendra Fadnavis was also present at the event. He said more awareness about the condition is needed. “Stigma should be removed and, like any other ailment, obesity should also be considered as a disease. Medical intervention should be accessible and affordable,” Mr. Fadnavis said. However, Mr. Parrikar sought more researchbased data to find the triggers of obesity. Dr. Jayasshree Todkkar, said Maharashtra has already formed an Obesity Task Force to educate medical experts on treatment of obesity.



EDUCATIONAL



3 killed as car hits tree in Nashik Press Trust of India Nashik



Three persons, including a minor girl, were killed on Sunday after their car dashed against a tree at Aarai phata in the district.



Driver lost control Three persons also sustained injuries in the accident, which occurred in the afternoon, said an official of Satana police station, adding the driver lost control of the vehicle. The deceased have been identified as Vijay Jadhav (62), Ramrao Aher (65), and Gaury Nikam (13).



EDUCATIONAL VACANCIES



EDUCATIONAL



SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL



CM YK
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Mani’s comments spark another row



IN BRIEF



Minister’s ofensive remarks on Pengal Otrumai evokes widespread criticism; inappropriate, says CM



Misinterpreted: Minister



C. Gouridasan Nair THIRUVANANTHAPURAM



Cofee-scented stamp released in Bengaluru BENGALURU



A commemorative fragrance stamp, dedicated to the aromatic coffee, was released on Sunday. The design of the stamp, which was kept under the wraps, was unveiled by the Minister of State for Communications Manoj Sinha and Union Minister for Commerce and Industry Nirmala Sitharaman here.



Man from T.N. held for felling red sanders in A.P. CHITTOOR



The combing party of the Red Sanders Anti-Smuggling Task Force on Sunday spotted a large number of woodcutters from Tamil Nadu felling red sanders trees at the Kangimadugu forest in Kadapa district. On seeing the forces, the woodcutters tried to escape. One was held and search was on to nab others.



Power Minister M.M. Mani has landed the Pinarayi Vijayan government in trouble yet again, this time for his derogatory remarks about the activists of Pengal Otrumai, a women’s collective, who had waged a successful agitation for better wages and service conditions during the UDF regime. Addressing a public meeting, Mr. Mani had said the women were into “drinks and much else” during the agitation. His comments evoked sharp criticism not only from Pengal Otrumai activists but also from women leaders of the CPI(M) and the Opposition. Led by Ms. Gomathi, who had recently joined the CPI (M) only to quit the party last fortnight, the women held a sit-in at Munnar town. The small group of activists were soon joined on the road by local people and several wo-



Staff reporter Idukki



Following the furore over his remarks, Kerala Power Minister M.M. Mani has said his speech about Pengal Otrumai was misinterpreted. He also expressed regret about his comments and said he had respect for the collective. Talking to mediapersons at Vazhithala near Thodupuzha on Sunday, the Minister alleged that the



M.M. Mani
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men plantation workers. The women resorted to lying on the road to evade being arrested, resulting in a face-off with the police personnel. While Leader of the Opposition Ramesh Chennithala called for Mr. Mani’s ouster from the Cabinet, Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan described the remarks as ‘inappropriate’ and



said he would talk to Mr. Mani on the issue. Women leaders of the CPI(M) also condemned the comments. While party Central committee member P.K. Sreemathy said nobody should make such a remark about women, State Fisheries Minister J. Mercykutty Amma said it was unfortunate that such an observation had been made



Turf war erupts at Bangalore Turf Club After chairman’s ouster, stage set for confrontation with State government Staff Reporter Bengaluru



A turf war has broken out at the Bangalore Turf Club after a contentious meeting on Sunday ousted the Chairman of the club nearly six months before the end of his tenure — setting the stage for a confrontation between the club and the State government. Of the 13 members (out of the 14-strong managing committee including four government-appointed stewards) who attended the meeting, 9 voted against the current Chairman Harindra Shetty, whose tenure was to end later in September. Y. Jagannath was elected as Chairman. Four, including Mr. Shetty and three government representatives, had walked out



of the meeting. “Other nominees and myself participated in the deliberations. But, we did not participate in the other proceedings,” said Praveen Sood, Bengaluru City Police Commissioner, who is one of the government nominees. The meeting scheduled nearly 10 days ago had seen objections from the Karnataka government which wanted it put off.



No-confidence motion Those who favoured the ouster said they were “forced” due to mismanagement and allegations of inflating bills, as well as “bringing disrepute to the club” levelled against the Chairman. However, those siding



media had telecast an edited version of his speech, adding that some persons were behind the Pengal Otrumai launching the road blockade in Munnar demanding his resignation. Meanwhile, Pengal Otrumai, led by its leader Gomathy, continued the road blockade well into the evening. Ms. Gomathy said Mr. Mani should apologise in front of the women’s collective in Munnar.



with Mr. Shetty dismissed the allegations as “being false and with the intent of grabbing power” in the nearly-century-old club. The allegations of doping of horses that had jolted the club earlier this week had expedited the process of noconfidence motion. With both sides hoping to parley with the State government, none of the members who spoke to The Hindu wanted to come on record. Incidentally, the last time such an ouster happened was in 2009, when the thenChairman Vivek Ubhaykar (one of those who voted for the no confidence motion on Sunday) was removed and replaced with Mr. Shetty. The cause for the no-confidence motion was the



“reneging” of promises made to the State government then on shifting the premises of the Turf Club.



‘Violation of procedure’ Before the meeting on Sunday, three government representatives present had warned the committee against going ahead with the motion which they termed a violation of procedure. “Government nominees are present in the BTC so that they can approach us whenever any problem crops up, but they never did so. We did not want to be part of their politics and their one-point agenda to have someone removed,” said a government official, who had asked the committee to cancel the meeting.
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Beat the heat



about agitating women. At a public meeting in Idukki on Saturday, Mr. Mani had lashed out at Devikulam subcollector Sriram Venkitaraman, accusing him of being an RSS agent. He had earlier provoked a furore and invited legal action by claiming that the CPI (M) had ‘finished off ’ political opponents in the past.



NDA hartal in Idukki today Staff Reporter IDUKKI



The National Democratic Alliance has announced a dawn-to-dusk hartal in Idukki district on Monday demanding the resignation of Electricity Minister M.M. Mani. The NDA would also organise demonstrations in the main towns of the district. The Minister should be arrested for his lewd comments against the women’s collective, said NDA chairman Kummanam Rajasekharan and treasurer Thushar Vellappally. Essential services were exempted from the hartal.



Bid to save girl trapped in borewell hits snags Hard, rocky soil delaying efort STAFF REPORTER HUBBALLI



Efforts to rescue a six-yearold girl, Kaveri Ajit Madar, who fell into an abandoned farm borewell in Junjarwad village of Athani taluk in Belagavi district of Karnataka on Saturday encountered several snags. The presence of hard and rocky soil was delaying the digging process to reach out to the girl, who fell into a 400-feet borewell while playing on Saturday evening. She was reportedly trapped at a depth of 30 feet. The district administration began the rescue efforts using police and fire department personnel. The National Disaster Response Force and experts from the Hutti Gold Mines later joined the effort. Experts dug a parallel pit near the borewell to drill a tunnel to the point where



Kaveri



Kaveri was trapped. But digging was slow as there was hard and rocky soil at the spot. The earth-digging machine developed a technical snag for a while, and operations resumed on Sunday. Fire and Emergency Department and Health department personnel were at work, lowering oxygen pipes into the well. A camera was lowered, which showed the girl stuck in heap of mud.



Debris tightens grip on Bengaluru lake Varthur wetland threatened by lorries dumping huge quantities of mud Mohit M. Rao Bengaluru



National Green Tribunal pressure may give Bengaluru’s Bellandur lake a fresh lease of life, but mounds of debris and mud show that the noose is tightening around nearby Varthur lake. On Saturday, residents of Thubarahalli near the 445.5acre lake counted the many trucks coming to the lake. At least 10 trucks came, and during each of their multiple trips, unloaded mud at the periphery of the polluted lake, creating about 100 mounds. The Karnataka Lake Conservation and Development Authority on Sunday said it was “viewing this seriously.”



Shrinking prospects: Earth movers level mud around Varthur lake, one of Bengaluru’s several threatened wetlands, on Sunday. SUDHAKARA JAIN *



A policeman and a career counsellor Chittoor head constable makes waves as career guide to students K. Umashanker CHITTOOR



Chill out: With temperatures rising in the city, visitors to Jalavihar — the largest waterpark in central Hyderabad — enjoy a spray of water on Sunday. G. RAMAKRISHNA



Students affectionately call him ‘Ramamurthy uncle’ and vie with each other to listen to his career guidance talks. Several parents go to him to counsel their children and instil self-confidence in them. D.G. Ramamurthy, a 46year-old head constable attached to the Special Branch, started utilising his free time giving mimicry programmes and career guidance in schools in 1992, the year he was enlisted in the police force. A native of Javvalapalle village of V. Kota mandal, he has visited hundreds of government and private schools and colleges, interacting with lakhs of students for over 25 years. A voracious reader of books in psychology, literature and mythology, Mr. Ramamurthy started taking moral classes for primary students, and soon the purview extended to high schools, junior colleges, and



In rapt attention: Ramamurthy interacting with students.



now a number of engineering colleges. In spite of his hectic schedule as a special branch policeman attached to the western mandals, he could not say ‘no’ to the requests of the school and college authorities to visit their campuses and counsel students. Giving examples from history, Puranas and modern developments in science



and technology, Mr. Ramamurthy’s talks delve into the subjects of commitment, concentration and confidence among students.



Physical training Speaking to The Hindu, Mr. Ramamurthy said his objective was to make the weakest of students confident and strong to face the competit-



ive world. “Apart from studies, students need love and affection of their parents, teachers and classmates. I am trying my best to make managements realise the importance of physical training. Most of the private schools and colleges have no playgrounds. The concept of strong mind in a strong body should be taught to students from a tender age,” he says. The policeman teaches some of the simplest exercises to students. Mr. Ramamurthy’s visit to hundreds of villages and interactions with the youth helped many of them join the Defence and police services. He had spent from his pocket or approached good Samaritans to pay tuition and examination fee for a number of students. Chittoor SP Ghattamaneni Srinivas made Mr. Ramamurthy an active member of the anti-red sanders smuggling awareness team, and organiser of camps for community police officers.



*



An example of communal harmony



CPI lays govt.’s special treatment to Baahubali -2 Special Correspondent VIJAYAWADA



Staff Reporter KASARAGOD



The annual festivities at Arasu Manjishnar Daivasthanam at Udyavar in Manjeswaram is an example of communal harmony. The temple office-bearers, as per age-old traditions, invited members of the nearby Aayiram Juma Masjid committee on Friday for a festival that begins on May 8. It is believed that the four-day festival had been celebrated for over eight centuries. The ‘velichappad’ then ceremoniously invited the mosque committee members in Tulu language seeking their help to make the festival a grand success. CM YK



Communist Party of India secretary K. Ramakrishna on Sunday criticised the Andhra Pradesh government’s intention to overtly support the corporate sector, and cited the example of allowing extra shows (total six shows) of the mutli-crore film Baahubali2, produced by a big media house.



‘Favours corporate’ “The government should show the same interest towards progressive and small-budget film-makers who are struggling owing to the step-motherly treatment of the government. “By permitting more shows, it is enabling the makers of Baahubali-2 to mint more money,” he said.



Mr. Ramakrishna alleged that the TDP government always favoured the corporate sector in the health, education and industrial sectors, and now it has added film industry to its “illustrious” list.



Social media He found fault with the government for suppressing social media and said the ruling party was turning intolerant towards criticism. “Social media is as important as print and electronic media, and is part of the fourth estate. Stifling its voice is unconstitutional,” he said. Mr. Ramakrishna said cartoons and satire were part of journalism and political parties should learn to appreciate them with tolerance.



A journey to Raja Ravi Varma’s birthplace Screening of documentary Beyond the Arch to mark celebrated painter’s 170th birth anniversary Ranjani Govind Bengaluru



It was only last year that Bengaluru got to see the best of the 131 lithographs of Raja Ravi Varma in a rare display. This year will be special again for Ravi Varma fans. As April 29 marks the beginning of the celebrated painter’s 170th birth anniversary, the Bengalurubased Raja Ravi Varma Heritage Foundation has organised the screening of the documentary Beyond the Arch created by Studio Trika on Kilimanoor, the birthplace of Ravi Varma.



Special lecture “People know a lot about Ravi Varma. But but how many have seen Kilimanoor or its palace where Varma



Raja Ravi Varma



worked initially?” asks Gitanjali Maini, CEO of the foundation. There will be a special lecture by Choodamani Nandagopal on the collection of Raja Ravi Varma paintings in Mysuru. Dr.



Nandagopal, Art Historian, who has researched on Colonial Paintings of South India, has done an in-depth study on his Mysuru palace collections. Bharani Thirunal Rukmini Bayi Varma, the sixth generation of the family of painters, set up the Raja Ravi Varma Heritage Foundation in the city. Her parents moved here from Thiruvananthapuram during Independence. “Ravi Varma wanted to retire in Bengaluru. He even lived on Link Road, Malleswaram, for some time. He passed away before he could realise this dream. He loved the environs and climate of the city. The establishment of the foundation here has in a way made his dream come true,” says Rukmini Bayi



Varma. On why Kilimanoor, she says: “While we all know Kilimanoor as the birthplace of Ravi Varma, local legend has it that every person living there has an artistic inclination.” “We are grateful to the Kilimanoor Palace Trust for permitting the making of this documentary,” says Ganesh Shivaswamy, secretary of the foundation. The documentary will also showcase the Kilimanoor Palace that comprises the traditional residential structures of Kerala, including small and medium-sized buildings, two ponds, wells and sacred groves (kaavu) that Ravi Varma is said to have built and maintained from the proceeds of his paintings.



“Ravi Varma studied art at Kilimanoor, developed his style and built his studio there,” says Mr. Shivaswamy. Many of the paintings as Hamsa Damayanti and Shakuntala now at the Shree Chitra Art Gallery, Thiruvananthapuram, were painted at Kilimanoor. “The thematic paintings done by Ravi Varma were commissioned by the maharajas of Mysuru. They are one of the best examples of classic art,” says Dr. Nandagopal. “Ravi Varma’s compositional skills, obviousness in narration, the right sense of light and shade effect with dramatic elements take us closer to the style of Dutch painter Rembrandt, who preceded Ravi Varma,” she adds. M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Theft at Khurshid’s house in Farrukhabad



Colleges in Valley to reopen, but govt to keep close watch Authorities consider soft approach to keep student anger in check



FARRUKHABAD (UTTAR PRADESH)



Peerzada Ashiq



A case of theft was reported on Sunday morning at former Union Minister Salman Khurshid’s house at Kaimganj here, the police said. According to a complaint filed by the house guard, he found the locks broken and belongings scattered. He immediately informed the police about the incident. The former External Affairs Minister has also been informed, the police said, adding a probe is on. The police are yet to ascertain what exactly was stolen. PTI



Srinagar



‘Child marriage pushing Rajasthan backward’



A week after clashes between students and security forces were reported from the Sri Pratap College here, the campus still bears reminders of the violence. The walls and pavements are evidence of the smoke shells and brickbats that were used, even as entrances are marked with the purplecoloured agent added to water canons. On Sunday, Minister for Education Syed Altaf Bukhari, who appealed to students and parents to cooperate, said that all colleges and higher secondary schools will reopen on Monday.



JAIPUR



Rajasthan High Court judge Dinesh Chandra Somani on Sunday said the evil of child marriage has pushed the State backwards. “Despite changing times, people have not abandoned the practice of child marriage. It hampers physical and mental growth and affects society’s progress,” he said while inaugurating a campaign in Karauli district to curb child marriage. We cannot progress until it is completely shunned, he said. PTI



Palpable anger Established in 1905 by British socialist Annie Besant, students at the college hope the classes resume soon. But this is not to say that their anger is not palpable. Clashes erupted here on



Students during a clash with the police in Srinagar earlier this week. AFP



Saturday. Riyaz Ahmad, a science student said: “There have been brazen attempts to enter our colleges and beat up students. The security forces get away with crimes because of official patronage.” At Srinagar’s Amar Singh College, the entrance test for the five-year integrated courses was finally conducted on Saturday. The test, which had initially been scheduled for April 18, was cancelled due to the unrest on campus, where over 4,000 students are enrolled.



April 17 in support of students who were “beaten up” at Pulwama’s Government Degree College on April 15. This was followed by more such instances, forcing authorities to close around 50 degree colleges across the Valley, even as fresh protests erupted in central Kashmir’s Ganderbal district on



Classes suspended Classes, meanwhile, have remained suspended for all under-graduate courses for a week due to government orders. “The academic calendar is bound to be impacted. We are still struggling to deal with the backlog of 2014 when the floods hit the Val-



*



Mohammed Iqbal JAIPUR



Through a training programme that integrates expertise with employability, the Rajasthan government is raising a new class of masons to help conserve the State's rich architectural heritage Under the 'Junior Heritage Mistri (mason)' programme, the Rajasthan Skill and Livelihoods Development Corporation (RSLDC) has started training youths on indigenous building practices, arts and crafts, traditional structures and knowledge systems, with an emphasis on preservation of heritage architecture.



Competent workforce The construction sector course is aimed at evolving a competent workforce of skilled masons working specifically at heritage sites with expert knowledge of traditional building methods. The scheme comes under the Centre's Heritage Mason programme. Rajasthan was chosen as a pilot State for the scheme in view of its rich architectural heritage.



Keeping history alive: A mason works at a site in Jaipur as part of the new skill development programme. ROHIT JAIN PARAS *



State Commissioner (Skills, Employment & Entrepreneurship) Krishna Kunal told The Hindu that the RSLDC had partnered with private institution Kaushal Bhaav to train 300 youths.



Keeping heritage intact "Around 150 youths have been trained so far and 110 of them have been given placement at heritage properties,” said Mr. Kunal. The programme will positively affect sectors such as tourism, handicrafts and textiles while also creating more



jobs, he added. On completion of training, the youths get a certificate from the National Council for Vocational Training and are absorbed in the work that keeps the State's architectural heritage intact, said Mr. Kunal. Kaushal Bhaav managing director Laxman Shankar said that there is a need for nearly 30,000 masons in the State. The institution promotes construction practices based on adaptive reuse of traditional technology blended with modern techniques.



Odisha villages’ eficient cooking plans to keep summer ires at bay After years of losing homes to ires, villagers move to prepare food once a day, douse chullahs once done Satyasundar Barik Mushapapuli (Odisha)



BERHAMPUR



CM YK



Programme to raise workforce of masons for heritage sites
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Newborn found abandoned in Odisha A newborn girl was found abandoned on the outskirts of Khandara village in Hinjili area of Odisha’s Ganjam district on Sunday. The police rescued the baby and took her first to the community health centre at Hinjili and then the baby was shifted to MKCG Medical College and Hospital here after her condition deteriorated. The villagers found the newborn wrapped in a piece of cloth and lying in a heap of garbage on the outskirts of the village. PTI



ley,” said Muhammad Aslam Baba, principal of Amar Singh College. Mr. Baba added he would stand by his students. “I told them they were like my sons. I will have sleepless nights if anyone gets hurt. It was getting out of hand,” he said, referring to the April 17 incident. The government, meanwhile, is trying to use soft power to contain the situation. The authorities, in fact, are categorising colleges as “sensitive” and hypersensitive” to chalk out different approaches. A senior government official told The Hindu that teachers had been roped in to counsel the protesting students. “We are planning to keep the security forces away from colleges. The teachers will help,” said the official. The authorities are also planning to restrict movement of outsiders in colleges by taking measures like installing CCTV cameras.



Heritage masonry gets boost



Planned meals: A family needs the permission of the village committee to cook after 11 a.m. BISWARANJAN ROUT *



If you like your food piping hot then don’t venture into this village in Odisha’s Angul district at lunch time. It is not that the natives of Mushapapuli do not know how to treat their guests, but they are forbidden by village rules from stoking the hearth fire after 11 a.m. A few kilometres away in Tumuni village, Jamuna Dei, a middle-aged woman, ensures that a bucket-full of water is placed near the kitchen chullah as she cooks food for the day. If she fails to



do so, she will invite the wrath of the village committee. People in dozens of villages in Angul and neighbouring Dhenkanal district have been religiously following these rules for decades to prevent their homes falling prey to summer fires. Angul reported 139 fires in 2016. The two previous years – 2015 and 2014 – recorded 125 and 108 incidents respectively. In the first three months of the current year, the district saw 85 fires. The situation in neighbouring



Dhenkanal was worse. In 2016, 247 incidents of fire rendered many villagers homeless, while in 2015 and 2014, 237 and 211 fire incidents were reported, respectively.



Cause traced to Chullahs What makes these villages susceptible to fires? Despite people switching to concrete homes, a lot of dwellings still have thatched roofs. Besides, kitchen roofs at many places are at a lower height than the other rooms. The houses are also located so closely that fire spreads rapidly. Dry



leaves that collect near villages located close to forests are also fire hazards. “In 1952, about 80% of houses in our village were gutted in fires. It was found that chullahs were the cause of fire. Our forefathers then came up with a set of rules to prevent such tragedies. Not a single incident of fire has been reported in our village since then,” said Sanjay Biswal, a resident of Tumuni. In the first week of March, a meeting is called in every village to enforce these indigenous rules for four months. As per the rules,



each family has to prepare food only once a day and it has to be done before 11 am. After cooking, women folk have to douse the chullah fire with water. If guests drop in after 11 am, the family has to take special permission from the village committee to prepare food. “A two-member squad checks whether rules are followed. In the event of a fire, a villager goes round ringing a bell and all ablebodied members come out to control the fire,” said Arjun Sahoo of Mushapapuli village.



M ND-ND
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A show on sky



Uddhav seeks ‘Bharat Ratna’ for Veer Savarkar



SC bats for the rights of Internet users More and more problems make their way to the court



THANE



Shiv Sena president Uddhav Thackeray on Sunday demanded that ‘Bharat Ratna’, the country’s highest civilian award, be conferred on the late revolutionary and freedom fighter Vinayak Damodar Savarkar. “We all are together in demanding (Bharat Ratna for Savarkar) and some leaders of opposition (in Maharashtra) also want the highest honour for Savarkar. We should now act to make this a reality,” he said here. PTI



Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



2 bogies of Express train derail in Bihar SAHARSA



Two bogies of Saharsa-Patna Rajya Rani Express on Sunday derailed at the railway station here, disrupting rail traffic on the Saharsa-Mansi and the Saharsa-Madhepura sections for three hours. “The Patnabound train was arriving at the main platform from the yard when two of its 19 bogies derailed due to technical problem,” Saharsa station superintendent Navinchadra Yadav said.



2 orphaned tiger cubs die of infection in M.P. UMARIA (M.P.)



Two orphaned tiger cubs died of a viral infection at the Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve in Madhya Pradesh, a forest official said on Sunday. Both the cubs were four months’ old. They were among the three cubs found on January 22 this year at Sarwahi village on the periphery of the Sanjay Gandhi Tiger Reserve. The poachers had killed the mother of the cubs. Later, the three were shifted to the Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve to be put in foster care. “We tried our best to save the cubs infected with parvovirus but in vain. This virus generally infects dogs,” an official said. PTI



Welcome sign: Lightning strikes the sky over the Howrah Bridge, late on Saturday in Kolkata as thunderstorms brought relief to the people from soaring summer temperatures. PHOTO: K.R. DEEPAK *



Move to open liquor shop sparks protest Spare two minutes to look into our problem, say area residents Santosh Patnaik VISAKHAPATNAM



The apex court’s ruling to shut down all liquor shops and bars located within 500 metres radius of national and State highways has resulted in liquor traders looking for nearby residential areas to relocate their outlets, triggering public anger mainly among women. A novel protest was staged by residents of Anand Castle Apartments’ complex and Varasiddhi Grand Apartments, and other apartments on Revallapalem-Evallapalem Road in ward no. 4 of Madhurawada area on Sunday by holding banners appealing to the district administration to spare two minutes to prevent opening of an IMFL shop in their area.



Up in arms: Residents of Revallapalem of Madhurawada area in Visakhapatnam staging a protest against the move to open a liquor shop in their area on Sunday. *



“We, the residents of these apartment complexes bring to your kind notice that the RevallapalemBakkannapalem Road is the only and main arterial road passing in front of our buildings and connecting the National Highway to Revallapalem-Bakkannapalem village and other adjoining areas,”



local residents said in a representation to the Collector. The area houses several schools, including Sri Chaitanya Techno School, Gayatri Women Engineering College, Sri Srinivasa School, Jawahar Navodaya School, V.A.M.P.S. College of Physiotherapy. “Our apartment building is a major pick up and drop



point, for many school buses such as Visakha Valley School, St. Ann’s School, Delhi Public School, Greendale International School, Little Angel’s School, Pollocks School, Srinivasa School, St. Francis School and many more, which stop in front of the proposed liquor shop/bar and our apartment,” said Vijaya, a homemaker. Another resident said the authorities are aware that schools have their classes till as late as 8 p.m. or beyond, which is also peak business hours for liquor shops. The residents have to use the road in front of the liquor shop for accessing schools. “It may lead to misbehaviour with our women and girls by drunkards at the shop after sunset,” a senior citizen said.



Supreme Court judge Justice Dipak Misra recently described the Internet as a “world which is invisible.” Judges are grappling with the seemingly “infinite and seamless connectivity” of the Internet with more and more problems dealing with the myriad facets of the virtual world make their way to the Supreme Court. So far, the Supreme Court has made it clear that it wants to protect the rights of the citizen and make Internet companies liable under Indian laws. But the court is against imposing any general online ban. This, it said in a recent order, would curtail the right of the “genuine information-seeker to gain knowledge and information from the Internet.” A slew of cases, ranging from a privacy challenge to a 2016 policy entered into between WhatsApp and Facebook to posting of online sexual videos to the presence of pre-natal sex determination advertisements on the Internet to the safety of online cash transactions, have grabbed the Supreme Court’s attention and time.



Objectionable content These cases have seen the ordinary man engage Internet giants like Facebook, WhatsApp, Google, Yahoo and Microsoft in litigation in the Supreme Court. These petitions demand that the Internet giants should also be made liable for the objectionable and illegal content posted online. Counsel for Prajwala, the NGO which moved the court about how social media is misused by criminals to post and share sexual offence videos of women and children, said Internet compan-



Network trouble: The Supreme Court has made it clear that it wants to make Internet companies liable under Indian laws.



ies should be held responsible for such materials finding their way into their online domains.



PCPNDT Act In a separate case, Dr. Sabu Mathew George took on Google, Yahoo and Microsoft for hosting pre-natal sex determination advertisements on their search engines in violation of Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) (PCPNDT) Act of 1994. While the Internet companies have repeatedly said it was impossible to forestall a person from posting objectionable content online, these cases have led the court to order Internet companies to set up in-house expert bodies to scour the Internet and remove objectionable and illegal content. Nodal officers The litigation has further triggered the government to appoint nodal officers at State levels to keep tabs on the Net for offensive material. The government’s officers would alert the search engines, who are liable to remove the objectionable material within the next 36 hours. Again, the ‘right to be left alone’ in the virtual world is



gaining prominence as a subject of litigation in the Supreme Court. A Constitution Bench of five judges has started hearing two law students who have challenged the 2016 contract entered into by WhatsApp to give Facebook access to information and personal details shared by millions of its users is a violation of their privacy and free speech. Senior advocate K.K. Venugopal has said that the case would see a re-look of two Constitution Bench decisions — the 1954 eightjudge Bench verdict in M.P. Sharma’s case and the sixjudge Bench judgment of 1962 in Kharak Singh on the nature of right to privacy. Both judgments had categorically rejected the existence of privacy as a guaranteed right under Article 21 (right to life) of the Constitution. Mr. Venugopal suggested that a nine-judge Bench hear the case. The government has also conveyed the urgency to protect privacy and personal data on the Internet. Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi informed the Supreme Court that the government is working post-haste on “overarching data protection” laws to protect individual’s online privacy and ‘right to be forgotten’.



Villagers perform rituals in hospital They beat drum in the belief that they could take the soul back with them Press Trust of India Jaipur



In a bizarre case, villagers in Rajasthan’s Bhilwara district conducted rituals and beat drums for three hours on the premises of a government hospital in the belief it would drive out the soul of their dead relative. The incident happened at MG Hospital on Saturday where a relative of some of the villagers had died some-



‘Nitish likely to run for President’



time back. Doctors said villagers performed the ritual in their belief that they could take the soul back with them. “Villagers believe that the soul of their dead relative wanders on the hospital premises and performed rituals so that it rests in peace and family members live in peace,” said principal medical officer K.C. Panwar. “We will issue an advisory



Over 90 % died in A.P., Telangana New Delhi



*



Staff Reporter Mandya



Janata Dal (United) national president and Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar is experienced and capable of becoming the President of India, and he will contest the coming Presidential election, party’s general secretary K.C. Tyagi told a district-level JD(U) workers’ meet here on Sunday. Inaugurating the meet, Mr. Tyagi, who is also the national spokesperson, said the JD(U) and other like-minded parties wanted Mr. Kumar to contest. He said a decision regarding this would be taken shortly. Prime Minister Narendra Modi-led NDA government at the Centre has the “anti-poor” mindset. A strong opposition party is needed to fight the “anti-poor” policies of the Modi government, Mr. Tyagi said. The JD(U) is the only one which can fulfil this role, he added. CM YK



Rooster sacrificed ADM (City) Anandilal Vaishnav and SP Pradeep Mohan Sharma had inquired about the incident from hospital authorities, hospital police post sources said. This is the second such case which has come to light



Heat claimed 4,620 lives in four years Press Trust of India



Nitish Kumar



for family members to not perform such activities on hospital premises,” Dr. Panwar said.



Over 4,620 people died in India due to severe heat wave over the last four years, of which only Andhra Pradesh and Telangana accounted for about 92 per cent, according to the government data. A total of 4,246 people died in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana alone during these four years, according to the Ministry of Earth Sciences.



Erratic weather Last year, nearly 1,600 people died due to erratic weather conditions, of which 557 casualties were because of severe heat wave. The year 2015 witnessed 2,081 deaths due to severe heat wave, while 549 people died in 2014. In 2013, the severe heat wave conditions killed 1,443 people, of which the unified Andhra Pradesh State registered 1,393 casualties, the figures showed. The figures, however, were larger across the country as causes other than the direct reasons like heat stroke and dehydration are seldom accounted for, said Dileep Mavlankar, Director of the Gandhinagar-based Indian Institute of Public Health, which has been working with the



< >



Dehydration leads to respiratory and renal failure, especially for those prone to heart and kidney ailments.



Dileep Mavlankar Director of the Indian Institute of Public Health



Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation on a heat wave action plan. “For instance, dehydration also leads to respiratory and renal failure, especially for those who are prone to heart and kidney ailments. Infants and the elderly top the list in casualties,” he said. “In 2010, Ahmedabad recorded 65 deaths due to heat wave, but in the same period, there were 800 more deaths,” Mr. Malvalankar said.



IMD alerts Since last year IMD has started issuing heat wave alerts. A heat wave is declared when the temperature crosses 45 degrees Celsius. If the temperature rises 4 to 5 degrees above normal, then the condition is termed as a ‘heat wave.’ If the variance is over 6 degrees above normal, then it is classified as a ‘severe heat wave.’ With global temperatures on the rise, the instances of heat wave are increasing.



in the State. Last week a rooster was sacrificed, lemons quashed and rituals performed by an occult practitioner at a government hospital in Kota in a futile bid to bring a dead man back. Following the incident, which happened in the presence of medical staff, the hospital had appointed a committee of three members to probe the matter.



Mid-air row over national anthem Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Low-cost airline SpiceJet “inadvertently” played national anthem mid-air on its flight last week, leaving passengers in a tizzy as they were strapped to their seats as the flight was about to make a landing. The incident took place on SpiceJet’s Tirupati-Hyderabad flight (SG-1044) on April 18. A passenger has reportedly filed a complaint with the flight crew after landing. The airline said that the national anthem was played on the public address system by the pilot accidentally. “We have prerecorded National Anthem on our aircraft playlist to be used appropriately,” a SpiceJet spokesperson said. “Our crew inadvertently selected the wrong number on the playlist and National Anthem started playing. It was stopped within a few seconds. We regret any inconvenience caused to our esteemed customers.”



‘No safety violation’ Aviation experts, however, didn’t term the incident a safety violation. “It would have been a safety violation had the passengers been directed to stand up. The pilot mistakenly played it, ” aviation analyst Captain Shakti Lumba said. M ND-ND
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Towards complete justice at last A brief history of the ups and downs in the Babri Masjid demolition case



Tale of two sections



At war with itself Afghanistan and its allies need a coherent, gritty plan to roll back Taliban advances



T



he attack on a military base in Afghanistan on Friday, in which at least 140 people, mostly unarmed soldiers, died, speaks volumes about the state of security in the war-ravaged country. It was the deadliest attack by the Afghan Taliban since they were ousted from power in 2001. The 209th Army Corps base in Balkh province that was targeted is the army’s northern headquarters, responsible for security in nine of Afghanistan’s 34 provinces. By running over such a fortiied structure, the Taliban are efectively challenging the professionalism, resolve and resources of the entire force. Over the last few years, the Taliban had lost two of their topmost leaders. Besides, there were reports of factionalism and inighting within the group after the death of Mullah Omar. Yet, the Taliban made steady and substantial gains in the civil war over the last couple of years, since most American troops withdrew from Afghanistan as part of the drawdown plan. Now the group controls or has inluence in more than half the country. In recent years it had carried out multiple attacks on government buildings, including the Parliament building, sending a clear message to the government and its international backers that there is no place in Afghanistan that lies outside the Taliban’s range. Each time such an attack takes place, the Afghan government issues a statement on terror and vows to continue ighting. But despite these assurances, there is no real progress visible on the ground. Last year alone, more than 6,700 members of the Afghan security forces were killed, the highest since 2001. High casualties destroy the morale of the troops and erode the public’s faith in the country’s institutions, which already have a reputation of being highly corrupt. Kabul’s erratic and sometimes incoherent responses to the Taliban threat also expose its lack of conviction. Its overall security approach, as the latest attacks suggest, is in a shambles. The armed forces are not able to stall the Taliban’s advances. Its political reforms and attempts to reach out to the rural populace get nowhere as the Taliban are expanding their hold in the countryside. Even the attempts to reach a negotiated settlement were counterproductive, given the lack of cooperation from Pakistan and the Taliban’s refusal to make any meaningful compromise. But why would the Taliban compromise at a time when they think they’re making gains in the war? In order to forge a long-term political solution, the Afghan government irst needs to alter the balance of power on the ground; and for that it needs international support. The U.S. would do well to help the Afghan security forces craft a credible, sustainable military strategy and provide them more resources and training to take on the Taliban. Theatrics such as dropping the biggest non-nuclear bomb in the mountainous regions of Afghanistan may make headlines, but, as last week’s attack suggests, they hardly deter the militants. CM YK



y any standards, 25 years should be a long enough period to ind closure for crimes which afect the social and political life of a country. But it has taken this length of time for the real beginning: the trial of political leaders for conspiracy to commit what is conveniently described as “political crimes”. If ever there was a case where the invocation of the powers of the Supreme Court to do “complete justice” under Article 142 of the Constitution existed, it was the Babri Masjid demolition case. As Justice R.F. Nariman recognises in his judgment, the underlying basis of the Article is the Latin maxim iat justitia ruat caelum (let justice be done though the heavens fall). The court’s unhesitating resort to Article 142 mitigates to some extent the consequences of the failures of the Uttar Pradesh government and the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), and the judiciary’s own tardy processes. Each of these deserves some attention.



B



Procedural law The charge of criminal conspiracy against L.K. Advani, M.M. Joshi and six others failed to fructify only because of the view of the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court in its judgment of February 12, 2001 that the insertion of the separate FIR 198 of 1992 against these eight individuals in the original notiication of the State government



Court, namely transferring the case against Mr. Advani and seven others from Rae Bareli to Lucknow and the framing of charges of criminal conspiracy by the Court of Lucknow, are only to remedy, in the court’s own words: “what was expected by the Allahabad High Court to have been done shortly after its judgment dated 12th February 2001”.



directing the cases to be tried by a special court at Lucknow was procedurally lawed. And that procedural law, which the High Court itself held was curable, was that there had been no consultation with the High Court. On June 16, 2001, the CBI requested the State government to cure the defect. The request remained pending with the State government for a year-and-a-quarter and was rejected on September 28, 2002. This period spanned the chief ministership of Rajnath Singh, a short spell of President’s rule under the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government and inally the chief ministership of Ms. Mayawati, whose Bahujan Samaj Party government depended on the outside support of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). This rejection was not challenged by the CBI during the tenure of the NDA government at the Centre till May 2004 or even subsequently. The Supreme Court in its judgment of April 19, 2017 highlights the failure of the CBI to challenge the refusal of the State government to rectify the procedural law by consulting the High Court. The directions now given by the Supreme



To the top court The route by which the present case reached the Supreme Court needs to be mentioned. Skipping the unnecessary details, the special court at Lucknow by an order dated May 4, 2001 dropped proceedings against 21 persons, including the Advani batch of eight, taking the view that there were two sets of accused, namely the innumerable kar sevaks who actually demolished the masjid and the limited number of others who were the instigators. The special court chose to drop the proceedings against these 21 persons so that the case against the kar sevaks could go on. The revision iled by the CBI against this order of the special court remained pending before the Allahabad High Court for a good



Judicial reactions It is also worth looking at the varying judicial reactions in the Supreme Court in the same case over a span of four years. Last week’s judgment had no hesitation in recording that the case with which it was concerned pertained to crimes afecting the secular fabric of the Constitution. But in 2013 the reaction of a bench headed by Justice H.L. Dattu, later Chief Justice of India and now Chairperson of the National Human Rights Commission, was diferent. At that time the much respected senior counsel, P.P. Rao, was appearing for the CBI. He is not known for courtroom dramatics or the use of hyperbole. In support of his plea for early hearing he referred to the incident as a crime and described it as a matter of national importance. He had not described any individual as a criminal. According to newspaper reports, he was sharply



pulled up. While reminding the CBI of its own delays in the matter, the bench reportedly said, “Do not say it is a national crime or matter of national importance. We are yet to decide it. Unless we or the trial court decide this way or that way you cannot make such a statement.”



A distinction between roles There was another related proceeding which the Supreme Court did not and was not required to notice in the present case. It is still worth mentioning. On September 19, 2003, the special court at Rae Bareli discharged Mr. Advani, then the Deputy Prime Minister, in the case relating to the making of inlammatory speeches on December 6, 1992. It drew a distinction between the role of Mr. Advani and the seven others, including Mr. Joshi. Newspaper reports indicate that while Mr. Joshi promptly tendered his resignation from the Union Cabinet, he made it clear that there was no logic in the distinction made by the Court between Mr. Advani and the others, including him. If this judgment had stood, there would have been no case against Mr. Advani in the Rae Bareli court which the Supreme Court could have transferred to Lucknow last week and to which the charge of conspiracy could have been added. This judgment of the Rae Bareli court discharging Mr. Advani was however set aside by a Single Judge of the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court on July 6, 2005. That is why Mr. Advani, Mr. Joshi and six others are in the same boat again.



Raju Ramachandran is a Senior Advocate, Supreme Court of India



Racism and the reality in Japan Keeping in mind the 2020 Olympics, Japan is beginning to address deep-rooted discrimination



pallavi aiyar



I



n central Tokyo’s bustling neighbourhoods, it’s common to ind signs outside establishments, from barber shops to taverns, stating: “Foreigners Welcome”. That these are necessary only highlights how there are places in Japan — guest houses, massage parlours, restaurants — where foreigners are unwelcome. Justiications for barring entry to foreigners range from worries about communicating with non-Japanese speakers (although many foreigners do speak Japanese), to the notion that foreigners don’t know how to behave in Japanese settings (such as taking of their shoes and speaking softly). Some claim that the real aim of these restrictions is to keep large groups of loud-mouthed Chinese tourists from “spoiling” the atmosphere. Other foreigners are merely collateral damage.



Results of survey A new survey carried out by Japan’s Justice Ministry reveals that nearly a



third of foreign residents in Japan say they have experienced derogatory remarks because of their racial background, while about 40% have sufered housing discrimination. Of the 18,500 foreigners surveyed, 4,252 responded, the majority identiied as Chinese and Korean. Over 40% had lived in Japan for more than a decade. One in four job seekers said they were denied employment because of being foreign, and one in ive believed they were paid less than their Japanese counterparts for similar work. Putting paid to the notion that such discrimination is related to language, 95% of foreigners whose job applications were rejected, and over 90% of those whose housing applications were denied, were able to speak Japanese “conversationally, professionally or luently”. Because racism is thought of as discrimination by white people against those of colour, non-white countries such as Japan have been loathe to admit that it is a problem that they too must grapple with. It is only recently with Tokyo gearing up to host the Olympic Games in 2020, and a related, governmental-push to increase tourism to 40 million visitors by then (up from 24 million last year), that ledgling steps are now being taken to acknowledge and redress racially-based



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Protesting farmers The report, “Protesting T.N. farmers drink urine” (April 23), is disheartening. Being a civilised society, we have to hang our heads in shame. Their agitation had been on for over 30 days and they tried almost everything to draw our attention to their plight. That there was no response for so long from the authorities concerned is unacceptable. Mudgal Venkatesh, Kalaburagi, Karnataka



Thermocol experiment It is strange that a Minister in Tamil Nadu, while loating a peculiar idea, forgot simple physics when he wanted to beat the sun: his failure to factor in another natural force, wind (“After thermocol iasco, Minister plans plastic balls experiment”, April 23). Why others did not bring it to his notice that the Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board has classiied thermocol as a hazardous waste is stranger still. It is shocking that the Minister ignored the fact that he was attempting to contain evaporation in Vaigai dam. This is not a tank or a well that can be covered. Did he spare a
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T



he Supreme Court has intervened to spare cricketer Mahendra Singh Dhoni the ordeal of facing a criminal trial for allegedly insulting the Hindu religion by being featured in the likeness of a deity on the cover of a business magazine. The court quashed a criminal complaint iled against him in Anantapur in Andhra Pradesh under Section 295A of the Indian Penal Code, a provision that makes “deliberate and malicious acts intended to outrage religious feelings” a punishable ofence. The court said there was no deliberate intent on the part of the cricketer or the magazine to hurt religious sentiments. It drew upon the interpretation given to Section 295A by a Constitution Bench as early as in 1957 that it only “punishes the aggravated form of insult to religion when it is perpetrated with the deliberate and malicious intention of outraging the religious feelings of that class”. It is a matter of satisfaction that the highest court intervenes from time to time to stymie attempts by those claiming that their religious sentiments are ofended by some act or remark of celebrities and dragging them to courts in diferent parts of the country. Judicial relief does come in the end, but the bitter truth is that the process is the punishment; it is time our lower courts stop taking relexive cognisance of trivial or vexatious cases iled on the basis that the religious, caste or cultural sensitivities of some group have been ofended. In essence, Section 295A is a thinly disguised blasphemy law — the only diference being that it is ‘secular’ insofar as it applies to all religions or all forms of religious insult. A close cousin of this provision is another much misused section of the IPC — 153A. Intended to punish those who promote enmity between diferent groups on grounds of religion, race, place of birth, residence and language, and doing acts prejudicial to the maintenance of harmony, this section has been employed to harass writers and artists and cast a chill on free expression. The problem with insult laws, irrespective of the form they assume, is that they are inherently subjective. There is no guessing what causes insult/ofence/hurt to people, leaving it open for such provisions to be blatantly misused. In this respect, Section 295A and 153A resemble our controversial contempt of court law — there is no saying what will scandalise a judge and therefore no saying when and for what contempt may be invoked. The two IPC provisions encourage the creation of what novelist Monica Ali described as a “marketplace of outrage” — an economy that feeds on anger and hostility. They need to be read down, their scope narrowed in a way that moral vigilantes and those who afect an emotional victimhood can no longer exploit the law to serve their narrow chauvinistic ends.



raju ramachandran DEEPAK HARICHANDAN



It’s time 295A and 153A of the IPC are revisited, to end vexatious criminal prosecution



nine years before it was dismissed by a judgment on May 22, 2010. It is this judgment which was challenged by the CBI in the Supreme Court after a long delay. Considerable time of the Supreme Court was spent on examining the question of delay. The case picked up pace in the Supreme Court only after March 6 this year when it came before a bench of Justices P.C. Ghose and Nariman. The oral observations of the Court on that day gave a suicient clue to its mind and the case was inally heard and judgment delivered with remarkable promptitude in a month and a half. But it is necessary to remember again that in this round of litigation starting from May 4, 2001 the case has remained pending for a good 16 years in the superior courts.



discrimination. In Japan, racism tends to take two forms. There is virulent hate speech by far right groups aimed at Korean and Chinese people, which draws on deep-rooted historical animus. There is also more casual racism towards other foreigners, which springs from unchallenged stereotypes. One of many examples of this latter strain: a train conductor in Osaka last year made a public announcement to Japanese passengers apologising for any “discomfort” due to the “number of foreign passengers on board”.



Linked to a uniqueness At their core, both kinds of racism are rooted in a false narrative of Japanese uniqueness and racial purity. In 1889, the Meiji constitution established a state based on the no-



The average Japanese, however, remains unaware of academic research into demographic origins. Even the Ainu — a people in northern Hokkaido who are markedly distinct from the majority of Japanese — were recognised as a minority group with a “distinct language, religion and culture” only in 2008.



Regional animosity Racial discrimination against Koreans and Chinese in Japan has a long history. After the 1923 Great Kantō earthquake, incensed by rumours that “Koreans are poisoning the wells” and “Koreans will attack us,” Japanese vigilantes murdered thousands of Koreans and hundreds of Chinese. Even today these ethnic groups are subject to similar “panic” rumours made more perni-



cious by social media. In 2014, for example, mudslides in the Hiroshima Prefecture led to false allegations of burglaries of evacuated homes by zainichi, as ethnic Koreans in Japan are called. Moreover, the racism survey results were announced against a political backdrop where Japan’s Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, is facing censure over purported ties to a nationalist kindergarten accused of denigrating Chinese and Korean people. Given its ageing population and shrinking demographics, Japan needs immigration despite popular notions that robots can address the need for foreign labour. That the government is inally taking cognisance is relected in a series of recent moves taken by Japan to curb racism. Last year the Justice Ministry carried out it’s irst ever video analysis of anti-Korean demonstrations. The Ministry conirmed that 1,152 hate speech rallies were held from April 2012 to September 2015. Subsequently, a law was enacted to eradicate the kind of hate speech that is often used in these demonstrations. Necessary moves, but not yet suicient. Pallavi Aiyar has reported from China, Europe and Indonesia. She is currently based in Tokyo
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thought for the public money squandered? Can he or his party compensate for this loss? G. Venkatakuppuswamy, Bengaluru



The Minister’s move to now try and use plastic shade balls is bizarre to say the least. Did he seek the guidance of a scientiic institution on the pros and cons of an unknown experiment? We should not use the argument of such methods being used in advanced countries when we hardly know anything about their impact here before extensive testing. If we go ahead with the plan without taking into account our tropical conditions, there is the danger of even the available water getting polluted. One only wishes that the government had taken up desilting on a war footing earlier to increase reservoir storage levels, and which could have averted a precarious water situation now. ■



by those at the highest level. These strange experiments may only end up harming the river’s ecology and in turn afecting people. It is time Tamil Nadu revives the directive on rainwater harvesting. Anmol Gulecha, Chennai



Free speech I admire and respect the sacriice Ruchir Joshi’s parents made for the freedom of India (‘Column width’ page – “Of edicts then and now”, April 23). But I disagree with the columnist in using the example of his father’s struggle for freedom to justify insult to national symbols. He further says that the right to free speech allows him to express an absence of pride in his country. Well, if there is an absence of respect in me towards fellow citizens does that allow me to be abusive or disrespectful towards them? Absolutely not.



V. Subramanian,



Krinendra Projjwal,



Chennai



Thane, Maharashtra



The experiment is a disaster and an example of ‘non-application of mind’



■ Not respecting the Union Jack in India and not being ready to respect the Indian



■



tion that the Emperor was a direct descendant of the “original” Yamato clan, and that all Japanese were organically related to the emperor, giving birth to the idea of a single, homogeneous, racial identity. Today, many scholars believe that the Japanese are in fact a mixture of Korean-like “Yayoi” people who immigrated to the archipelago around 400 BC and an indigenous population who walked over land bridges that connected the Japanese islands to the continent during low sea levels of ice ages some 12,000 years ago.



national lag by an Indian citizen in India are two diferent issues. I doubt whether the columnist’s father, a freedom ighter, would have accepted his contention. Freedom of speech is not absolute. Today’s government can’t be equated with the British Empire of yesteryears. The problem with most of our columnists is that they present their coloured personal opinions as public opinion as they have a forum to publish and ventilate whatever they feel. Irrespective of the grievances one might have with the present government, one has to show one’s respect to the national lag and national anthem, which are symbols of the pride of this nation. R. Radhakrishnan,



loudspeakers or air horns for that matter. It is against the edicts of the Supreme Court and in deiance of the Constitution. Loudspeakers bristling from places of worship have taken pride of place atop scafoldings and towers and only create disturbance, ill health and animosity. Noise pollution serves no practical purpose other than blast people into submission, creating heart, lung and mental problems. It should be put down with a irm hand once and for all. M.E. Avari, Kodaikanal, Tamil Nadu



No free-tripping The selless act of 52-yearold social activist Angad Thakur, who ights ticketless train travel, should be an eye-opener to our so-called public



representatives who go the other extreme — of waiving all dues when their party comes to power. While Mr. Thakur ights for the nation, our parties ight for the sake of power at the cost of the nation (“Gandhigiri keeps a train running”, April 23). K. Manasa Saanvi, Hyderabad



Umpiring at the IPL There is absolutely no doubt that this year, the IPL has so far witnessed some of the worst instances of umpiring, especially by local umpires. To avoid acrimony, it would be ideal if the BCCI introduces the DRS system even in IPL tournaments. N.V. Krishnan, Chennai



more letters online: www.hindu.com/opinion/letters/



Chennai



Fighting noise pollution A celebrity has kicked of yet another round in the battle against loudspeakers. It is a pity that those in the business of religion have taken ofence and countered him by bringing up the point of ‘hurting religious sentiments’. There is nothing religious about



corrections & clarifications: A sentence in the Editorial, “At the crossroads” (April 22, 2017), read: “But the outcome is anything but uncertain, given that a substantial chunk of voters remains undecided and that the kind of anti-establishment anger that helped Mr. Trump and Britain’s proBrexit camp remains strong in France as well.’ It should have been: “ But the outcome is anything but certain ... .” It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:[email protected]; Mail: Readers’ Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India. All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com
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The line between iction and fact As the debate on ‘fake news’ rages worldwide, we need to understand its local manifestations in India



It’s triple-check for science reporting Medical stories should be complete and carefully veriied



North-east Germany is home to a number of neo-Nazi groups. They are small in number, yet their views on the purity of the Aryan race are straight out of 1930s Germany. That they have lived in relative obscurity for half a century is due thankfully to the absence of the Internet. However, for the last decade or so, their hateful presence is being felt not just in a country inundated with Syrian refugees, but on a host of websites too. Without digitisation, the lies they perpetuated would never have appeared in public forums, and would have perhaps died off in a few years. But the Internet gave them a larger voice and the power to spew hate in an altogether new medium.



Propaganda becomes news The dangers of such Internet media are now beginning to be felt in India. We have today 160 million WhatsApp users, 150 million Facebook followers, and over 22 million Twitter accounts. A right-wing WhatsApp group sends out thousands of nationalist videos around the country every day, spreading a host of lies: that Muslims will overrun the country, and northeasterners are Chinese agents. The Bharatiya Janata Party’s proficiency in new media was itself visible throughout the recent Assembly election campaigns. Knowing full well the advantages of such instant messaging, the party pushed its agenda on Twitter aggressively. Whatever the messages, they are often taken on their word; private opinion is mistaken for public proclamation, propaganda accepted as news. A largely illiterate citizenry is more likely to gain information, like the neo-Nazis, without a filter. Whom to believe, how much, and under what circumstance becomes impossible to verify when the source is a tweet, a private opinion, a like. When people look only to private media for factual information and news, chances are that a lie doing the rounds eventually establishes itself as truth. It travels the full course — passed on from Facebook, tweeted into shared accounts, across thousands of unsure minds, spreading



A.S. PANNEERSELVAN



*
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like wild fire without proof or doubt — till opinion becomes fact, and belief becomes total. A well-known doctor in Bihar was announced dead on WhatsApp after an income tax raid at his house declared vast hoardings of illegal currency. It took a press conference for him to pronounce both his innocence and existence. Earlier, the absence of social media allowed incendiary private opinion to die before it left the walls of your home. Now, every private utterance has the possibility of making it big in the public space. You can make claims and arguments without facts; you can raise outright lies to the level of conspiracies. Fake news is a sort of Photoshop for words and ideas. When you can put together a convincing picture of Sachin Tendulkar’s head on the body of Vidya Balan and pass it off as real, it isn’t unusual to suddenly conjure up Jayalalithaa’s daughter in some remote corner of the U.S. as fact. Factors of believability lie in the medium itself. A photo of Narendra Modi sweeping the floor at a Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh rally was circulated in 2015. The RSS’s denial of its legitimacy was accompanied with the pre-Photoshopped picture of the actual person with the broom. In a world where there is no difference between broadcast journalism, print, or social media, anything



is capable of becoming news. Thanks to U.S. President Donald Trump’s irresponsible statement that former President Barack Obama was foreign-born, millions in the U.S. now believe that Mr. Obama is a foreigner, despite the retraction. Mr. Trump, of course, uses the phrase “fake news” rather liberally, mainly to discredit the mainstream media and direct people’s attention away from his own lies and gaffes. Within the world of the Internet, in fact, the distinctions between making news, reporting news, and sharing news is all the more blurred. News may be reported in papers and news channels, but when political parties and business groups promote their ideological agendas and Facebook becomes the primary source for news, then fact, opinion and propaganda become one and the same.



Unreliable information This is true of other forms of information as well. In the 1960s, the Encyclopaedia Britannica was the singlemost valuable compendium of relevant information gathered into alphabetically arranged volumes. It served students, institutions and private researchers for basic information. Its entries were the work of scholars and specialists whose credentials were impeccable and duly recorded in the book. Wikipedia, on the other hand, al-



lows anyone to propose information related to its growing archive, however inaccurate — all in the hope that the open format will itself act as an editorial corrective, and eventually the inputs of many will inform and embellish each sketch into coherence. Is this any way to work a legitimate entry into the world’s most informed network encyclopaedia? Obviously it is not a crime to spread opinion, but it certainly is when it masquerades as real news. Every second person in the U.S. has a Facebook profile, and the chat rooms are filled with ideas about institutions failing, democracy on the decline, rigged polls, fake news, racist rants. In a country like ours, however, with cultural and religious diversity practised, but with social inhibitions still strong, and the freedom to speak openly, a constitutional right but a public handicap, private media platforms present a challenge. For a population still largely uneducated and entirely unused to a cosmopolitanism co-existence, the urgency to believe in something, anything, is often a need not based on informed opinion. When something happens, the consequences are unlikely to be contested in courts, but more likely to be tested in the battlefield of the city. Gautam Bhatia is a Delhi-based architect and writer



Since the office of the Readers’ Editor was established in The Hindu in 2006, one reader has been relentless in his pursuit for accuracy. He has an excellent eye for detail and a phenomenal memory of sporting events. Dr. Maniyur Raghavendran is a consultant urologist and transplant surgeon. While most of his letters are about slip ups in sports stories, his recent mail questioned the credibility of a journal cited in a medical story. The report, “Woman takes risk, achieves motherhood after 20 miscarriages” (April 15, 2017), was filed by the Nellore staff reporter. It was a moving story about a woman who wanted to have a child despite difficult medical conditions, and who was ready to take a risk because her husband’s family was pressuring him to marry again. The report was based on interviews with the woman and her doctor. It was a good human-interest story, but was marred by the strapline which read: “In view of the rare nature, her medical report entered the International Journal of Reproduction, says expert.” Dr. Raghavendran wrote: “I tried searching for this journal, but this seems to be an open access journal where you pay and get your report published. Does The Hindu need to highlight such cases entered in fictitious journals?”



Guidelines for science reporting I agree with Dr. Raghavendran. It is important for staff reporters and regional desks to read the 2012 internal circular that spelt out the rules for reporting on science and health. The operative part of that circular is this: “Medical stories should be complete and carefully verified; cutting corners for whatever reason, including competitive pressures, is impermissible. Please run such stories by the Science Editor or senior health writers before pitching them to the editorial desk. Do not mail these stories to the Net. If you are not a designated health reporter in a bureau, all stories on press releases on medical claims must be routed through one of our senior editorial experts and not filed directly by general reporters. If such a process takes time, so be it: a story could be held over to check the claims made.” In my column, “Tall claim is not science” ( January 18, 2016), I shared some of the best practices in science and health reporting. The article dealt with the quality of aca-



Predatory journals in India R. Prasad, Science Editor of The Hindu, in “Predatory journals make desperate bid for authenticity” (April 20, 2017), explained how India has a huge and growing number of predatory journal publishers. He looked at data from the India office of the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) since March 2014, when the new criteria for DOAJ listings were put out. Mr. Prasad wrote that out of 1,600 applications from open access journal publishers in India, only 4% were found to be from genuine publishers and accepted for inclusion in the DOAJ directory. While 18% of
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demic journals, and what a reporter can rely upon. Those guidelines are: “Check the quality of peer review, as different journals have different criteria and practices, and the quality of their peer review varies accordingly. Try to find out the limitations of the study: was it too preliminary or too small a sample size to be accepted in a higher quality journal? Be critical if the claim is made in a public statement. How credible is the scientist among his/her scientific peers? Is the scientist based at a recognised scientific institution? How is the study funded? Finding an independent expert to comment is the most reliable way to judge the validity of a study.”



the applications are still being processed, Mr. Prasad contends that the main reason for the rejection of 78% of the applications is the predatory or dubious nature of the journals. There are some fine journalistic clues in Mr. Prasad’s article. For instance, he cites Bengaluru-based Leena Shah, DOAJ ambassador, India, who gives two important entry points to assess the journal: “Nearly 20% of the journals have a flashy impact factor and quick publication time, which are quick giveaways… Under contact address, some journal websites do not provide any address but just a provision for comments.” While reporting human-interest stories that have a substantial scientific component to it, general reporters should imbibe the rules and norms of science reporting. While double-check is the norm for general reporting, it is triple-check for science reporting. [email protected]
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It’s not all despair



FIFTY YEARS AGO APRIL 24, 1967



The road to independence



The Indian Left could seek to emulate the new shoots in the developed world



The British High Commissioner in South Arabia said on Thursday [April 20, Aden, (South Arabia)] that the only hope for bringing independence to the territory with a minimum of bloodshed lay in the present controversial Federal Government, if the U.N. proved unable to provide an alternative solution. The High Commissioner, Sir Richard Turnbull, predicted in an exclusive interview at his heavily guarded hilltop residence that South Arabia would attain independence “not very happily.” The High Commissioner said there were only two possible “ways ahead” for the area.
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Have a conversation with anyone from the Indian Left and the mood inevitably turns morose. A decade ago, when the Indian political Left was in its strongest parliamentary moment, its supporters and adherents fervently spoke of and debated over how to inluence policy on welfare, redistribution and accountability, as advances to be made in the progressive project since Independence. Today, they are back to defending core values that were long settled in India’s constitutional debates: secularism, civil liberties, and individual rights. The framework of public debates over economic issues has been reduced to right-wing populist talking points, some of which have been implemented as policy — the dubious demonetisation exercise, for instance. That the Left’s political strength has weakened signiicantly — much due to its own failures — has also dented the political response to the efects of a policy as badly designed and implemented as demonetisation. But the Indian leftist and the progressive are not alone. In Latin America, the pink tide has waned signiicantly as seen in Venezuela and Brazil. This sepulchral moment for leftist political forces in countries practising electoral democracy may well pass, but there is a sure crisis. The social democratic project stands for constitutionalism and privileging civic over ethnically determined issues. It allows for an equal hearing or at least heeding the voices of representatives of labour as much as captains of industry and commerce. It values equality, reason, science, globalism and empathy over status quo, tradition, narrow nationalism and short-termism. Parties that stand either for a radical or a plain version of social democracy are clearly on the decline; so are articulations of these values. But the emergence and popularity of some shoots that adhere to the strands of social democracy and progressivism should give the Left some hope, something to learn from. Selfdeclared socialist and former Democratic party challenger Bernie Sanders is still quite prominent in the U.S., and is working towards expanding his progressive support base, comprising largely of the youth, to a movement that could upend the elite-run Democratic party. Presidential candidate Jean-Luc Melenchon (in photo) has reinvigorated the Left platform by again tapping into the youth to drive a project that seeks reform of the European Union and a re-imagined welfare state in France. Labour party leader Jeremy Corbyn seeks to return his beleaguered party back to its true labour roots in Britain. The political Left in India should see in these projects many common factors — a belief in the inevitability of civic democracy, reliance on newer and popular means of communication, an absence of partisanship and a coming together of strands of the Left under the rubric of ideas rather than party one-upmanship. The Indian Left still derives its organisational inspiration from the doomed socialist project of the 20th century, and continues to base its programmes on resistance and negativism rather than projecting positive goals that appeal to the youth. These have pushed prospective adherents to identitarian outits. The Left could well seek to emulate the new shoots in the developed world even as they embark on their own long march back to relevance.
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A strike at Erode
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CONCEPTUAL



SHELF HELP



Politics of recognition



Keeping the background score



Political philosophy As a concept, politics of recognition owes its philosophical roots to Georg Hegel who postulated that the individual identity is constructed through a process of mutual recognition between different persons or subjects. Thus, social recognition, or acceptance, is essential for the development of one’s idea of self. Politics of recognition, as developed by political philosophers including Charles Taylor and Nancy Fraser, played an important role in the fight for the rights of marginalised sexual, ethnic, linguistic or religious minorities, who saw themselves as both equal and distinct from the dominant majority within a nation-state. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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Dhoni the finisher returns http://bit.ly/Dhoni61



Music is a virtue not only for its own sake Anuradha Raman



Is there a connection between singing and running? Singing and reporting? Not just singing, but the constant practice of serving notes that go into making a composition — the goal of perfection towards which one is constantly striving? The connection becomes apparent, for example, when one begins to run and sing — it is often found that one enables the other. The more one runs, the longer one can hold a note and perhaps the more one can explore a composition. The connections come to play in Alan Rusbridger’s Play It Again: An Amateur Against the Impossible. Mr. Rusbridger, a former editor-in-chief of The Guardian, set himself a goal, which was to learn within a year Chopin’s Ballade No. 1. This composition is regarded as challen-



ging even for professional musicians. His journey could have been a song if he could just have just stuck to playing, but the year that he set for himself also witnessed the Arab Spring, The Guardian’s breaking of both the WikiLeaks and the News of the World hacking scandals — all of which Mr. Rusbridger had to anchor as the editor-in-chief, which meant ferreting out time to play Chopin. The book is a diary and offers a glimpse into the incremental, but significant, steps towards the author’s goal — to play Ballade No.1. “By making time, life improves: under the great pressure and stress of the year, I discovered the value of a having a small escape valve — something so absorbing, so different, so re-balancing,” he writes. Does he play it? Yes, he does. In fact, he conquers it. The book serves as a re-



minder to everyone to set aside some time from their crazy-busy lives for the one thing, or the many things, that they have always wanted to do. The pursuit of those passions could be a life-affirming and a life-altering experience. Mr. Rusbridger missed his deadline by a few months, but he stayed the course. “Yes, there’s time,” he writes. “No matter how frantically busy one’s life...” Absolutely on Music by Haruki Murakami, whose books have always had music keeping the background score, is about a maestro (Seiji Ozawa) and a writer (Murakami). Two creative people wake up at the crack of dawn to concentrate on the one thing they are passionate about. For the writer, it is the word, and for the composer, it is keeping score. The book comprises of six conversations between them.



The Tranship Porters and Cooly Porters employed at the Erode junction of the Broad and Metre gauge systems of the S I Railway numbering 20 and eighty respectively struck work on the morning of the 21st instant and every endeavour to persuade them to resume work is proving vain and as a result of the energetic measures taken by the Traffic Inspectors of Salem and Podanur the normal work of the Company is carried on up till now by employing loco men and coolies from each of the neighbouring stations. I understand that there was a case of death from amongst the relations of some of the Tranship porters and some were obliged to stop away for attending the funerals of the deceased. The next day they came to work as usual but were prohibited from doing work and the cooly porters who are not paid any monthly or daily wages were asked to do the work and these also refused.
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Bihar man had no role in Kanpur: NIA



Modi, Shah meet BJP CMs Focus on issues of good governance, implementation of schemes Prime Minister Narendra Modi and BJP president Amit Shah met with Chief Ministers of 13 BJP-ruled States and five Deputy Chief Ministers at the party headquarters in New Delhi on Sunday, to focus ostensibly on issues of good governance. The meeting that stretched for more than four hours, right on the heels of a day-long meeting called by the NITI Aayog, saw all 13 CMs deliver presentations on specific agenda points.



Death trail: Over 140 people were killed as Indore-Patna Express derailed near Kanpur on November 2016. *



RAJEEV BHATT



The claims of Paswan prompted Mr. Prabhu’s letter to Mr. Singh, alleging “sabotage” and “outsiders’ role” in at least six train accidents. The probe into the Ghorasan incident, and the derailments at Kanpur and Kuneru on January 22 of the Jagdalpur-Bhubaneshwar Express, where over 40 people were killed, was handed over to the NIA. “We are about to file a charge sheet in the Ghorasan case. Paswan’s and others role has been established in this case but there is no proof to show that he planted a bomb at Kanpur, which caused the derailment. We are conducting a separate probe in the Kanpur incident but Paswan’s claims were all brag,” a senior NIA official told The Hindu.



IIT report awaited The official said they were waiting for a forensic report as well as a report from the IIT Kanpur to ascertain whether the Kanpur and Kuneru rail accidents were the result of sabotage. Tip-off by Nepal police The arrests in the Ghorasan incident were made after a tip-off by Nepal Police, which arrested three persons — Braj Kishore Giri, Mojahir Ansari and Shambhu alias Laddu — while probing the murder of two Nepalese



men — Dipak Ram and Arun. The arrested men had allegedly said that the two were killed on the orders of Nepalese businessman Shamshul Hoda for failing to set off any explosions in India. Hoda was later arrested in February on his return from Dubai. An NIA team then interrogated him in Nepal where he allegedly admitted that he was asked by a Pakistani, Shafi Sheikh, “create mayhem” in India. While Hoda confirmed that he had been asked by Sheikh to plant explosives at Ghorasan, he told the NIA team that he was unaware of any such plan for Kanpur and Kuneru railway derailments. While Hoda was not aware of the group Sheikh was affiliated to, NIA officials said their probe had found that he was working for Pakistan’s ISI and has been on the radar of intelligence agencies for pumping in fake currency in India via Nepal. During an election rally in Gonda, Uttar Pradesh on February 23, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had said the Kanpur accident was “a conspiracy and conspirators carried it out sitting across the border”. The Home Minister however, later told Parliament on March 22 that “Prime Minister did not directly mention ISI’s name in the Kanpur train derailment case”.



too,” said the source. Political issues included what feedback mechanism had been put in place by the State governments to gauge implementation or even the satisfaction level of people with welfare schemes.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Agenda note While the party would be briefing the media only on Monday morning on the



Structured meet: PM Narendra Modi during a meeting with BJP-ruled States CMs in New Delhi on Sunday. R.V. MOORTHY *



points in the note on which presentations were being made. These included Centrally sponsored and State schemes and the problems in their implementation, and a couple of political issues



meet, sources in the party said that an agenda note had been circulated to the Chief Ministers in advance to provide a structure to the meet. “There were 3-4 agenda



Feedback mechanism “Whether MLAs and Ministers went among the people in a structured regular way, how were issues of feedback being tackled etc. were some of the questions that have to be answered,” said the source. Apart from Prime Minister Modi, Mr. Shah and the Chief Ministers, members of the BJP Parliamentary Board were present at the meeting.



SJM targets Gates Foundation RSS ailiate wants the charity’s involvement in Health Ministry reduced Special Correspondent New Delhi



The Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) says it “will continue work” to check the influence of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation on India’s health policies. The reaction comes in response to a statement of Nachiket Mor, India head of the foundation, that it was in India because the Indian government felt it added value. “I am here because the country feels that I can add value. The day the country feels I cannot add value, well, there are many other countries that would want our help,” Mr. Mor said in an interview



The NGO was barred from receiving foreign funds to lobby parliamentarians and the media for stricter tobacco control laws — a key initiative in consonance with the Health Ministry’s policies. The PHFI, an influential health think tank, was one of foundation’s largest partners in India.



with The Hindu on Saturday. “We understand that and that is the reason we are engaging with the Health Ministry to educate them about how the philanthropic organisation has influenced policy in India. We want the people of the country to be aware. The foundation’s involvement in the Ministry must be reduced,”said Ashwani Mahajan, co-convener, SJM. Last week, the Home Ministry cancelled the registration of the Public Heath Foundation of India under the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, alleging violations of the law.



Behest of MNCs “We want similar action to be initiated against the foundation because they have been acting in the interest of multinational pharmaceutical companies,” said Mr. Mahajan, who confirmed that he had met Health Min-



ister J.P. Nadda last week and briefed him. The RSS-backed organisation is demanding an investigation by an independent agency into allpolicy decisions taken in consultation with the foundation and its affiliates such as GAVI, the vaccine alliance and PATH (earlier known as Program for Appropriate Technology in Health), both international health NGOs. The BMGF is not the only international NGO to come under MHA scrutiny. Last year, the Ministry suspended licences and blacklisted NGOs such as Greenpeace India, along with nearly 11,000 others.
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Crop loss



‘Mismanagement across the city’ Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal alleged malfunctioning electronic voting machines (EVMs) and “mismanagement” were prevalent across the city. “Reports from all over Delhi of EVM malfunction, people wid voter slips not allowed to vote. What is SEC doing? (sic),” he tweeted. Delhi Congress spokesperson Sharmistha Mukher-



jee said, “Based on reports from the ground, we will do well in the polls. We are confident of our chances.” The AAP, Professor Kumar added, “failed in communicating” to the people of Delhi details of the work which they have accomplished and instead “got entangled in criticising Mr. Modi in a one to one contest.”



Assessing time: Punjab Minister Navjot Singh Sidhu visiting the ields where standing wheat crop was burnt to ashes following a spark from overhead high tension wire, near Amritsar on Sunday. PTI *



Take care of Kashmiri students: Modi to CMs Mehbooba plea at NITI Aayog meet Special Correspondent New Delhi



Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday urged all Chief Ministers to take care of students from Jammu and Kashmir in their respective States. Mr. Modi’s remarks, his first following reports of Kashmiri students being targeted in Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh, were made after an appeal by Jammu and Kashmir CM Mehbooba Mufti at the third meeting of the Governing Council of the NITI Aayog here, which was attended by 27 Chief Ministers.



Action plans During the meeting, the NITI Aayog presented about 300 specific action points across sectors for boosting growth. However, details



about the plans were not made public. In his address to the Council, Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan pointed out that the general narrative that after the 14th Finance Commission award, States had been given larger resource transfers and therefore, Central Assistance must be limited to specific sectoral interventions “is a fallacy”. “States are at various stages of development and require support, both financial and technical, to improve their quality of life, infrastructure, job creation and social security,” Mr. Vijayan said. Addressing the Council, Bihar CM Nitish Kumar raised the issue of the BJP’s poll promise to farmers of fixing the MSP at 50% above input costs.



BEL, ECIL to make VVPAT machines Panel issues letter of intent to PSUs Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



With the Union Cabinet clearing fund allocations, the Election Commission has issued a letter of intent for buying 16.15 lakh voterverifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT) machines. The machines will be procured in 2017-18 and 2018-19 at an estimated cost of ₹3,173.47 crore from the public sector undertakings Bharat Electronics Ltd. and Electronics Corporation of India Ltd. “In its letter sent to the CMDs of ECIL and BEL on Friday, the commission has communicated its intent for purchase of 8,07,500 VVPATs from each of the PSUs by September 2018,” said an EC note.



Approved design These VVPATs will be manufactured only as per the design approved by the commission, based on the recommendations of the Technical Experts Committee on EVMs, constituted by the electoral body. The committee comprises eminent Professors from the Indian Institutes of Technology. “The commission shall closely monitor the production of VVPATs for timely delivery well before the Lok Sabha general elections in 2019,” the EC said. Explaining the importance of this step, Chief Election Commissioner Nasim Zaidi said, “It will enhance transparency and uphold the voters’ right to know



Nasim Zaidi



which party he or she has voted, thereby increasing voters’ confidence in the free and fair electoral process.” On April 19, in compliance with the Supreme Court order and as per the recommendation of the Election Commission, the government had approved ₹3173.47 crore for the procurement of VVPATs for use in the coming elections and the next Lok Sabha polls.



EC reminders The decision came after almost a dozen reminders from the EC on release of funds, the last communication flagging an urgent need to procure the VVPATS given the “prevailing environment”. After the recent Assembly elections in the five States, the Opposition parties had raised serious doubts over the integrity of EVMs, even as several of them demanded use of VVPATS to ensure transparency. They had petitioned the Election Commission and the President seeking intervention.



Cyprus sees role for India



Corruption, the top pain: poll



Thinks New Delhi can help in uniication eforts as it is close to Ankara



Drive under PM’s New India campaign shows the issue got the highest response



V. Sudarshan Nicosia



President of the Republic of Cyprus, Nicos Anastasiades, will ask Prime Minister Narendra Modi if there is any way he can help in his country’s efforts to reunify the northern and southern parts of Cyprus, he told a group of visiting journalists on Friday. This he will seek when he visits New Delhi from April 25, with four ministers and a strong business delegation. In an interaction in the presidential palace, he explained the rationale by saying, “Those who are closely connected with Turkey can give us the strongest hand in our efforts.”



Hard to predict Although President Anastasiades felt it was too early to predict how Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan might behave as regards the Cyprus question, he said, “At the same time of course, we shall ask Prime Minister Narendra Modi if he has any kind of possibility to intervene on the Cyprus question. The Indian government supports us on the basis of the UN resolution. It is going to be very welcome — any initiative by the Indian government.” CM YK



Nicos Anastasiades President Anastasiades and Mustafa Akinci, the President of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, have been engaged in a dialogue to find a solution. “Myself and Mustafa, we can find a solution,” he declared. “We are pro-solution leaders. We can solve it in two or three months maximum. But there are limitations, impossible limitations,” he said, alluding to Turkish pressures. President Erdogan in a recent referendum that gave him sweeping powers has emerged an even stronger, if unpredictable presence in the region, Cypriot politicians feel. In 1974 Turkey invaded Cyprus, overran parts of it and has since stationed troops in the north. There is



a ceasefire line that cuts across Cyprus, monitored by UN troops. But, President Anastasiades stressed, “if they [New Delhi] are not in a position [to intervene] we are not going to ask something that harms the interest of India.” His remarks assume importance considering the Turkish leader Erdogan will be in New Delhi close on the heels of President Anastasiades’ visit. President Anastasiades also outlined to the visiting journalists how Cyprus could further India’s interest, both in Cyprus and in the region.



Promises concessions He said, “We can play a constructive role in speaking to our partners to give the most favourable treatment for India.” Cyprus is looking for India’s help in developing a technology park along the lines of Silicon Valley, the President said. “The very first thing I will be asking is whether there are people who can help us in knowledge and know-how.” “I am going to lead a business delegation. They will see how they can attract investments,” he said.



Cyprus is pitching itself as both an investment destination and as a bridge to both Europe and the Gulf region, given both its location as well as its relations with the countries in the region. India used Cyprus’s help to help evacuate its citizens from Lebanon in 2006, for instance. “We are members of the Commonwealth as well as the European Union and so we might be quite helpful for Indian interests [in this region]. We can play a constructive role in encouraging our partners to give the most favourable treatment to India,” President Anastasiades said. He stressed, “India is not a threat to any of her neighbours. India is a stabilising factor.” Cyprus supports India in its bid to enter the UN Security Council as a permanent member. It supports India’s efforts on the Nuclear Suppliers Group. Cyprus has consistently spoken in favour of India in various international fora on Kashmir. The President’s visit is likely to see further steps being taken to deepen the bilateral engagement. (The reporter is in Cyprus at the invitation of the Government of the Republic of Cyprus.)



Data shared showed that 84.7% of respondents on the hashtags were male, and 15.3% were women. The two hashtags together made a massive tweet impression of 44.8 crore.



Nistula Hebbar NEW DELHI



Corruption and the ways to fight it remain a major concern for the people, if the poll for pledges taken under the New India campaign run by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on March 12 is any indicator. Senior sources involved with the poll, asking participants to choose from nine programmes that they will pledge to work with, said that of the over 2.5 lakh respondents, the pledge to work for a corruption-free India got the highest response. “Nearly 70% of the respondents voted for a pledge to fight corruption. This was followed by



Swachch Bharat and at number three was the campaign for Accessible India, of making public spaces accessible for the physically challenged,” a source said.



Male respondents on Twitter for the same campaign under #IAmNewIndia and #NewIndia far outstripped women respondents.



Findings significant Mr. Modi, after the results of the Assembly polls in the five States in March, started this campaign by launching the poll on pledges to be taken on various issues of interests by those who had downloaded his personal App, the Narendra Modi App. Sources said the findings of the polls were significant in that the “government may tap into the enthusiasm” while prioritising issues.



38 Indians detained in U.K. for visa breach Press Trust of India London



Britain’s immigration officials have detained 38 Indians, including nine women, for overstaying their visas or working illegally, after raids were conducted in two clothing factories in the city of Leicester.



The U.K. Home Office Immigration Enforcement team raided MK Clothing Ltd and Fashion Times UK Ltd in the city in the East Midlands region of England last week and held 38 Indians and one Afghan man. Of those detained, 31 had outstayed their visas. M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Army plans to raise inclusiveness



14 arrested for Agra violence



Commanders’ meet says highly pyramidal set-up has been denying promotions to competent officers



Bajrang Dal activists attacked police U.P. Navnirman Sena chief arrested MEERUT



Uttar Pradesh Navnirman Sena chief Amit Jani has been arrested in connection with the anti-Kashmiri hoardings that were put up in the city. Banners asking Kashmiris to leave U.P. were allegedly put up by the organisation along NH-58 outside various colleges having students from the Valley. The outfit had said it would launch a “halla bol” campaign from April 30 to “banish” the Kashmiris who do not leave the state on their own. PTI



7 States opposed to All-India Judicial Service NEW DELHI



Seven States, including BJP-ruled Madhya Pradesh and Arunachal Pradesh, have opposed the formation of an All-India Judicial Service, a 60-year-old proposal which has received a fresh push from the Modi government. Another BJP-ruled State, Maharashtra, wants recruitment for the All-India Judicial Service to be done in a particular manner which the Law Ministry feels is “not in consonance” with the provisions of the service included in the Indian Constitution. PTI



Raw deal: The motorcycle of a policeman torched by suspected Bajrang Dal activists in Agra on Saturday. Mohammad Ali Meerut



The Uttar Pradesh police on Sunday arrested 14 members of the Hindutva group Bajrang Dal in connection with the attack on police stations in Agra on Saturday. A mob of Hindutva activists, mostly members of the Bajrang Dal, an RSS affiliate, attacked the Fatehpur Sikri and Sadar police stations and beat up a Deputy Superintendent of Police and a station-in-charge. The attack was mounted in a bid to ‘free’ six fellow activists arrested on charges of harassing Muslim grocery owners. It came a day after the residence of the Senior Superintendent of Police of Saharanpur was attacked by a mob led by BJP MP Raghav Lakhanpal.



*



PTI



According to senior police officials, the mob attack on the police stations was allegedly led by the local BJP MLA, Udaybhan Singh. Members of the minority community had filed a complaint against the activists after which the police had arrested them and kept them in custody at the Sadar police station. According to the SSP, Agra, Dr. Pritinder Singh, the Hindutva mob barged into the police station at night and tried to open the cell and release their men. Police personnel lathicharged the mob which pelted stones at them. In the confusion it tried to snatch the revolver of Sub-Inspector Santosh Kumar and set a few vehicles outside the police station on fire.



From June, a mega app for all rail-related queries NEW DELHI



Come June, all your train travel related queries will be answered through one mega application, likely to be named HindRail. The Railways is developing the new app to provide information on arrivals, departures, delays, cancellations, platform number, running status and berth availability. Besides, it will offer booking of taxis, porter services, retiring rooms, hotels, tour packages, e-catering and other travelrelated needs.PTI



Adityanath orders biometric attendance Press Trust of India Lucknow



To ensure punctuality in government offices, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath has instructed that a biometric attendance system be put in place in offices. Mr. Adityanath’s instructions came during a meeting with officials of the



Rural Development Department on Saturday. “Efforts should be made to ensure that a biometric system of attendance is installed up to the block level. Apart from this, a board be put up at every village panchayat, which will have information about contact details of the village pradhan,” he said.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The just-concluded Army Commanders’ Conference has debated ways of optimum utilisation of personnel as the Service has a “highly pyramidal structure” and hence over “50% personnel are not promoted despite being highly competent”. In a statement on Sunday, the Army said its core values had not changed, and rapid “societal changes and discernible impact of socio-economic aspirations on Army” had been a focus area of the conference. Various measures to enhance transparency and inclusiveness were deliberated.



Orderly system This comes against the backdrop of concerns on the sahayak system in the Army after a series of videos had



Gender diversity: A positive road map is being evolved to employ more woman officers. surfaced on social media recently in which serving personnel alleged that they were forced to do menial jobs. Under the orderly system, jawans are assigned to officers to perform certain specified personal tasks.



The government has promised a full review of the system, but no proposal has been made to abolish it. “The proposals to make Short Service Commission officers’ entry scheme more popular, streamlining the in-



*



PTI



take pattern, employment of women officers and grant of honorary ranks to Junior Commissioned Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers have been deliberated with positive road maps,” the statement added.



Manipur stares at fuel crisis again Kangleipak group says it will not allow plying of oil tankers in the State resorted to black marketing of fuel. Also, the fuel was adulterated, said a statement issued by Lenin Meitei, secretary of its media coordination wing. He said the DGP’s claim about the involvement of the KRA in the oil tanker ambush was “baseless.” He warned oil tanker owners and drivers against plying their vehicles. “If the warning is ignored, there will be destruction and burning of the oil tankers,” he said.



Iboyaima Laithangbam IMPHAL



Manipur is likely to face a fuel crisis once again as the Kangleipak Communist Party People’s War Group has threatened to block oil tankers on the two national highways passing through the State to fetch fuel from Assam. The armed group has taken responsibility for the ambush on two oil tankers in Kangpokpi district on April 18. Last Thursday, DirectorGeneral of Police L.M. Khaute, however, said the Kuki Revolutionary Army had ambushed the tankers and four of its cadres had been arrested. “Four mobile handsets and nine SIM cards were recovered from them. These



Liquid gold: A woman selling petrol during the previous months-long fuel blockade in Imphal. RITU RAJ KONWAR *



are used for extortion and other illegal activities. The KRA had resorted to kidnappings and firings in the past,” he said. The KRA has not reacted to the allegations so far.



The Kangleipak group said that during the four months of blockade imposed by the United Naga Council and shortly after lifting it, some officials of the Indian Oil Corporation had



CM’s review Official sources said Chief Minister N. Biren Singh, who also holds the Home portfolio, reviewed the situation. Armed escorts have been provided for trucks and oil tankers along the national highways.



In his closing address, the Chief of the Army Staff, General Bipin Rawat, expressed confidence at the way the force had been adapting itself to the “dynamic internal and external operational environment”, and stressed the need to work in a collaborative manner for maintaining the combat effectiveness of the Army. The biannual conference, held from April 17 to 22 this year, gives an opportunity for the top leadership to carry out due diligence on a range of issues and decisions are taken through a “collegiate system” comprising Commanders and other senior officers. Addressing the conference, the Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Sunil Lanba, and Air Chief Marshal B.S. Dhanoa emphasised the need to evolve a joint operational philosophy.



Passport application in Hindi Press Trust of India New Delhi



The Ministry of External Affairs has made a provision enabling people to apply online for passports in Hindi. The move comes after President Pranab Mukherjee recently accepted recommendations made in this regard by the Committee of Parliament on Official Language through its ninth report. The report was submitted in 2011. The panel had suggested that bilingual forms should be made available by all passport offices and forms filled in Hindi should also be accepted. It had recommended that entries should also be made in Hindi in all passports being issued.



Now, Australia wants a LEMOA But India would rather have its agreement with the U.S. operationalised first Dinakar Peri NEW DELHI



Hindu. However, India has informally conveyed that it would like to first operationalise the LEMOA with the U.S. and would like to take up other such agreements after that, defence sources told The Hindu. “Let us first implement what we have signed, we can then access its merits and consider other agreements based on the necessity,” one official said.



has not yet been taken, officials indicated that it may not be accepted this year. After a decade of negotiations, India and the U.S. signed LEMOA, the first of the three foundational agreements, last August. However, it is yet be operationalised as India had to streamline its administrative procedures. That process is now almost complete and the Defence Ministry is expected to issue the notification from its end in the next few days. At the time of signing LEMOA, defence officials said that that they were open to similar agreements with other countries as well, depending on the necessity and the advantage that they would bring to India.



Australia has put forward a proposal to have a logistics support agreement with India on the lines of the one concluded with the U.S. However, yet to take a call on it, India has said that it would first like to get the Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Understanding (LEMOA) with the U.S. operational. India and Australia have been expanding their military-to-military cooperation, especially in the maritime domain, given their shared interests and concerns in the Indian Ocean, with the rapid expansion of China’s naval presence in the region. To facilitate cooperation



in this regard, Australia has proposed a logistics agreement and has already submitted a draft to India. “The draft was submitted 18 months back and a response from India is awaited,” a diplomatic source told The



You’re a senior at 60, says Centre



Beijing’s Belt-Road plan overshadows BCIM meet



Press Trust of India



Study Group on economic corridor evokes little interest



New Delhi



The Union government wants its Ministries and departments and private agencies to adopt 60 as the age at the which a person is classified a senior citizen. This is to address anomalies in extending benefits to the elderly. The Social Justice and Empowerment Ministry is planning to bring in an amendment to the Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act, 2007, to implement this change. The Act defines senior citizens as any person who is a citizen of India and has attained the age of “60 years and above”. The phrase ‘... and above’ is being manipulated by several agencies to deny benefits under senior-citizen clauses by adopting different age limits, a government official said. “Several departments have adopted different age criteria for extending the benefits ,” the official said. CM YK



India and Australia have been expanding maritime cooperation. FILE PHOTO *



Observer status The proposal comes in the backdrop of Australia’s recent request for observer status during this year’s Malabar trilateral naval exercises scheduled to be held in July, as reported by The Hindu. While a formal decision



Suvojit Bagchi Kolkata



Despite the scheduled presence of a 30-member Chinese delegation led by a Senior Vice-Minister of State Development and Planning Ministry, the meeting here next week of the Joint Study Group of the Bangladesh, China, India and Myanmar (BCIM) has evoked little interest. The Indian delegation will be led by a former Ambassador, Rajeet Mitter, and include an Additional Secretary of the Ministry of External Affairs [MEA]. The Bangladesh and Myanmar teams are considerably smaller. The two-day meeting of the Joint Study Group, a subregional group of the BCIM, is to review economic integration of the region focussing on trade and energy cooperation while facilitating the construction of an economic corridor from Kumning in south-west China to Kolkata.



Ma Zhanwu, Chinese Consul- General in Kolkata



However, none of the sides are very hopeful about the outcome of the Kolkata meeting. Officials of the participating countries told The Hindu that the “interest generated” about the economic corridor in 2013 “is missing.” The idea of the economic corridor, about 3,000 kilometres in length, from Kunming to Kolkata — via Mandalay in Myanmar, Imphal and Silchar in India, Dhaka and Jessore in Bangladesh, — gained momentum follow-



ing the meeting in 2013 between Chinese Premier Li Keqiang and Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. Two subsequent meetings were held — one in Kunming (2013) and the other in Cox’s Bazaar in Bangladesh (2014). Though the Study Group was to have met in six months, the meeting will take place next week. The reasons for the low key meeting are manifold, explained by a former Indian diplomat. “There is a change of government in Delhi which may have triggered some re-thinking on various projects including BCIM,” he said. Chinese Consul General in Kolkata Ma Zhanwu, however, sounded optimistic. “Compared to our participation in the earlier BCIM meet, we have only scaled it up. A senior Vice Minister is coming with a team of nearly 30 members and many of them are very important in China,” he said. M ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



Left, right unite, urge voters to reject Le Pen Defeated candidates Hamon, Fillon ask supporters to rally behind Macron; Le Pen says run-of would be a referendum on globalisation Reuters Paris



Mattis visits Djibouti military base DJIBOUTI



U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis arrived in Djibouti on Sunday to visit the country’s only military base in Africa, at the southern entrance to the Red Sea used as a launch pad for operations in Yemen and Somalia. The visit is part of Mr. Mattis’ week-long trip to West Asia and Africa. Reuters



Saudi king names son as U.S. Ambassador RIYADH



Saudi Arabia’s King Salman issued a decree late on Saturday naming one of his sons, Prince Khaled bin Salman, an air force pilot who has taken part in coalition strikes against the Islamic State(IS) group, as the kingdom’s new Ambassador to the U.S. AP



3 policemen killed in IS attack near Mosul MOSUL



Three policemen were killed on Sunday in a suicide attack south of Mosul, security sources said. A group of about 10 assailants, including four suicide bombers, had tried to iniltrate a Federal Police helicopter base in Al-Areej, said a police captain. Reuters



UKIP to make ‘burqa ban’ a manifesto pledge LONDON



The anti-immigration U.K. Independence Party (UKIP) is set to announce a ban on burqas in public places in its manifesto pledge on Monday for the June 8 election. Its leader Paul Nuttall is also likely to call for an outlawing of Sharia law to prevent the operation of such courts in Britain. PTI



Senior French conservatives as well as Socialist presidential candidate Benoit Hamon said on Sunday that they would back centrist Emmanuel Macron in a May 7 run-off against far-right leader Marine Le Pen. After initial projections indicated that Mr. Macron and Ms. Le Pen had qualified for the second round, Socialist candidate Benoit Hamon told supporters his party had suffered an “historic blow” from its voter base and called on voters to back Mr. Macron and reject Ms. Le Pen in “the strongest possible way”. On the other side of the traditional political spectrum, former Prime Minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin, a member of defeated candidate Francois Fillon’s The Republicans party, said: “Without hesitation, as far as I’m concerned we’ve got to rally behind Emmanuel Macron.” Meanwhile, a member of Mr. Macron’s campaign said on Sunday that the elimination of the two mainstream French parties from the first round of presidential elections on Sunday showed the deep malaise of French society. “When Macron started his campaign, they said that somebody who was not part of a major political party could not win the election. The fact that he did win shows a deep malaise in French society,” French Senator Gerard Collomb, Mayor of Lyon, said on France 2 television. Ms. Le Pen’s campaign director David Rachline said the National Front candidate’s qualification for the run-off vote turned the second round of presidential election into a referendum on globalisation. National Front lawmaker Marion Marechal-Le Pen,



Programme, ideology deine choices Voters in two districts of Paris explain their preferences Sriram Lakshman Paris



The contenders: (Clockwise) Emmanuel Macron, Marine Le Pen, Jean-Luc Melanchon and François Fillon vote on Sunday. It was projected that centrist Macron and far-right leader Le Pen will face each other in a run-of on May 7. PHOTOS: AFP, REUTERS *



said separately that her aunt’s qualification was a “victory for patriots”. Conceding defeat, Mr. Fillon said he is the sole person responsible for the poor showing of his party. He also asked supporters to back Mr. Macron, warning that Ms. Le Pen would lead the country to failure. Though Mr. Macron is a comparative political novice who has never held elected office, opinion polls in the



run-up to the ballot have consistently seen him winning the final clash against the 48-year-old Le Pen easily. The result, if confirmed, will mean a face-off between politicians with radically contrasting economic visions for a country whose economy lags that of its neighbours and where a quarter of young people are unemployed. That in turn reduces the prospect of an anti-establishment shock on the scale



Ready to strike U.S. carrier: N. Korea USS Carl Vinson is scheduled to arrive on the Korean Peninsula ‘within days’ peaceful and rational sounds,” Mr. Wang said, according to a statement issued by China’s Foreign Ministry.



Seoul Reuters



North Korea said on Sunday it was ready to sink a U.S. aircraft carrier to demonstrate its military might, as two Japanese navy ships joined a U.S. carrier group for exercises in the western Pacific. U.S. President Donald Trump ordered the USS Carl Vinson carrier strike group to sail to waters off the Korean peninsula in response to rising tension over the North’s nuclear and missile tests, and its threats to attack the United States and its Asian allies. The U.S. has not specified where the carrier strike group is as it approaches the area. U.S. Vice-President Mike Pence said on Saturday it would arrive “within days” but gave no other details. North Korea remained defiant. “Our revolutionary forces are combat-ready to sink a U.S. nuclear-powered aircraft carrier with a single



Taking stock: Kim Jong-un visits a pig farm at Taechon Air Base of the Korean People'’s Army in an undated photo. AFP *



strike,” the Rodong Sinmun, the newspaper of the North’s ruling Workers’ Party, said in a commentary. The paper likened the aircraft carrier to a “gross animal” and said a strike on it would be “an actual example to show our military’s force”. The commentary was carried on page three of the



newspaper, after a two-page feature about leader Kim Jong-un inspecting a pig farm. Speaking during a visit to Greece, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said there were already enough shows of force and confrontation at present and appealed for calm. “We need to issue



Xi tells military to be combat-ready



Press Trust of India



Vows to ight corruption in Army



A U.S. Navy Fireman has been buried near his home in Joliet, Illinois, more than 75 years after he was killed in a Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor that sunk his ship USS Oklahoma on December 7, 1941, a media report said. Fireman First Class Michael Galajdik was finally buried with full military honours, which included a 21-gun salute and the playing of “Taps” by sailors from the Great Lakes Naval Station on Saturday, The Chicago Tribune reported. Galajdik was only 25 years old when Japan attacked the United States naval base at Pearl Harbor, killing more than 2,400 Americans and destroying a number of ships. “I feel relieved and emotional,” said George Sternisha, Galajdik’s nephew. “It’s been a long journey.” CM YK



inated for 60 years by mainstream groupings from the centre-left and centreright, both of whose candidates faded. The final outcome on May 7 will influence France’s standing in Europe and the world as a nuclear-armed, veto-wielding member of the UN Security Council and founding member of the organisation that transformed itself into the European Union.



Press Trust of India Beijing



Chinese President Xi Jinping has underlined the need for building a combat-ready Army and accelerate the building of the theatre joint combat command system, amidst the PLA’s flexing of muscles in the disputed South China Sea. Mr. Xi made the comments while inspecting the Southern Theatre Command of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) on Friday and stressed building a strong Army which should also avoid being corrupt.



Preparing for war He vowed to fight corruption and enhance the “sense of gain” among officers and soldiers of the 2.3 millionstrong People’s Liberation Army, the world’s largest. Mr. Xi asked military personnel to strengthen their



awareness in preparing for war, closely follow changes in situations and make unremitting efforts to enhance combat capabilities. He called for an accelerated building of the theatre joint combat command system, vigorous development of a new-type fighting force and simultaneous improvement of national defence strength and economic development, the official Xinhua news agency quoted him as saying. His comments came amid China’s maritime disputes with its South China Sea neighbours. China claims almost all of the South China Sea. In his speech, Mr. Xi also urged all military personnel to resolutely safeguard the authority of CPC Central Committee, unswervingly follow the Party’s leadership and combat corruption.



American detained Adding to the tensions, North Korea detained a Korean-American man in his fifties on Friday, bringing the total number of U.S. citizens held by Pyongyang to three. The man, Tony Kim, had been in North Korea for a month teaching accounting at the Pyongyang University of Science and Technology (PUST), the institution’s chancellor Chan-Mo Park told Reuters. He was arrested at Pyongyang International Airport on his way out of the country. U.S. and South Korean officials have been saying for weeks that the North could soon stage another nuclear test, something the United States, China and others have warned against.



Macron vs. Le Pen Mr. Dawudian, an entrepreneur who also does business with Indian companies, was supportive of Mr. Fillon’s policy proposals, especially the tax cuts, introduction of labour market flexibility and reduction in public spending. Not all voters had a clear preference. “To be real, I don’t really know why [I voted forFillon],” said Adrien Pauwels (20), a business student, adding that he thought Mr. Fillon was better than all the other candidates. Speaking of a possible run-off between Mr. Macron and Marine Le Pen, Mr. Pauwels said, “I am



Votes for left Across the city, in the 18th district, which has a large African-origin population, the demographic at the polling station was visibly different, with a higher percentage of black and Muslim voters. “We are immigrants… we voted for the left,” said a 52 year old construction worker from Africa living in the district, who did not want to be named. “In a second round, I know I will vote for the left against the right,” he added. There were outliers in both districts. African-origin voter Babette de Rozieres said she was planning to vote for Mr. Fillon because he had been the Prime Minister once and she wanted France to be in safe hands. It later emerged that she is a television personality and a candidate for the French legislative elections due to take place later in the summer this year.



Dissident Maldivian blogger Yameen Rasheed murdered



Afghanistan observes day of mourning



Opposition demands an international probe into killing



Agence France-Presse



igation. The attack on the young blogger comes at a politically turbulent time in Male, following the opposition’s unsuccessful bid to impeach the Speaker of Parliament.



Meera Srinivasan COLOMBO



Pearl Harbour martyr buried Washington



of Britain’s vote last June to quit the EU and the election of Donald Trump as U.S. President. Mr. Macron favours gradual deregulation measures that will be welcomed by global financial markets, while Ms. Le Pen wants to ditch the euro currency and possibly pull out of the EU. Whatever the outcome on May 7, it will mean a redrawing of France’s political landscape, which has been dom-



The Hindu interviewed several voters in the 8th and 18th arrondissements (districts), two contrasting neighbourhoods in Paris. The 8th district, which includes the ChampsElysees area, houses wealthy and metropolitan voters. Linda and Philipp Dawudian, a couple in their early forties, who have lived in Paris for many years, voted for François Fillon. “I think he has the best programme… we really need changes in France,” said Ms. Dawudian, a management consultant with an MBA from Harvard.



going to vote for Mr. Macron for President, Madam Le Pen will be a catastrophe.” Alyssa and Arend Magpayo, Philippine-origin siblings in their twenties, made a different choice. “I voted for Jean-Luc Melanchon, because for the younger it is better…he thinks more for the future [sic],” Mr. Magpayo said.



Prominent Maldivian blogger Yameen Rasheed was stabbed to death in Male early on Sunday, his relatives and colleagues have said. The dissident blogger was found in the stairwell of his apartment, with multiple stab wounds in the neck and chest. He succumbed to injuries soon after being taken to hospital, according to news reports. Describing himself a “disobedient writer” in his Twitter profile, 29-year-old Rasheed maintained a blog —‘The Daily Panic’— popular among Maldivians for its satire and critical commentary on political developments in the Indian Ocean island. The Opposition has de-



Yameen Rasheed.



*



AP



manded an international probe into Rasheed’s suspected killing. “A brave voice, brutally silenced. Only an impartial & open investigation with international participation can provide justice for @yaamyn,” former resident and exiled Opposition leader Mohamed Nasheed tweeted. His Maldivian Democratic Party (MDP), in a statement, called for “full international participation” in the invest-



Third person targeted Rasheed is the third media personality to be targeted in the Maldives in the last five years. Ahmed Rilwan, a journalist with Minivan News, was likely abducted in August 2014 and has been missing since. Another blogger Ismail Rasheed or Hilath, was stabbed and wounded by an unidentified person in 2012, news agency AFP reported. Yameen Rasheed had relentlessly questioned the impunity and lack of justice in the case of his disappeared friend and journalist Rilwan.



Mazar-i-Sharif



Afghan families buried their dead and the country observed a national day of mourning on Sunday after at least 100 soldiers were killed or wounded in a Taliban attack on a military base, prompting angry calls for Ministers and Army chiefs to resign. The exact toll from Friday’s assault in Balkh remained unclear, with some officials putting the number of dead at 130. There was growing anger online. “The best way to honour them is to fire and punish those who failed to do their jobs and/or cooperated with the enemy. Some leaders must go!” said a user on Twitter. President Ashraf Ghani’s spokesman Shah Hussain Murtazawi said a thorough investigation had been ordered.



A state of statelessness, across 5 generations 50 years have passed without a step forward, says Abu Massoud, a refugee displaced in 1948 Associated Press Jerash Camp (Jordan)



As a boy, Palestinian Abdullah Abu Massoud fled the war over the birth of Israel in 1948 and sought refuge in the nearby Gaza Strip. As an adult, Abu Massoud was displaced again when Israeli forces captured Gaza, along with the West Bank and east Jerusalem, in 1967. He escaped to Jordan, where he has been living in a refugee camp for 50 years. Now 77, Abu Massoud is the white-haired patriarch of a refugee family spanning five generations, including a great-great-granddaughter. The future looks bleak. “Fifty years have passed without a step forward,” said Abu Massoud. “We don’t belong here.”



Uprooted by wars The plight of Palestinians uprooted by Israeli-Arab wars is one of the world’s longestrunning refugee crises, and a



Refugee homes: The Jerash refugee camp in Jordan, home to about 30,000 Palestinian refugees. AP *



solution would likely require setting up a state of Palestine that would take in large numbers of them. Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands of Palestinians are being displaced again by regional conflicts, including civil war in Syria. The head of the UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) which helps displaced Palestinians sai they are no longer the world’s



focus. “We are dealing here with a community that has essentially reached a crisis of existential nature,” said Pierre Kraehenbuehl. Abdullah Abu Massoud was born in a Bedouin encampment in what is now Israel. His family fled Israeli forces during the war over Israel’s creation, walking to Egyptian-run Gaza. More than 700,000 Palestinians



were uprooted at the time. In his 20s, Abu Massoud married Bassama, an Egyptian, and settled in Gaza. Bassama (72) said that after Israel’s capture of the territory in 1967, Gaza residents began talking of leaving, fearful of what Israeli rule might bring. Israel was offering transportation to Jordan, Bassama said. In April 1968, the Abu Massouds and other displaced Palestinians from Gaza boarded a truck to Jordan’s border. From there, they took buses to an area near the town of Jerash where UNRWA was setting up a tent camp. Bassama remembers her feet sticking out of the tiny tent while she slept. Under U.S. proposals in previous Israeli-Palestinian talks, a Palestinian state created from lands Israel captured in 1967 would welcome families like the Abu Massouds. In addition, an agreed upon number of refugees



would be allowed to return to Israel and others could opt to stay in their host countries. But disagreements remained, and talks failed. Palestinians wanted Israel to accept moral responsibility for the plight of refugees. Israel feared this would lead to a large-scale return to Israel and dilute its Jewish majority. Today, 5.3 million Palestinians and their descendants are registered with UNRWA in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, the West Bank and Gaza Strip, making them eligible for health and education services. Bassama accepts her refugee life as fate. She did her best to provide a home for their seven children, all now married. She has no hope of return and expects to be buried in the camp’s rundown cemetery. “Gaza is gone. Palestine is gone,” she said. “It’s over. For 50 years, they are saying, peace, peace. We are tired of the words.” M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



JLR cuts prices of two models in India NEW DELHI



Jaguar Land Rover has slashed prices of two models in India by up to ₹4.08 lakh to take on German rivals. The price of diesel-powered Land Rover Discovery Sport is cut to ₹43.8 lakh from ₹47.88 lakh (ex-showroom Delhi). It has also reduced the price of Range Rover Evoque diesel to ₹45.85 lakh from the earlier ₹49.10 lakh. PTI



Banks in fresh bid to sell Kingisher House MUMBAI



Lenders are considering making a fresh attempt to sell Kingisher House to recover their dues from Vijay Mallya, adopting a model followed in the recent sale of the defaulter businessman’s Goa villa. Repeated attempts have failed to ind a buyer, as in the case of the Goa villa, where banks later entered into talks for a bilateral pact with the buyer. PTI



Satellite port to come up at Vijayadurg PANAJI



A satellite port will come up at Vijayadurg in Sindhudurg district of Maharashtra. The facility will be built under the Centre’s Integrated Port Development Scheme, Mormugao Port Trust Chairman I. Jeyakumar said. Besides MPT, Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust and Maharashtra Maritime Board are working together on a plan to develop the port. PTI



TCS hires 11,500 people in overseas markets NEW DELHI



Tata Consultancy Services recruited more than 11,500 people overseas in 2016-17, including graduates from engineering and B-schools in the U.S., as it ramps up local hiring in overseas markets to tackle visa-related challenges. The irm added 79,000 employees (gross) and 33,380 employees (net), taking its employee base to 3.87 lakh. PTI



Centre mulls nodal body for transport



Delay in quota reforms to erode IMF’s credibility, says Jaitley



A uniied ministry to deliver a multi-modal system planned



Reforms will give more say to developing nations in the organisation’s activities



ARUN S



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



New Delhi



WASHINGTON



Prompted by the Prime Minister’s Office, the Centre has begun discussions to set up a national level nodal body for all transport-related matters across modes including aviation, railways, surface transport and waterways. The proposed ‘Logistics and Integrated Transport Board’ will initially work on improving inter-ministerial co-ordination to facilitate an efficient multi-modal transport system in India, official sources told The Hindu. The ‘umbrella’ Board — likely to be chaired by a Union Cabinet minister or a Secretary to Government of India — will include top officials from other Ministries concerned such as Finance, Commerce & Industry, External Affairs and Home, as well as senior representatives from the Indian industry and legal experts, especially to address competition aspects.



Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has expressed disappointment over the slow pace of International Monetary Fund (IMF) quota reforms and said any further delay would erode the legitimacy and credibility of the multilateral organisation. The Minister, who is here for spring meetings of the IMF, also underlined the need for enhanced surveillance by the IMF to address the rising vulnerabilities in the global monetary and financial systems.



‘Minimum government’ The aim, however, is to gradually set up a single unified transport ministry by merging the ministries of Aviation, Railways, Surface Transport and Shipping to ensure greater ease of doing business and boost India’s internal and external trade, they said. It is also in line with the NDA government’s slogan of ‘minimum government and maximum governance’, they added. The development comes at a time when conglomerates such as Adani Group are expanding their multi-modal logistics operations and when the government is looking to expedite the implementation of the Goods and Services Tax regime to make India a unified market. In his 2017-18 Union Budget speech, finance minister Arun Jaitley had said: “An effective multi modal logistics and transport sector will make our economy more competitive. A specific programme for development of multi-modal logistics parks, together with multi modal transport facilities,



Growth push: The Centre plans to build 35 multi-modal logistics parks by investing ₹50,000 crore GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK *



will be drawn up and implemented.” Prime Minister Narendra Modi, during a recent interministerial meeting, had sought to know whether currently any single Ministry or department has the “ownership and responsibility” regarding coordination of all transport and logistics related matters, the sources at the Central government said requesting anonymity. The meeting had taken up the issue of various departments and agencies within the Ministries of Aviation, Railways, Surface Transport and Shipping at times working in “silos,” in turn leading to red-tapism, as well as delays and higher costs in transport and logistics, hence hurting India’s trade. The Prime Minister was also keen to know whether having a single unified ‘logistics and integrated transport body’ at the national level would be advantageous compared with the present system. In this regard, the Centre is considering the report of the National Transport Development Policy Committee, chaired by Rakesh Mohan. The report, submitted to the then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in January 2014, had pointed out that “nearly all of the 100 largest economies, all of the OECD countries, and all of India’s emerging market ‘peers,’ the



BRICS countries, have a Ministry of Transport or similar integrated equivalent rather than the collection of modespecific ministries found in India.” It further noted that “some of these consolidated national agencies are also combined with the Ministry (or equivalent) of communication, a categorisation reminiscent of India’s early post-independence structure.”



Larger goals The report suggested that “India needs to have a single unified ministry with a clear mandate to deliver a multimodal transport system that contributes to the country’s larger development goals including economic growth, expansion of employment, geographic expansion of opportunities, environmental sustainability, and energy security.” The Centre is also reportedly planning to build 35 multi-modal logistics parks by investing more than ₹50,000 crore. In a bid to link India to global supply chains and logistics, the Union Cabinet had last month approved India's accession to the United Nations TIR Convention. It will allow Indian traders hassle-free access to the global system for movement of goods by road or multimodal means across the territories.



‘Enhanced surveillance’ “The emerging risks to the global economy call for enhanced surveillance by the IMF. The IMF needs to be sufficiently resourced to be able to fully discharge this responsibility. It also needs to function as a quota-based institution,” he said at the meeting of the International Monetary and Financial



India has been pressing for IMF quota reforms as it would give more say to developing nations in the activities of the multi-lateral organisation. Also the quota reform would reflect the changed economic realities, specially with regard to the increasing prowess of the developing nations.



Speed up: Any further delay will be against the spirit of the Articles of Agreement, says Arun Jaitley.



Committee (IMFC). Given that there is a broad agreement on maintaining the current overall lending capacity of the Fund and that the IMF’s existing resource pool is excessively tilted towards borrowed resources, there is a “dire need” for increasing quotas, he added. “We are disappointed that the deadline for completing



the 15th GRQ (General Review of Quotas) has been pushed back to no later than the 2019 annual meetings,” Mr. Jaitlety added. “Any further delay in the 15th GRQ will erode Fund’s legitimacy and credibility, and will be against the spirit of the Articles of Agreement. I do hope that the deadlines now set will be honoured and adhered to,” he said.



Free trade Commenting on increasing protectionism and its adverse implications, the Finance Minister called upon the IMF to lend a strong and unambiguous voice in support of free trade and raise awareness about the benefits of rule-based open multilateral trading frameworks. He added that the IMF should play a proactive role by productive engagement with Regional Financing Arrangements by way of sharing information and joint mechanisms for surveillance and policy signalling to build confidence among creditors.



GST to boost growth by 4.2%: Fed



SEBI lines up reforms to check low of black money



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



New guidelines planned for ofshore derivative instruments



NEW DELHI



The goods and services tax (GST) can boost India’s GDP growth by up to 4.2% — double the previous estimate — as lower taxes on manufactured goods will bump up output and make products cheaper, a U.S. Federal Reserve paper said. GST, it said, could reduce inefficiencies in the production process while eliminating the current compounding effect of central and state levies. Dubbed as the biggest tax reform since Independence, GST will unify at least 10 indirect taxes to be collected at State and central levels. The Fed research note stated that assuming the aggregate weighted GST rate is 16%, there would be positive impact on real GDP of 4.2%.



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA MUMBAI



Capital markets regulator, Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), will soon put in place stricter norms to check any flow of black money into stock market though controversy-ridden P-Notes and also initiate steps for allowing mutual fund investments through e-wallets. Besides, SEBI will consider this week new norms for allowing options trading in commodity derivative market, while rules would be relaxed for registration of foreign investors and for common licence to brokers to deal in equities and commodities, sources said. The SEBI board will meet on Wednesday, which would



be its first meeting under the chairmanship of Ajay Tyagi, who took charge on March 1. Among a slew of reform measures, the SEBI board will also consider making it easier for banks and financial institutions to get shares of the companies they have exposure to by way of conversion of loan into equity — a move seen as a major boost to the steps for handling the bad loan menace.



Taking stock of probes The SEBI board will also take stock of long-pending investigations and cases, involving some big corporates, and will consider putting in place an internal guidance note for dealing with quasijudicial matters. Besides, it would also dis-



cuss the implementation of graded surveillance measures by the stock exchanges to check any manipulation of share prices. The markets regulator will also consider new guidelines for dealing with offshore derivative instruments, commonly known as participatory notes (PNotes), which have been long seen as being possibly misused for routing of black oney from abroad. While SEBI has tightened its norms repeatedly over the recent years to check any loophole, the government now wants the regulator to explicitly impose restrictions on resident Indians and NRIs from being ‘beneficiary owners’ of these instruments.



Brigade Hospitality to set up WTC N. Anand CHENNAI



Brigade Hospitality Services Ltd., (BHSL) a subsidiary of real estate developer Brigade Group, will be setting up World Trade Centre in Chennai and invest up to ₹700 crore for developing five properties into hotels in Karnataka, Kerala and Gu-



jarat. “Brigade Hospitality is developing a World Trade Centre on a 12-acre property belonging to Kansai Nerolac paint company,” said P. Balaram Menon, managing director, World Trade Centre, Bengaluru-Kochi. This would be the third World Trade Centre in the South after Bengaluru and



Kochi, Mr. Menon said. The ground work would commence in June and it would take at least four years to complete it. “Currently, our four hotels have a combined room inventory of 960. It will be more [than] doubled by 2020,” said M.R. Jaishankar, CMD, Brigade Group.



Screwvala sets up online education fund To provide inancial aid up to ₹2 lakh Lalatendu Mishra MUMBAI



Entrepreneur and philanthropist Ronnie Screwvala has set up a fund to provide scholarship and financial assistance to working professionals who would need to upgrade their skills through online education. In the first year, the fund will provide scholarship and financial assistance of ₹100 crore and the objective is to mobilise and fund up to ₹500 crore in five years. Mr. Screwvala has contributed ₹10 crore in his personal capacity and the rest will be mobilised from corporates, CSR funds and high networth individuals.



‘Support ecosystem’ “My main objective is to create and support the eco-system that will allow online to create the careers of tomorrow,” he said in an interview. “This scholarship is not to finish education but promote online education and drive home the point among corporates that online is not a bad medium.” “My main challenge is to change the thinking process of corporates who still prefer the campuses. Online has to get the acceptability CM YK



Ronnie Screwvala and credibility and this is why I will mobilise funds from them so that they know the benefits of online education for their employees,” said Mr. Screwvala, cofounder of online education company UpGrad. However, the scholarship is not confined to taking up online courses at UpGrad, he clarified. “The fund will provide scholarship to any online course for skill enhancement for working professionals.” The fund will grant scholarships ranging from ₹25,000 to up to ₹2 lakh and facilitate loans for those who fail to qualify but are willing to repay once they get promoted after their online studies. The fund is aimed at skilling motivated individuals and equip them with industry relevant knowledge, he said. M ND-ND
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When all that glitters beckons Going beyond diamonds, a new roadmap sees $60 bn. of annual gems and jewellery exports in 5 years, from $35 bn. now Lalatendu Mishra MUMBAI



After diamonds, now it is time for jewellery of all kinds to glitter. Jewellery manufacturing in India, which dates back over 2,000 years, is being given an impetus to enable India emerge as a leading exporter of gold and diamond jewellery in the world. , Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in his visit last week to the diamond city of Surat, reiterated his vision to make India the gems & jewellery hub of the world. “Enough of just diamond cutting and polishing work. Now we have to be number one in gems & jewellery, not only in ‘Make in India’ but ‘Designed in India’ jewellery in the world,” he said. The diamond cutting & polishing industry may be only 60 to 70 years old in India but the country has established its dominancein the global market. Today, 12 out of 14 diamonds sold in the world are polished or cut in India. In value terms, India has 60% market share in the global diamond market and in volume it is 90%. The aim of the government now is to have India corner more than 50% of the jewellery exports market currently dominated by manufacturers from Italy, Turkey, Germany and Hong Kong. The government has asked the industry to draw up a roadmap to boost exports and has assured all help including skill development of artisans and jewellery manufacturing. Skills become critical as the global market demands fashion jewellery, unlike heavily fabricated jewellery which are in demand from customers in India and people of Indian origin.



‘Skill development starts’ “The skill development process has already started. Then the next phase would be infrastructure development,” said K. Srinivasan, MD, Emerald Jewel Industry India Ltd. and convener of Gold Panel of Gems & Jewellery Exports Promotion Council (GJEPC), the commerce ministry body responsible to boost gem and jewellery exports. “Once that is done, jewellery exports will increase. Today we are not exporting much as we lack the capabil-



EXPLAINER



ity to manufacture designs foreigners want,” Mr. Srinivasan said, Indian manufacturers have the expertise to make 22 and 20 carat gold jewellery but exports market demand jewellery that are made of 8 or 10 carat gold. Buyers in the U.S., the biggest exports market for jewellery, are fashion oriented and buy lightweight jewellery that does not cost much. So India needs to go for large scale production of jewellery through machines to cater to the global demand. “For that we need to set up common manufacturing facility as every jeweller does not have money. Besides, we need to increase our ability to understand the fashion trends of foreign buyers and come up with designs that they would like,” Mr Srinivasan said. Rajesh Exports Ltd., India’s largest jewellery exporter exports about 150 tonnes of jewellery a year. The company said an export push would benefit the industry. “Jewellery exports from India are growing by 5-10% a year and the idea to promote jewellery exports is very good,” said Siddharth Mehta,
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Disciplining government debt



Chief Strategist, Rajesh Exports Ltd.



‘Never too late’ “India has a strong base in jewellery manufacturing and a lot of workers are engaged in this business. We should have encouraged jewellery exports a long time ago because our strength has been in jewellery making for ages.” Manufacturing and exports of other sectors were more recent, he added. The global retail jewellery market is estimated at 2,900 tonnes per year and Indian and China are the biggest consumers. In the exports market, the U.S., Europe and UAE are the biggest followed by Japan and Australia. Sanjay Kothari, CEO, Diatrends Jewellery and past chairman of the GJEPC said, “For us sky is the limit. We are now developing the managerial skills of people to run the factories. We are also training workers for the same.” The Indian Institute of Gems & Jewellery (IIGJ) located in Mumbai is being strengthened for capacity building and skill development across India. It is opening two more branches in Varanasi and Udupi to support jewellery



making in those areas. It is also increasing the student intake to help India achieve the desired objective in the jewellery business. “ In jewellery we are meeting around 10% of the global demand. We want to achieve 60-70% share. Hong Kong is famous for studded jewellery, Italy is famous for plain gold jewellery. We have the capability to manufacturing and supply both these types. Easily we can increase out share to 30% within five years,” Mr. Kothari said. GJEPC data shows most of the plain gold jewellery was exported to Malaysia followed by exports to the UAE, Singapore and the U.K. In 2016, most of the studded jewellery was exported to France and the US. Industry insiders said jewellery exports could not achieve full potential due to apathy of successive governments. “India did not give any attention to the jewellery sector all these years,” said Ashok Minawala, past president of Gem & Jewellery Federation. “We are selling jewellery to countries where Indians are there. We never tried selling much to an American or a German in a big way.



The market has tremendous potential,” he said. He added that the government must support the industry. “There has to be ease of doing business. Today, it is a nightmare to export a shipment of jewellery. It is not the same with diamonds. The amount of documentation that takes place deters people from export,” he said. “Foreigners go to Dubai and find out about India. When they go to Gold Souk in Dubai, 90% of the jewellery is from India, the people selling jewellery are Indians. But the credit goes to UAE and not to India. UAE could turn Dubai into the city of Gold but not India which had everything in its favour,” Mr. Minawala said. Jewellery exports to the UAE in 2016 were close to $5,527 million compared with the U.S. to which exports amounted to about $1,676 million.



Export strategy Indian exporters have prepared an export promotion strategy and a target of $60 billion worth of gems and jewellery exports in five years, from last year’s $35 billion which included over $22 billion from exports of



cut & polished diamond. “We have set a jewellery exports target of $60 billion by 2022 in a detailed vision document. Apart from generic promotion, we would focus on hand-crafted jewellery and value addition to achieve the target,” said Praveen Shankar Pandya, chairman, GJEPC. In their revised strategy, Indian diamond exporters are planning to reduce exports of cut and polished diamond pieces and focus more on shipment of value-added products which include studded jewellery. “Apart from the Middle East, European and American markets are reviving which is a good sign to achieve higher export growth. So, we are aiming at higher exports through value addition, brand promotion and re-orientation of rough diamond import strategy through its auction sale in India,” said Sabyasachi Ray, executive director, GJEPC. Currently, Indian jewellery manufacturers are primarily shipping out unbranded products to overseas importers ,who then tag these products with their own brand and charge a premium from buyers. Indian jewellers are now planning to shift from unbranded to branded jewellery for higher value realisation. GJEPC, with the help of the commerce ministry, is setting up a gold craft and design institute at Udupi in Karnataka to reskill local artisans. The institute, which is aimed at reviving manufacturing activity in Dakshina Kannada cluster, will have a common facility centre to help artisans of the Udupi region work with state-of-art machines in the jewellery sector. Similarly, a jewellery park is being planned in Mumbai and also in the offing is a university for ,ewellery. However, it is no easy job. A leading jeweller said, “The PM wishes that we should focus more on exports than the domestic sector. It is just like asking a Kirana to get into exports. It is not that easy. The dynamics are different. A jeweller is essentially a Kirana store and a massive transformation is required to achieve the goal.”



Sounds very technical. Should you be bothered? 쐍 Yes. All government spending — be it to build highways or pay outstanding loans of farmers — are financed by the taxpayer and disproportionately so in India, thanks to its low taxpayer base. Excessive spending and unchecked borrowing by governments to please the electorate not only poses the risk that of higher taxes in future while cramping essential public spending by future governments on the next generation. In recent decades, such reckless spending has got the country into a tight spot, including the brink of default in 1991 — when the economy was perforce opened up. A side effect of such spending — investments and new jobs creation slow down too. CM YK



Why didn’t the existing law work? 쐍 When the lessons of 1991 were forgotten by the late ’90s, the then NDA government introduced a law to lower fiscal deficit as a proportion of GDP to 3% by 2009 from the 10% it had reached. However, when the global financial crisis of 2008 erupted, the target was lost sight of as the government opted to spend its way out of trouble. Though the law was amended to meet the 3% target by March 2018, the present government is aiming for a 3.2 % deficit by then – perhaps to offset the adverse impacts of demonetisation. Will the new approach make a difference? 쐍 Apart from specifying fiscal and revenue deficit targets for each year up to 2022-23, the committee has suggested a new Debt and Fiscal Responsibility law and a focus on the overall government debt (including states’ debt) level – which should be 60% of GDP by 2023 from 68% now. More importantly, it has proposed a new Fiscal Council that must be consulted any time the government wants to deviate from debt targets. Such deviations, it has said, should only be allowed by invoking an escape clause with pre-set triggers that include events such as an act of war, national disasters, a collapse of the farm sector and far-reaching structural reforms with unanticipated fiscal implications. The question is whether the government would bind itself to such discipline.



Three factors deine a good investor ANAND SRINIVASAN



The human brain is wired for two things. One, it tries to identify patterns by scanning previous episodes and finding one from the past similar to the current situation. Two, from our ancient days, our ancestors have perfected a ‘fight or flight’ response when we encounter a ‘dangerous’ situation. Our approach to investments in the stock markets where prices are displayed continuously on a monitor is based on the above approaches of the brain to a situation. When the markets are in a buoyant mood and everyone is soaking in stocks, the retail investor tends to jump in and invest in the market. When the markets take a turn for the worse, the same investor becomes nervous and decides to take flight at the first sign of trouble. The herd tends to take the exact opposite approach of what would be ideal for the stock markets, which is to buy low and sell high. In the great boom of 2000 where there was a mad scramble for Internet stocks, Warren Buffet steered clear of hot technology stocks. For a couple of years he underperformed the stock indices by a large margin as the herd of retail investors pushed up the price of technology stocks to astronomical levels. The high reached by the NASDAQ index was breached again only in 2015. Several retail investors were wiped out in the ensuing technology stock meltdown. The same story has played out in India several times. The Reliance Power IPO is a case in point, where retail investors placed their bets in the IPO at high prices, but have not recovered investments. A successful stock investor must have the following qualities: principled defiance, ability to take intelligent risk and spot hidden value Principled defiance means an investor is not swayed by market sentiments or by a person christened Mr. Market by



Neither buy with the herd, nor rush to sell when the market collapses. Benjamin Graham. Mr. Market represents the mindset of the herd of investors. He should be able to hold his nerves when he believes that prices are not reflective of the fundamental intrinsic value of the stock. Most of us think of risk in terms of protecting one’s capital by selling stocks when Mr. Market is at his most volatile. When prices plummet we tend to sell at the point of maximum pessimism instead of plunging in to buy more. The biggest risk you can take is to miss your financial goals because you have been too conservative with you investments. Finally, most investors do not look at the hidden value in a company, which is normally tucked away in the unknown corners of an annual report. Often, it takes years for the market to identify that value. It takes a discerning investor to identify the value and go against the grain of the market. Such an investor makes enormous profits when the market recognises that value. Hidden value come in three forms: Intellectual property rights that can yield useful royalty or brands that may be licensed out profitably; large tracts of real estate holdings which can be either be sold or developed successfully; subsidiaries that will generate huge cash flow in the future or can be sold for enormous profits. Mahindra & Mahindra, Tata Global, Exide Industries and Tata Motors are notable examples of companies with hidden value in the past decade. (The writer is an author and consultant)



‘Bad banks welcome, but where’s the capital?’ Proposals for a ‘bad’ bank have met with objections as large NPAs trigger worry. Whither the way forward? MANOJIT SAHA



The government has put in public domain the report of a high-level committee tasked with reviewing the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (FRBM) law of 2003. The panel has suggested a roadmap for India’s fiscal deficit to reach 2.5% of GDP by 2023, including a new law and a new approach for attaining macro-economic stability that not only focuses on the fiscal deficit, but also the total amount of debt the country takes on. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has set a fiscal deficit target of 3.2% of GDP for 2017-18 as opposed to the committee’s recommendation of 3%. But he has committed to deficit level for 2018-19 and 2019-20.



The psychology of investing



Mumbai



The total stress in the Indian banking system is about ₹14 lakh crore. In other words, this is the amount for which loans have been given to industry and for which there is now no certainty of repayment. The figure is set to increase with the banking regulator recently raising a red flag over the indebtedness of the telecom sector and asking banks to increase standard asset provisioning. This means that even if the account is not a non-performing asset (NPA), banks have to set aside higher capital. In fact, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has asked banks to identify stressed sectors and to make higher provisions to prepare for bad days ahead. Bad loans in the Indian banking system have almost doubled in the past year. According to Reserve Bank of India data, gross NPA, as a percentage of gross advances, went up to 9.1% in September 2016 from 5.1% in September 2015. In the same period, stressed assets (which is gross NPA plus standard restructured advances and write-offs) moved up from 11.3% to 12.3%. Some estimates suggested it had doubled since 2013. Public sector banks share a disproportionate burden of this stress. Stressed assets in some public sector banks have approached or even exceeded 20%.



A PARA solution Amid the sharp rise in NPA, talks of setting up a ‘bad’ bank have been gaining momentum. The government and the RBI are drawing up strategies on how to opera-



Seeking succour: The economic survey advocated the establishment of a centralised Public Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency to deal with the bad loans problem. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK *



tionlise such a scheme. The economic survey of 2016-17 pointed out the twin balance sheet problem — stressed companies on one hand and NPA-laden banks on the other — and advocated a centralised Public Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA) be established to deal with the bad loans problem. “Private Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) haven’t proved any more successful than banks in resolving bad debts,” the economic survey had said while proposing the ‘bad’ bank. “But international experience shows that a professionally-run central agency with government backing — while not without its own difficulties — can overcome the difficulties that have impeded progress,” it added. One challenge private sector ARCs face is that of capital. None of the entities till now has been allowed to tap the capital market for raising funds. Kotak Mahindra Bank,



which recently took its board’s approval to raise ₹5,300 crore equity said the bank also wanted to capitalise on opportunities in acquisition and resolution of stressed assets in the banking sector including participation in a ‘bad’ bank. Kotak Mahindra Prime and Kotak Mahindra Investments, companies in the Kotak Mahindra Group are sponsors of the asset reconstruction company Phoenix and together own 49% stake in it. “Total estimated stress in Indian banking is about ₹14 lakh crore,” Uday Kotak, VC and MD, Kotak Mahindra Bank said. “Out of ₹14 lakh crore, about ₹4 lakh is the further pain which the banking system has to take.” That is, another ₹4 lakh crore could move from being tagged as stressed assets to actual NPAs. To put things in perspective, ₹4 lakh crore is 50% of the total capital of Indian banking today, he said. “The ARCs are badly cap-



italised. We see significant opportunity for Kotak in this,” Mr. Kotak said adding the country would need 2-3 well-capitalised ‘bad’ banks. Some central bank as well as government officials also admitted capital was the biggest challenge in setting up a ‘bad’ bank. “At least ₹25,000 to ₹30,000 crore of capital will be required to set up a bad bank in the initial stages. Where will the money come from?” asked a senior central bank official.



Two models RBI deputy governor Viral Acharya recently suggested two models to solve the problem of stressed assets. The first, Private Asset Management Company (PAMC), is said to be suitable for sectors where the stress is such that assets are likely to have economic value in the short run, with moderate levels of debt forgiveness. Some of the sectors which this model could address metals are



telecom and textiles. In this model, each resolution plan would get vetted and rated by at least two credit rating agencies to assess the financial health and in terms of timeline, the banking sector may be asked to resolve and restructure, say, its 50 largest stressed exposures in these sectors, by December 31, 2017, the deputy governor had proposed. The second model is the National Asset Management Company (NAMC), which would be necessary for sectors where the problem is not just one of excess capacity but possibly also of economically unviable assets in the short- to medium-term. Mr. Acharya cited the example of the power sector, where projects have been created to deliver aggregate capacity that is beyond the estimated peak utilisation any time soon. “Unlike the first model (PAMC) where asset recovery is likely to be relatively quick, these assets may require a long time to start generating cash flows,” Mr. Acharya said. He, however, declined to call these entities as ‘bad’ banks. “Are these supposed to be ‘bad banks’? The answer is ‘No’. While I have previously used the phrase for such ideas, over time I have come to dislike the title. A ‘bad bank’ conveys the impression that this entity is to operate as a bank but has bad assets to start with. In fact, the idea is not to operate these entities as banks at all,” he said in a speech. He said it would be better to limit the objective of these asset management compan-



ies to orderly resolution of stressed assets with graceful exit thereafter.



The Korean experience The Korea Asset Management Corporation (KAMCO) played a major role in resolving stress in its banking system which was at the heart of the financial crisis that the country faced in 1997-98. The recovery was characterised by a rapid and drastic reduction in the level of bad loans in the financial system. A study by the International Monetary Fund said KAMCO first purchased distressed assets from banks and other financial institutions, which allowed lending to resume at a time of scarce liquidity. “This objective was complemented by increased supervision to ensure that banks were operating on sound commercial principles.” The study noted KAMCO’s resolution of bad loans contributed to the good progress made in Korea in recovering public funds injected by the government for financial sector restructuring. “In addition, KAMCO disposed of many of these distressed assets through a number of innovative methods, including by issuing asset-backed securities, which launched an important new market in Korea,” it said. The Korean government announced a programme of NPA acquisition as a mechanism to deliver official support for bank restructuring in November ’97. A key component of the programme was the establishment of a reorganised and expanded KAMCO, and the creation of the NPA Fund. M ND-ND
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RCB sinks to an all-time low Kings tame Lions Knight Riders’ seamers do the job of defending a modest total



Axar wins the battle against rival hometown hero Jadeja



Y.B. Sarangi



Amol Karhadkar



KOLKATA



RAJKOT



In front of an evenly-split packed house, Kolkata Knight Riders performed a magical turnaround to defend 131 runs and record an unbelievable 82-run win over Royal Challengers Bangalore in a low-scoring affair in the Indian Premier League at the Eden Gardens here on Sunday night. KKR’s pace brigade — comprising Nathan CoulterNile, Chris Woakes, Umesh Yadav and Colin de Grandhomme — wreaked havoc with a superb display of fast bowling as RCB collapsed to the lowest ever IPL total of 49 in 9.4 overs. KKR, which floundered to 131 in 19.3 overs after being inserted following a start delayed due to rain, managed its fifth win despite wasting another excellent start provided by its pinchhitting opener Sunil Narine. His 17-ball 34 helped the host make 65 for two in the PowerPlay. Narine hammered 18 runs — three crisp fours and a six — in the first over bowled by Samuel Badree. With his clean hitting, the West Indian was the dominant contributor in the opening wicket stand of 48 runs with Gautam Gambhir.



They both hail from the same state, although they represent different teams in domestic cricket. They both possess the same skill-set, although for different teams in the Indian Premier League. Naturally, the mini-battle between hometown hero Ravindra Jadeja and Kings XI Punjab all-rounder Axar Patel was going to be decisive in the outcome of Gujarat Lions’ penultimate game at home. In the event, Axar pipped Jadeja to set up a 26run victory for KXIP and help the team end a fourmatch losing streak. The lanky left-hander’s lusty blows in the death overs meant KXIP could propel to 188 for seven. The trusted left-arm spin of Axar — who had for a brief while displaced Jadeja in India’s limited overs team — then scalped two crucial wickets in the middle overs, including that of an on-song Lions skipper Suresh Raina, to ensure the good work of the batsmen was complemented by the bowling unit. When Axar joined Marcus Stoinis in the middle, with the stylish Hashim Amla and robust Glenn Maxwell having departed in three balls, the Kings were in danger of stuttering at the end. Despite losing Stoinis, Axar bided his time. He targeted Dwayne Smith, who was forced to bowl the penultimate over after Nathu Singh injured himself post an impressive two-over burst in the PowerPlay. The first three balls fetched 14 runs before Axar was caught brilliantly on the



SCOREBOARD



Abysmal show: On a day when none of RCB’s batsmen got to double-digits, it was Chris Gayle who lasted the longest — 17 deliveries — at the crease. K.R. DEEPAK *



IPL-10



B



After the departure of Gambhir and Narine, who hit Stuart Binny to deep-midwicket, Virat Kolhi employed two leg-spinners, Badree and Yuzvendra Chahal, in tandem to stifle the KKR batsmen.



KNIGHT RIDERS VS ROYAL CHALLENGERS



Kolkata Knight Riders: Sunil Narine c Chahal b Binny 34 (17b, 6x4, 1x6), Gautam Gambhir c Jadhav b Mills 14 (11b, 1x4, 1x6), Robin Uthappa lbw b Badree 11 (9b, 2x4), Manish Pandey c Badree b Chahal 15 (16b, 1x4), Yusuf Pathan st Jadhav b Chahal 8 (8b), Suryakumar Yadav c Mills b Negi 15 (19b, 1x4), Colin de Grandhomme c Kohli b Chahal 0 (2b), Chris Woakes c Mandeep b Mills 18 (21b, 3x4), Nathan Coulter-Nile c de Villers b Negi 2 (3b), Umesh Yadav (not out) 2 (4b), Kuldeep Yadav b Arvind 4 (7b), Extras (w-8) 8; Total (in 19.3 overs) 131. Fall of wickets: 1-48 (Gambhir, 3.4), 2-65 (Narine, 5.4), 3-66 (Uthappa, 6.2), 4-82 (Yusuf, 9.1), 5-93 (Manish, 11.1), 6-93 (Grandhomme, 11.3), 7-120 (Woakes, 16.3), 8-125 (CoulterNile, 17.3), 9-125 (Suryakumar, 17.4). Royal Challengers Bangalore bowling: Samuel Badree 4-033-1, Tymal Mills 4-0-31-2, S. Arvind 3.3-0-27-1, Stuart Binny 1-0-9-1, Yuzvendra Chahal 4-016-3, Pawan Negi 3-0-15-2. Royal Challengers Bangalore: Chris Gayle c Coulter-Nile b
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Woakes 7 (17b, 1x4), Virat Kohli c Manish b Coulter-Nile 0 (1b), Mandeep Singh c Manish b Umesh 1 (3b), A.B. de Villiers c Uthappa b Coulter-Nile 8 (6b, 2x4), Kedar Jadhav c Woakes b Coulter-Nile 9 (7b, 2x4), Stuart Binny c Uthappa b Woakes 8 (9b, 2x4), Pawan Negi lbw b de Grandhomme 2 (3b), Samuel Badree lbw b Woakes 0 (3b), Tymal Mills c Kuldeep b de Grandhomme 2 (5b), S. Arvind (not out) 5 (4b, 1x4), Yuzvendra Chahal c Manish b de Grandhomme 0 (2b), Extras (lb-3, w-2, nb-2) 7; Total (in 9.4 overs) 49. Fall of wickets: 1-2 (Kohli, 0.3), 2-3 (Mandeep, 1.2), 3-12 (de Villiers, 2.3), 4-24 (Jadhav, 4.1), 540 (Gayle, 6.2), 6-40 (Binny, 6.5), 7-42 (Negi, 7.3), 8-44 (Badree, 8.3), 9-48 (Mills, 9.1). Kolkata Knight Riders bowling: Nathan Coulter-Nile 3-0-21-3; Umesh Yadav 3-0-15-1; Chris Woakes 2-0-6-3; Colin de Grandhomme 1.4-0-4-3. Toss: RCB Man-of-the-Match: Coulter-Nile. KKR won by 82 runs.



‘Dhoni proved he’s still a destructive closer’



RCB’s 49 is the lowest total in the IPL, the previous being Rajasthan Royals’ 58 against RCB in the 2009 edition



not acceptable. It really hurts. — Kohli, RCB skipper
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Badree trapped Uthappa in front with a fuller one and laid a platform for Chahal to pile more misery on KKR. Bowling tidy lines, the two gave away only 29 runs for four wickets in six overs. The wily Chahal foxed KKR batsmen with his variation. He bowled a wide down the leg side to have Yusuf Pathan stumped in his second over, Manish Pandey caught at short mid-wicket off a low full toss and Colin de Grandhomme held at slip off a flighted one to bring up his best figures of the season. Pawan Negi and Tymal Mills bagged two wickets apiece as KKR was bowled out inside 20 overs. Royal Challengers’ reply was disastrous as Knight Riders’ pacers dominated on the same strip on which the



visiting spinners had dictated terms. Coulter-Nile and Umesh worked up pace and generated movement to reduce the tourists to 24 for four in the fifth over. Poor shot selection added to RCB’s woes as none of its batsmen could reach doubledigits. Kohli edged CoulterNile to slips for a first ball duck, Mandeep Singh played Umesh to point, AB de Villiers skied a fast one and Kedar Jadhav offered a leading edge to mid-wicket. Woakes tightened the noose by scalping Chris Gayle, who mis-timed it to mid-off, and Stuart Binny in his first over before adding Badree’s wicket to his kitty later. de Grandhomme joined the party by taking three as well.



TEAM Mumbai Indians Kolkata Knight Riders Sunrisers Hyderabad Kings XI Punjab Rising Pune Supergiant Delhi Daredevils Gujarat Lions Royal Challengers Bangalore



M 7 7 7 7 6 6 7 7



W 6 5 4 3 3 2 2 2



L 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 5



PTS 12 10 8 6 6 4 4 4



NRR +0.617 +1.177 +0.481 -0.319 -0.760 +0.848 -0.844 -1.210



*After the KKR-RCB match



went from last < > We to fourth. If you shut the tournament now, we’d be very happy tainly hit a lot of balls, and it was all building up to an innings of substance. “He desperately wants us to do well this year. After last year, we all felt that we needed more contributions from everybody. He, in particular, was the one to put his hand up.” On the result itself, and RPS stringing together two wins, Fleming said: “We went from last to fourth. If you shut the tournament now, we’d be very happy. It’s a good jump to have.” However, he was dismissive of talk about momentum. “I’m not a fan of the word momentum. That can stop with a quick over of poor cricket,” he said. “Confidence is the key. The more you can get players experiencing those wins and good performances the more they back themselves in pressure situations. Confidence is thus the key word for me. “We’ve got a boost, but we can do with some more.”



Kings XI Punjab: Manan Vohra c Karthik b Nathu 2 (4b), Hashim Amla c & b Shubham 65 (40b, 9x4, 2x6), Shaun Marsh c Raina b Tye 30 (24b, 4x4, 1x6), Glenn Maxwell lbw b Jadeja 31 (18b, 1x4, 3x6), Marcus Stoinis c McCullum b Tye 7 (9b), Axar Patel c Finch b Smith 34 (17b, 3x4, 2x6), Wriddhiman Saha run out 10 (5b, 1x6), Mohit Sharma (not out) 4 (3b); Extras (b-1, lb-3, w-1): 5; Total (for seven wkts. in 20 overs): 188. Fall of wickets: 1-11 (Vohra, 1.2 overs) , 2-81 (Marsh, 9.2), 3128 (Amla, 13.6), 4-132 (Maxwell, 14.2), 5-157 (Stoinis, 17.5), 6-174 (Axar, 18.4), 7-188 (Saha, 19.6). Gujarat Lions bowling: Shubham Agarwal 4-0-42-1, Nathu Singh 2-0-7-1, Suresh Raina 1-0-6-0, Basil Thampi 40-44-0, Andrew Tye 4-0-35-2, Ravindra Jadeja 4-0-32-1, Dwayne Smith 1-0-18-1. Gujarat Lions: Brendon McCullum lbw b Sandeep 6 (6b, 1x4),



Aaron Finch c Stoinis b Mohit 13 (12b, 1x6), Suresh Raina c Maxwell b Axar 32 (24b, 4x4), Dinesh Karthik (not out) 58 (44b, 6x4), Ravindra Jadeja c & b Cariappa 9 (7b, 1x4), Dwayne Smith c Stoinis b Axar 4 (4b, 1x4), Akshdeep Nath lbw b Cariappa 0 (1b), Andrew Tye b Sandeep 22 (12b, 2x4, 1x6), Basil Thampi (not out) 11 (10b, 1x4); Extras (b-1, lb-2, w-4): 7; Total (for seven wkts. in 20 overs): 162.



fence by a sprinting Aaron Finch. The damage, however, had been done and Axar’s 17-ball 34 resulted in a 160-ish total virtually touching 190s. With Sandeep Sharma trapping Brendon McCullum in front of the wicket with a full-toss in the opening over and Finch finding Stoinis at covers in the sixth over, the onus was on captain Raina and Dinesh Karthik to keep Lions in the hunt. Raina had started in a similar vein to his onslaught in Kolkata against the Knight Riders two nights earlier. Considering that Raina was one of the few batsmen to have dominated Axar in



the previous IPL editions, he was held back for the middle overs. And the bowler forced Raina to hole out to Maxwell on the long-on fence for an impressive catch. He then returned for a second spell, getting rid of the danger man Dwayne Smith. That left Karthik with little company down the order. And the wicketkeeperbatsman, who became the first keeper to effect 100 dismissals with a lunging catch to dismiss Manan Vohra in the second over of the match, played a valiant knock that reduced the margin of loss for the home team.



Fall of wickets: 1-6 (McCullum, 0.6), 2-46 (Finch, 5.4), 3-70 (Raina, 8.6), 4-95 (Jadeja, 11.6), 5-102 (Smith, 12.6), 6-102 (Akshdeep, 13.1), 7-137 (Tye, 16.4). Kings XI Punjab bowling: Sandeep Sharma 4-0-40-2, Mohit Sharma 4-0-25-1, T. Natarajan 3-0-22-0, K.C. Cariappa 4-0-24-2, Axar Patel 4-036-2, Marcus Stoinis 1-0-12-0. Toss: Gujarat Lions. Man-of-the-match: Amla. Kings XI won by 26 runs.



MI has to be sharp against RPS MUMBAI



The National selectors are hardly perturbed with the delay in the selection of the team for the Champions Trophy tournament scheduled to commence in England from June 1. The team was to be picked on April 22, three days ahead of the deadline set by the International Cricket Council (ICC) for submitting the names of the players. Most participating nations are expected to announce their squads soon with Australia, Bangladesh and South Africa already through with their selections. The tournament rules stipulate that a player may be replaced only in the wake of an injury sustained during the competition but there is no clarity on what action the ICC could initiate if a nation does not meet the deadline. Sources confirmed that India would miss the April 25 deadline because of the ICC meetings in Dubai.



PLAYING TODAY MI v RPS Sony Six, Sony ESPN, Sony Max, 8 p.m. DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
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PTI



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT RAJKOT



Gujarat Lions, which suffered its fifth loss in seven games, was dealt another blow when allrounder Dwayne Bravo was ruled out of the IPL. Captain Suresh Raina had confirmed it at the toss and coach Brad Hodge lamented on what Bravo’s absence meant for the team. “We gave Bravo every opportunity to be fit. Unfortunately, he just ran out of time. When you take someone like him out of the side, especially after the way he performed last year, was always going to hurt us,” Hodge said. “But that’s the way sport is. We will try and fill the void with [ James] Faulkner and [Andrew] Tye, and they’re pretty good players as well.” Bravo joined the Lions squad despite having not recovered from a hamstring injury he suffered during the Big Bash League earlier in the year. “He tried his best to be match-fit for the second half, but the side decided to release him once it was confirmed that the West Indian will not be able to take the field in the next three weeks.



Time running out Hodge admitted that Lions needed to pull up their socks if it was hoping for a repeat of last year’s performance: a place in the playoffs. “This one’s a tough loss because we are running out of time. We are definitely playing catch-up but I do know that if these guys do fire, then we can certainly put it together like we did last year,” he said. “We were on a run last year, winning six games in a row, and we need to do something like that again. It’s possible as it’s the same bunch of guys, minus Bravo, from last year.”



Sources conirm that India would miss the April 25 deadline because of the ICC meetings NEW DELHI
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Dwayne Bravo.



No progress in selection of team for CT



Nandakumar Marar



An insight into the Mumbai Indians mindset was offered by Kiwi Mitchell McClenaghan. In the wake of a hard-earned win at the Wankhede over Delhi Daredevils, the quickie spoke about the level-headed thinking in the squad. “It is important that we don’t get too high or too low, just stay consistent because there are ups and downs in T20 cricket,” he said. The home team runs into Rising Pune Supergiant at the same venue after a day’s breather. MI is perched atop the IPL points tally and has a knockout berth within reach. MI will need to be sharp against RPS, filled with specialists like Ajinkya Rahane, Steve Smith, Manoj Tiwary and M.S. Dhoni to finish off games. Leg-spinner Imran Tahir is capable of troubling the best stroke-makers. RPS tripped MI in IPL-10’s first match. Thereafter, the latter has shown composure in six successive games, winning each one owing to performances by different players. “Rohit has been fantastic in leading the team. He instils an incredible amount of confidence in you,” McClenaghan said.



Solid at the top: Hashim Amla’s 65 of 40 balls with nine boundaries and two sixes laid the foundation for others to build upon for Kings XI Punjab. PTI *



Vijay Lokapally



Mumbai



GUJARAT LIONS VS KINGS XI PUNJAB



POINTS TABLE



G. Viswanath



Rising Pune Supergiant coach, Stephen Fleming paid tribute to M.S. Dhoni who hit a match-winning 61 not out off 34 balls on Saturday in a home match against Sunrisers Hyderabad. “It was vintage, wasn’t it? It was a performance that was befitting of a man who has the reputation of being a great finisher,” said Fleming on Sunday. “He proved again that when he is in the mood and has got the sight or the feel for the bowling he is still the most destructive closer because of his composure and hitting skills.” Fleming, who has observed all of Dhoni’s IPL career from up close — at Chennai Super Kings as teammate and coach, and now at RPS — said: “We’d got a bit blasé [about Dhoni’s skill as a finisher] because it was happening so often. “We benefited from it at Chennai a lot, and people were yearning for a performance like that. And, like all great players do, he delivered.” “We thought that it was probably late and we had not got [enough] to leave us with a good chase in the end, but he proved that with the hitting and batting skills and the power that players have these days, no score is impossible.” On whether Dhoni himself had been getting anxious about his abilities, Fleming said: “He was determined. He has been training a lot. He has cerCM YK



was reckless < > Itbatting. This is just
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Bravo ruled out of IPL



CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



“It is not that the selectors would be coming from farflung corners of the world if they have to meet at a short notice. There is no need to panic,” said a Board official. In any case, the selectors are reportedly ready even though indications are the team may now be picked after April 27.



Modes of communication The selectors have their way of communicating with each other. According to a former National selector, there were times when the members would come prepared and the meeting would be over in less than half-an-hour. “There may have been long meetings too, following healthy debates over a name or two, but usually we would discuss the names before assembling and come to a conclusion with consensus of all,” said Vikram Rathour, part of the previous selection committee. In fact, the selections of the Indian team for the



앫 The selectors are reportedly ready even though indications are the team may now be picked after April 27. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



“It is not that we come, meet and then discuss. At most meetings, 12 to 13 players pick themselves and the remaining are selected on the basis of the slots available.



Dinesh Karthik has been proliic in various domestic competitions. FILE PHOTO *



World Cup in 2011 and 2015 were reportedly smooth because the members had exchanged their notes and opinions on a constant basis and when they met to finalise the process, it was achieved in a smooth manner.



Factors for selection “The key factors are consistency and utility. We look at the first-class season performances of the batsmen and only in a rare instance would a player be picked on the basis of a showing in one particular tournament unless you come across a bowler who bowls 140-plus consistently (like Basil Thampi of Kerala),” added Rathour. Baroda all-rounder Hardik Pandya was selected on the basis of his IPL perform-



Pull out could be detrimental Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Amidst reports that the selection has been delayed due to India’s threat to pull out of the Champions Trophy, owing to the ongoing tussle between the BCCI and the ICC on the revenue sharing model, a veteran official of the BCCI dismissed it as a “far-fetched idea.” “How can you take such a drastic decision without giving a thought to the repercussions



it may cause,” asked the official familiar with the developments. “In any case, this decision would have to be taken by the General Body and its scheduled meeting is only after the Champions Trophy. Who has the authority to decide India will not participate in the Champions Trophy without keeping in mind the interest of the players,” the official emphasised. If India was to take the



decision, without consulting the players, it would harm the game in a big way. “The ICC will impose sanctions that would hurt the team big. Do you realise how the broadcasters and sponsors would react to your pulling out of the Champions Trophy? What if the other nations stop their players from participating in the IPL (Indian Premier League). It would be then reduced to a Mushtaq Ali tournament for domestic



players only,” he added. The official hoped better sense would prevail and India would participate in the Champions Trophy. “The main stakeholders are the players and not the officials. To please your ego you can’t take decisions that can harm the players who have prepared hard for the Champions Trophy. We are the defending champion and are expected to keep the Trophy on form,” the official concluded.



ances last season only because there was no other candidate for the allrounder’s slot other than Stuart Binny and Rishi Dhawan. It is now understood that performances in the IPL would not be considered for selection this time around.



Curious case of Karthik Tamil Nadu wicketkeeperbatsman Dinesh Karthik has been in splendid form this season, topping the batting aggregate in the Vijay Hazare Tournament (607 runs) and Deodhar Trophy (247 runs), but he could lose out to M.S. Dhoni and Kedar Jadhav, who can keep wickets in an emergency. Karthik can stake his claims for the opener’s slot where Shikhar Dhawan and Manish Pandey are in close race, not to forget some backing for Delhi star Rishabh Pant. Four pacers Umesh Yadav, Ashish Nehra, Bhuvneshwar Kumar and Jasprit Bumrah should pick themselves this time along with spinners R. Ashwin, Ravindra Jadeja, Kuldeep Yadav/Harbhajan Singh. The best Test bowler, Mohammed Shami is short of match practice. Ajinkya Rahane, Rohit Sharma, Virat Kohli, Jadhav, Yuvraj Singh, Dhoni, Dhawan/Pandey complete the batting with Pandya in as an all-rounder. Dhawan, with an aggregate of 363 runs (two centuries), was the man of the tournament when India won the 2013 title beating England in a match reduced to 20 overs a side. M ND-ND
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Nadal back to winning ways at Monte Carlo



IN BRIEF



Becomes the irst player to win 10 tournaments at the same venue in the Open era; Bopanna & Cuevas triumph



India wins Friendship Cup Press Trust of India



Associated Press MONte Carlo



Yogeshwar not ready to give up NEW DELHI



In the twilight of his career and prone to injuries, ace wrestler Yogeshwar Dutt is eager to continue. “Retirement is something that is not even on my mind. I would like to make a comeback to the international arena before bidding adieu. So, there are no plans of quitting any time soon,” he said. PTI



Wanjiru, Keitany win London Marathon LONDON



Kenyan Daniel Wanjiru held off a late charge from Ethiopian Kenenisa Bekele to win the London Marathon on Sunday in two hours five minutes 48 seconds. Kenya’s Mary Keitany broke the women’s only world record en route to her third London Marathon triumph, finishing in 2:17.01 to beat Paula Radcliffe’s previous best by 41 seconds. The results: Men: 1. Daniel Wanjiru (Ken) 2:05:48s, 2. Kenenisa Bekele (Eth) 2:05:57, 3. Bedan Karoki Muchiri (Ken) 2:07:41. Women: 1. Mary Keitany (Ken) 2:17:01, 2. Tirunesh Dibaba (Eth) 2:17:56, 3. Aselefech Mergia (Eth) 2:23:08.



Saudi Arabia humiliates China BANGKOK



China was humiliated as it was bowled out for 28 by Saudi Arabia and crashed to a 390-run defeat in a World Cricket League regional qualifier in Thailand on Saturday. Saudi Arabia piled up 418 off 50 overs before China’s outclassed batsmen collapsed in just 12.4 overs as extras top-scored with 13. The total was seven runs fewer than the record low for a full ODI of 35 made by Zimbabwe against Sri Lanka in 2004. AFP



Defending champion Rafael Nadal won the Monte Carlo Masters for an unprecedented 10th time, easily beating Albert Ramos-Vinolas 6-1, 6-3 in the final on Sunday. In the doubles final, Rohan Bopanna and Pablo Cuevas beat seventh seeds and reigning Roland Garros champions Feliciano Lopez and Marc Lopez 6-3, 3-6, [10-4] to win the title. Nadal’s 70th career title was his first of the season; he lost three finals this year, two of those to Roger Federer. Nadal faced little opposition on his way to becoming the first player to win 10 tournaments at the same venue in the Open era, and the first to reach 50 title on clay. He was previously level for the latter record with Guillermo Vilas. “When I came here for the first time (in 2003) I reached



Kick-starting the season: Rafael Nadal said the victory here — his irst title from three inals this year — would give him the conidence for the rest of the clay-court season, and Rohan Bopanna and Pablo Cuevas declared that they would now play together right until Roland Garros. AFP *



the third round after coming through the qualifiers,” Nadal said. “Ten titles is something I never dreamed of.” The only final the 30-yearold Nadal has lost at Monte Carlo was to Novak Djokovic in 2013.



Home Minister kicks of awareness campaign The Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh symbolically kicked-off the country’s biggest football campaign at the India Gate lawns on Saturday evening. The Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF) and Assam Rifles, under the aegis of All India Police Sports Control Board, will organise Oorja, an under-19 football tournament for boys and girls, featuring about 12500 players competing in 1200 matches across 36 States and Union Territories from May 1 to July 25. The tournament will be a precursor to the FIFA Under-17 World Cup being hosted in the country for the first time this year, expected to have a world wide audience of about 200 million viewers. The ceremonial launch had many sports personalit-



Agence France-Presse London



Aiming high: Union Home Ministry is hoping that the Under-17 World Cup would serve as a catalyst for creating a mass movement around football in the country.



ies like Kapil Dev, Baichung Bhutia, M.C. Mary Kom, Sushil Kumar, I.M. Vijayan, P. Gopi Chand, Geeta Phogat, and Babita Kumari among others. On the occasion, 25 eminent sportspersons of the CAPF were felicitated. The tournament, aimed towards identifying a large talent pool, will be held in three phases and offers more than ₹1 crore in prize.



The Indian track and field season opens with the first leg of the Asian Grand Prix here on Monday. Nearly 200 athletes, including 12 Indians, will figure in the first of the three-leg series which offers a total prize fund of $150,000. “The weather, the field of play and hospitality are excellent,” said Radhakrishnan Nair, the Deputy National Coach. The focus will be on the 19-year-old javelin thrower Neeraj Chopra, who won



the under-20 World Championship gold with a World junior record of 86.48m in Poland last year. Asian champion Tintu Luka, Asian silver medallist Jinson Johnson — both 800m runners — and Dutee Chand are among others. Though Navjeet Kaur, the 2014 World junior championship, does not find a place in the team, her name figured in the Asian GP’s entry list which was put up a couple of days ago. “Navjeet suffered a back strain recently,” Radhakrishnan explained.



The main slogan for the tournament is one of Swami Vivekananda’s, “Arise, awake and stop not till the goal is reached”. Gabru, the cub, will be the mascot. The Home Minister hoped that the Under-17 World Cup would serve as a catalyst for creating a mass movement around football in the country.



Nadal’s 29th Masters title moves him one behind Djokovic’s record. He will also have his sights set on a 10th title in Barcelona next week, and at Roland Garros too later in the season. “It has been an amazing week on one of the most im-
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\ DELHI ROUND-UP \



Hritik and Akash ensure victory for RSCC NEW DELHI: An unbeaten 50-ball 101 by Hritik Kanojia and Akash Yadav’s 76 not out helped Run Star Cricket Club (RSCC) thrash Subhania Club by 10 wickets in the third Sardari Lal Makkar memorial cricket tournament. Rahul Chaudhary picked up five for 19 for the winner. The scores:



Special Correspondent



JINHUA (China)



World 400m record-holder Wayde van Niekerk surged to a best 200m time this year of 19.90 seconds when winning the South African championships title here on Saturday. Van Niekerk dipped below 20 seconds for the second time with a career best. The previous fastest 200m time this year was 19.95 from another South African, Akani Simbine. AFP



Ibra sufers knee injury



NEW DELHI



Sports Bureau



POTCHEFSTROOM



better than Djokovic, who is a year younger. Nadal is fifth on the all-time list, but seven behind John McEnroe. Further ahead, the 35-year-old Federer has 91. Ivan Lendl has 94 to his name, and Jimmy Connors is a long way away with 109.



The ceremonial launch had many sports personalities



Focus on Neeraj Van Niekerk runs year’s fastest 200m



Nadal’s celebrations were somewhat muted. He gave Ramos-Vinolas a sympathetic pat on the back, tilted his head back and put both hands on his head as his achievement began to sink in. Nadal’s 70 titles are three



Zlatan Ibrahimovic’s magical season with Manchester United appears over after the club announced he had suffered a serious knee injury in Thursday’s Europa League clash with Anderlecht. The club revealed that both the 35-year-old Swedish striker and Argentinian defender Marcos Rojo had suffered knee injuries in the same match. “Detailed investigations on the injuries sustained by Marcos Rojo and Zlatan Ibrahimovic during the match have confirmed significant knee ligament damage,” read the United statement on their website.



portant events on the Tour. I played well here, which helps me a lot to start the clay-court season with confidence,” said Nadal. Nadal watched smiling as each of his Monte Carlo trophy presentations over the years was played on the big screen. The first photo, of him raising the trophy in 2005 as a distinctly shy 18year-old who was taking tennis by storm, made Nadal laugh. It was the start of a stellar career on clay. Special Correspondent from New Delhi adds Bopanna was understandably thrilled at his first Masters title of the season. “It is definitely overwhelming. There was so much riding on it. I was defending big points from the clay season last year. This title takes away a lot of pressure,” the 37-year-old said when contacted by The Hindu.



Subhania Club 183 for nine in 40 overs (Bishwa Bhushan 65, Swapnil Tiwari 30, Rahul Chaudhary five for 19, Amit Sharma two for 18) lost to RSCC 184 for no loss in 19 overs (Hritik Kanojia 101 n.o., Akash Yadav 76 n.o.).



Easy for LBSC All-round performance helped L.B. Shastri Club (LBSC) crush Delhi Gymkhana by 195 runs in the first Admiral Cricket League. For the winner, Vikas Dixit scored 48 and later picked up four wickets, Nitin Tanwar also took four wickets while Abhijeet Tomar scored 73 and Jonty Sidhu made 65. The scores: LBSC 276 for



eight in 40 overs (Abhijeet Tomar 73, Jonty Sidhu 65, Vikas Dixit 48, Suraj Kumar four for 38, Anurag Pandey three for 51) bt Delhi Gymkhana 81 in 29.5 overs (Vikas Dixit four for 16, Nitin Tanwar four for 20).



Indresh, Rahul take four wickets each Indresh Pal and Rahul Sudama picked up four wickets apiece as Ravi Kant Bhatt Academy (RKBA) beat Citizen Club by five wickets in the 15th Swastik Cup cricket tournament. The scores: Citizen Club 99 in 25.3 overs (Dhreej Solanki 34, Indresh Pal four for 23, Rahul Sudama four for 24) lost to RKBA 100 for five in 19.3 overs (Abhishek Kaushik 48, Mohammad Ali three for 25).



Bhatia nominated to AIFF Delhi Soccer Association vice-president N.K. Bhatia has been appointed to the Audit and Finance Committee of the All India Football Federation (AIFF). Bhatia, who has been associated with Delhi football for more than 30 years, has a three-year tenure till 2020.



Cairo



India’s Under-16 football team beat Al-Ahly 2-1 in a friendly to win the IndiaEgypt Friendship Cup. Indian team’s head coach Bibiano Fernandes expressed happiness at the win and said the match was good as it was beneficial and a learning experience for both teams. “I’m happy we have learned a lot of things. We are looking forward to building this team for the AFC,” Fernandes said.



Training for AFC cup He noted that the team was undergoing training to play in the Under-16 AFC tournament which would be held in Nepal. “They did a good job in terms of fitness and travelling and playing in another country. I’m really happy about this,” he said after the match. The head coach also said that he was optimistic about his team and sees it in a good level in future. Rohit Danu, who scored the first goal for India said he was very happy for the win. Aenam Jyrwa scored the second goal and said that his goal confirmed the team’s trust in winning. Ali Amr, who reduced the margin, congratulated the Indians. At the end of the match the young footballers were awarded medals of friendship and the India- Egypt Friendship Cup.



Aussie Open venue to get new stadium Reuters Melbourne



A new multi-purpose 5,000-seater stadium is to be built at Melbourne Park as part of efforts aimed at keeping the Australian Open tennis tournament at its current site. Work on the stadium, which is part of a $271 million development programme, would begin in 2019.



Thompson shines for Jamaica Agence France-Presse Nassau



Evergreen American sprinter Justin Gatlin struck gold when he anchored his team to victory at the IAAF World Relays here on Saturday, while double Olympic champion Elaine Thompson shone for Jamaica. The battle between Gatlin, the 35-year-old 2004 Olympic 100m champion, and Usain Bolt’s self-professed successor Andre de Grasse did not play out, the Canadian deprived of the chance to run his leg after a



botched handover by his teammates. There was to be no showboating come the final at a breezy, half-full stadium as Aaron Brown fluffed his handover to Brendon Rodney. The US was not out of danger, however, with Britain looking to be ahead as Gatlin took the baton from Ronnie Baker after slick passovers between Leshon Collins and Mike Rodgers. But Englishman Danny Talbot failed to hit his mark and Gatlin had a free run. Thompson, who won double gold in Rio last year,



was given a rousing welcome as she safely led her Jamaican teammates to victory in the women’s 4x200m. The results: Men: 4x100m: 1. USA (Leshon Collins, Mike Rodgers, Ronnie Baker, Justin Gatlin) 38.43s, 2. Barbados 39.12, 3. China 39.22. Women: 4x200m: 1. Jamaica (Jura Levy, Shericka Jackson, Sashalee Forbes, Elaine Thompson) 1:29.04s, 2. Germany 1:30.68, 3. USA 1:30.87. 4x800m: 1. USA (Chanelle Price, Chrishuna Williams, Laura Roesler, Charlene Lipsey) 8:16.36s, 2. Belarus 8:20.07, 3. Australia 8:21.08.



Crowd favourite: Elaine Thompson anchored Jamaica to victory in the women’s 4x200m inal in a record time. *
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THE HINDU CROSSWORD 11989 1



2



3



8



4



5



6



7



10



14 Advance slowly in court house (4)



11



13



15 Son leaves spot for a quick kiss (4)



14



15



16



17



18



19 20



11 Poor inn I'd get redone (8) 12 At unending tour, not one falling or wearing down (9)



9



12



(set by Gridman)



21



22



16 Six dial USA desperately for magnifying glass, say (6,3) 20 Perhaps relating to the whole (8) 21 Fired up, the man put away diamonds (6)



23



24



23 Government official about to give away secret behind almirah (10)



25



■ ACROSS 1 Top assistance supplied in orbiting outposts (5,8)



25 Songs sung in place for plants? Not exactly! (7,6)



8 Go in India without ultimately angelic light (4)



■ DOWN



9 Having understanding, clear up pet caught in a mess (10) 10 Spot a top source for starchy food (6)



CM YK



24 Muslim leader captures hearts of Lima camp (4)



FAITH



SUDOKU



Dharma Sastra



3 Take advantage of extra — one in patch of land (7) 4 One fright in area will bring in these reservists (11,4) 5 Fashionable tear in shirt and front of underwear (6) 6 One month in the past ace cook stopped short of having many sides (9) 7 Old comedian captures you inally with character that is irm (7) 13 Crook making noise about sages having stripped (9) 15 Publisher's bird (7) 17 World leaders' hard urge to disentangle (7) 18 Pole's coverings, where I see paces going haywire (7)



1 A poster put out in Chennai, for example (7)



19 Overly French-English combine admitted top drama group (6)



2 8 get round to a Hawaii greeting (5)



22 Cut one old man's principle (5)



Solution to puzzle 11988 B C V S Z S S



W E T O N E S W H I S T L E



R H N A



D I S O R D E R



P P A O I D Q U P



B M S B E R I T R A S I R T L A C R I E K E T T A L O D E T H Y WR I O J E R A R B O R S R C I S M A B B I N E L N E C K E E H



Q U I S M A E I MA L N T T I O N F G G L E A E R E A L G R O U N D Y I L I N E E G



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku



The conduct of an individual depends on many factors, such as one’s innate nature, swabhava, his moral standpoint, swadharma, the circumstances of his upbringing, and so on. In a discourse, Kidambi Sri Narayanan pointed out that Rama emerges as one who laid down rules of good conduct for all in the world by precept and example. Rama deals with the dilemmas in His life and chooses the Visesha dharma required of His role as king and protector of the people to His personal dharma towards family, wife, etc. In the Ayodhya Kanda, Jabali asks Rama on what grounds he stands justified in renouncing the inheritance of the kingdom to lead a life of penance in the forest beset by dangers. Is He not evading His duty towards the citizens, being deluded by His attachment and respect to Dasaratha and his word? How can one be sure about the word of sastras that promise a world of bliss to one who practises austerities, charities, penance, meditation, renunciation and so on? There is no need to accept all these of which no one is sure. Better to accept what is now clear and follow the advice of the elders and the people and proceed to Ayodhya and take up the kingship. Rama disapproves and condemns Jabali’s arguments that go against the sastras and mislead one into the path of adharma. When one is able to twist Truth and put forth a theory of Dharma that goes against the sastras, he is tantamount to a thief. He wonders how Dasaratha had tolerated Jabali as a minster in his court. Jabali apologises to Rama and says that he merely adopts a pragmatic stance in all matters, including the sastras. He quoted these arguments only to make Rama come back to Ayodhya. Vasishta also tells Rama that Jabali is a not a nonbeliever of the Vedas. M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Arsenal enters FA Cup inal To meet Chelsea, which beat Tottenham Hotspur in a six-goal thriller EURO FOOTBALL



Agencies LONDON



Himanta Biswa Sarma is interim BAI president LUCKNOW



BJP leader and Assam Badminton Association president Himanta Biswa Sarma was on Sunday appointed Badminton Association of India’s interim head during its executive council meeting here. PTI



Rajasthan jolts Gujarat KOCHI



Rajasthan shocked defending champion Gujarat 25-12, 25-17, 25-12 to enter the girls’ semifinals of the 43rd National junior volleyball championship at Paravur on Sunday. The results (quarterfinals): Boys: TN bt Gujarat 25-17, 25-22, 22-25, 25-21; Chandigarh bt WB 20-25, 25-22, 25-20, 25-18; Rajasthan bt Odisha 25-12, 25-12, 25-18. Girls: Rajasthan bt Gujarat 25-12, 25-17, 25-12; WB bt Punjab 25-19, 25-21, 26-24; TN bt Odisha 25-11, 25-10, 25-17.



Kerala and Mizoram in semifinals KOZHIKODE



Kerala held Mizoram to a 2-2 draw and entered the semifinals of the National sub-junior football championship here on Sunday. Mizoram also reached the last four, topping Pool A with 10 points, three more than the host. The results (preliminary league): Pool A: Kerala 2 (Hemand 14, Abin Anup 51) drew with Mizoam 2 (Lalbiaklina 20, Lalnunsanga 45); Odisha 3 (Sanjay Bate 51 & 59, Ashanta Kerketta 75) bt Uttar Pradesh 0.



TV PICKS West Indies v Pakistan: 1st Test, TEN 3 & TEN 1 HD, 8.30 p.m. Serie A: TEN 1, 12.10 a.m. (Tuesday) La Liga: TEN 2, 12.10 a.m. (Tuesday) NBA: Sony Six & Six HD, 5.30 a.m. (Tuesday)



CM YK



Arsenal will play London rival Chelsea in the FA Cup final on May 27 after beating Manchester City 2-1, following extra time, in the semifinal at Wembley on Sunday. Meanwhile on Saturday, Chelsea booked its place in the final with a thrilling 4-2 victory over Tottenham Hotspur. Willian put Chelsea ahead early in the semi-final before Harry Kane's equaliser and the Brazilian netted again with a penalty, only to see Dele Alli draw Tottenham level. Eden Hazard came off the bench to restore Chelsea’s lead and Nemanja Matic’s thunderous strike ensured a spot in the summit clash. Meanwhile, in the Premier League, Liverpool old-boy Christian Benteke stunned his former club with both Crystal Palace goals in a 2-1 win at Anfield on Sunday denting the home side's topfour ambitions.



Stunning ightback: Arsenal’s Alexis Sanchez scored the winner in extra-time to consign Manchester City to the sidelines of the FA Cup. AP *



The results: FA Cup: Semifinals: Arsenal 2 (Monreal 71, Sanchez 101) bt Manchester City 1 (Aguero 62); Chelsea 4 (Willian 5, 43-pen, Hazard 75, Matic 80) bt Tottenham 2 (Kane 18, Alli 52). Premier League: Burnley 0 lost to Manchester United 2 (Martial 21, Rooney 39); Liverpool 1 (Coutinho 24) lost to Crystal



Pakistan 59 for two Agence France-Presse Kingston



Pakistan was 59 for two replying to the West Indies first innings total of 286 all out at lunch on the third day of the rain-affected first Test at Sabina Park in Jamaica on Sunday. West Indies had resumed at 278 for nine before Mohammad Amir wrapped



SCOREBOARD



up the innings by dismissing Shannon Gabriel. Amir finished with figures of six for 44. Play had started 90 minutes later than scheduled due to the effects of torrential rain on a damp outfield which reduced play to just 55 minutes on the second day.



WEST INDIES VS PAKISTAN



West Indies — 1st innings: K. Brathwaite c Khan b Abbas 0, K. Powell c Younis b Amir 33, S. Hetmyer b Amir 11, S. Hope b Amir 2, Vishaul Singh c Azhar b Riaz 9, R. Chase c Riaz b Yasir 63, S. Dowrich b Yasir 56, J. Holder (not out) 57, D. Bishoo c Ahmed b Amir 28, A. Joseph b Amir 0, S. Gabriel b Amir 5; Extras (b-4, lb-18): 22; Total (in 95 overs): 286. Fall of wickets: 1-1, 2-23, 3-32, 4-53, 5-71, 6-189, 7-189, 8264, 9-274.



Pakistan bowling: Amir 26-1144-6, Abbas 22-4-63-1, Riaz 23-6-66-1, Yasir 24-5-91-2. Pakistan — 1st innings: A. Ali c Dowrich b Joseph 15, A. Shehzad lbw b Holder 31, B. Azam (batting) 12, Younis Khan (batting) 0; Extras (nb-1): 1; Total (for two wkts. in 20 overs): 59. Fall of wickets: 1-23, 2-54. West Indies bowling: Gabriel 6-1-21-0, Joseph 7-2-21-1, Holder 7-2-17-1.



Palace 2 (Benteke 42, 74) Serie A: On Sunday: Sassuolo 2 (Berardi 59, Mazzitelli 80) drew with Napoli 2 (Mertens 52, Milik 85); Chievo 1 (Pellissier 65) lost to Torino 3 (Ljajic 52, Zappacosta 56, Falque 75); Lazio 6 (Immobile 8, 10, Keita 21, 24pen, 26, Crecco 90+1) bt Palermo 2 (Rispoli 46, 52); AC Milan 1 (Lapadula 72) lost to



Belarus in its irst-ever Fed Cup inal Agencies MINSK



Belarus surprised higherrated Switzerland 3-2 to reach its first-ever Fed Cup final on Sunday. The results (semifinals): At Minsk (Belarus): Belarus 3 bt Switzerland 2 [Aliaksandra Sasnovich bt Timea Bacsinszky 6-2, 7-6(2); Aryna Sabalenka bt Viktorija Golubic 6-3, 2-6, 6-4; Olga Govortsova & Vera Lapko lost to Belinda Bencic & Martina Hingis 6-0, 6-1]. At Wesley Chapel (Florida): USA 2 leads Czech Republic 1 [Coco Vandeweghe bt Katerina Siniakova 6-4, 6-0; Vandeweghe bt Marketa Vondrousova 6-1, 6-4; Shelby Rogers lost to Katerina Siniakova 6-3, 6-3].



Empoli 2 (Mchedlidze 40, Thiam 67); Sampdoria 1 (Schick 21) lost to Crotone 2 (Falcinelli 67, Simy 80); Udinese 2 (perica 70, Angella 73) bt Cagliari 1 (Borriello 86). On Saturday: Atalanta 3 (Conti 3, Freuler 14, Caldara 75) bt Bologna 2 (Destro 16, Di Francesco 61); Fiorentina 5 (Vecino 23, 64, Astori 63, Babacar 70, 79) bt Inter Milan 4 (Perisic 29, Icardi 34, 88, 90+2). La Liga: On Sunday: Real Sociedad 1 (Willian Jose 28) bt Deportivo la Coruna 0; Celta Vigo 0 lost to Real Betis 1 (Brasanac 54). On Saturday: Espanyol 0 lost to Atletico Madrid 1 (Griezmann 73); Villarreal 2 (Bakambu 68, 90+1) bt Leganes 1 (Guerrero 90); Osasuna 2 (Mere 18og, Kodro 71) drew with Sporting Gijon 2 (Canella 79, Castro 81). Bundesliga: Freiburg 2 (Petersen 11, Stenzel 88) bt Bayer Leverkusen 1 (Volland 60-pen); Schalke 1 (Huntelaar 46) drew with RB Leipzig 1 (Werner 14).



Warriors put Blazers on the brink Gasol’s loater sinks Spurs in the NBA



Kinowaki equalises late for Shillong



Agence France-Presse



Nandakumar Marar



Los Angeles



MUMBAI



Stephen Curry scored 14 of his 34 points in the fourth quarter and Golden State Warriors stormed back from a 16-point third-quarter deficit to beat Portland Trail Blazers 119-113. Klay Thompson tallied 24 points on Saturday for Warriors, who seized a commanding 3-0 lead in the best-of-seven first-round Western Conference playoff series. C.J. McCollum scored 32 points and Damian Lillard added 31 for Blazers, who will try to stay alive with a win in game four. Elsewhere, Marc Gasol lifted Memphis to a 110-108 overtime win over San Antonio Spurs with a clutch jump shot at the buzzer that allowed the Grizzlies to level their playoff series at 2-2.



Yuta Kinowaki struck in injury time for Shillong Lajong to help his team to a 1-1 draw after Mumbai City FC had defended a secondminute goal by Victorino Fernandes with great heart in an I-League 17th round tie. The Japanese scored via a deflection after the home team went into the lead through a stunner by Fernandes at the Cooperage ground. Shillong Lajong faces league-leader Aizawl FC next in the 18th round tie at home. MCFC hosts East Bengal. The Mizoram side remains in the fifth position (25 points), two points behind Bengaluru FC. The Mumbai side climbed to ninth place (13 points), above Minerva Punjab.



The results: Eastern Conference: Toronto 87 bt Milwaukee



Stephen Curry.



*



AFP



76; Atlanta 116 bt Washington 98. Western Conference: Memphis 110 bt San Antonio 108 (OT); Golden State 119 bt Portland 113.



National youth athletics: Haryana is champion A. JOSEPH ANTONY HYDERABAD



Haryana, with 166.5 points, wrested the top spot from arch-rival Kerala after six years in the National Youth Athletics championships which concluded at the Gachibowli Stadium here on Sunday evening. Kerala compiled 134.75 points to finish runners-up. However, the southern state retained the girls’ team title (100 pts). Haryana boys topped with 108.5 points at the end of the three-day meet. The results: Boys: 200m: 1. Akshay Nain (Del) 22.00 secs, 2. Dibyendu Acharjee (AFI) 22.32, 3. Ashish Lathwal (Har) 22.62. 400m: 1. Akshay Nain (Del) 48.56 secs, 2. Manish (Har) 48.95, 3. Vikrant Panchal (Har) 49.25. 1500m: 1. Avdesh Nagar (Del) 3:57.26 NMR, 2. Mohd Miraj (Del) 4:00.20, 3. Abhay



(Har) 4:01.25. Pole vault: 1. Rakesh Gond (Mah) 4.50m, 2. Sunny (Pun) 3.70m, other athletes finished with ‘No mark’; Long jump: 1. Rishabh Kumar (UP) 7.28m, 2. Anil Kumar (Har) 6.99, 3. C. Praveen (TN) 6.97. Hammer: 1. Damneet Singh (Pun) 72.75m NMR, 2. Nitesh Poonia (Raj) 69.47, 3. Alimuddin (UP) 66.59. 800m: 1. Abhishek Mathew (Ker) 1:55.85 mins, 2. Harpreet Shira (Har) 1:56.16, 3. Jitendra Yadav (UP) 1:56.60. 2000m steeplechase: 1. Noor Hasan (UP) 6:06.32 mins, 2. Vicky Goswami (Har) 6:23.11, 3. Manish Sharma (Cht) 6:24.19. 400m hurdles: 1. S. Maheshwaran (TN) 54.58 secs, 2. Vishal Malik (UP) 56.38, 3. Prasanjit Xaxa (Odi) 56.71. Triple Jump: 1. C. Praveen (TN) 15.00m, 2. A. Ajith (Ker) 14.92, 3. Akash M. Varghese (Ker) 14.70m. Javelin: 1. Rohit Yadav (UP) 76.11m NMR, 2. Avinash Yadav (UP) 71.59, 3. Vikas Yadav (AP) 69.59. Decathlon: 1. Mohit 6116



(Har) points, 2. Sourav Rathi (Mah) 6034, 3. K.P. Arjun (Ker) 5361. Medley relay: 1. Haryana 1:57.86 mins. 2. Kerala 1:58.46, 3. Tamil Nadu 1:58.99. Girls: 200m: 1. Rajashree Prasad (WB) 25.22 secs, 2. Hima Das (Asm) 25.85, 3. A.T. Daneshwari (Kar) 25.88. 400m: 1. D. Jyothika Sri (AP) 56.76 secs, 2. K.T. Adithya (Ker) 57.34, 3. Nancy (Har) 58.09. 1500m: 1. Madhu 4:50.45 (Har) mins, 2. Minnu P. Roy (Ker) 4:50.87, 3. Amit Kaur (Har) 4:55.44. High jump: 1. Gayathry Sivakumar (Ker) 1.66m, 2. Rubina Yadav (Har) 1.66, 3. Nikita Sambhera (Mah) 1.59. Hammer: 1. M. Medha (TN) 52.88m NMR, 2. S. Sneha (Mah) 51.21, 3. J. Elakeya (TN) 46.15. 800m: 1. Ankita Chahal (Del) 2:12.53, 2. Shraddha Kathiriya (Guj) 2:14.36, 3. Pooja (Har) 2:14.38. 2000m steeplechase: 1. Kajal Sharma (UP) 7:33.90 mins, 2. Sonali Pawar (Mah) 8:04.94, 3. G. Gayathri (Ker) 8:07.62.



400m hurdles: 1. J. Vishnupriya (Ker) 1:06.46 mins. 2. Delna Philip (Ker) 1:06.77, 3. Vaishnavi Yadav (Mah) 1:08.52. Pole vault: 1. A. Nivya Antony (Ker) 3.32m NMR, 2. Reshma Patel (UP) 3.00, 3. Malavika Ramesh (Ker) 2.70. Triple jump: 1. Lizbeth Karoline Joseph (Ker) 12.22m, 2. Sandra Babu (Ker) 12.02, 3. Deepanshi Singh 11.87 (UP). Discus: 1. M. Karuniya (TN) 41.17m, 2. Mahashree Baloda (Del) 38.74, 3. Pooja (Har) 38.27m. Heptathlon: 1. Geeta (Har) 3643 points, 2. Uajala Kumari Singh (WB) 3607, 3. A. Janani (TN) 3587. Medley relay: 1. Ker 2:17.45 mins. 2. Delhi 2:17.79, 3. Kar 2:18.57. Overall: 1. Haryana 166.5 points, 2. Kerala 134.75 pts. Boys: 1. Haryana 108.5 pts, 2. Uttar Pradesh 73.5 pts. Girls: 1. Kerala 100 pts, 2. Haryana 58 pts. Best athletes: Boys: Damneet Singh (Pun, Javelin) 1082 pts. Girls: Aparna Roy (Ker, 100m hurdles) 981 pts.
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IN BRIEF



3D-printing conquers glass Technology will aid moulding of optical components for complex computers Press Trust of India Berlin



Newton wins honour at Hong Kong Film Festival MUMBAI



Actor Rajkummar Rao-starrer Newton has won the best film honour at the Hong Kong International Film Festival. “After #Berlinale win, ...another feather in #Newton’s cap. Won the jury prize for best film at the Hong Kong intern’l film festival,” Rajkummar wrote on Twitter. PTI



Sonu Nigam posts Azaan sound clip on Twitter MUMBAI



Bollywood playback singer Sonu Nigam, who is embroiled in a controversy for criticising blaring sermons on loudspeakers, has now shared a clip of the Muslim call to prayer on Twitter. Nigam captioned the video, “Good morning, India.” He, however, did not mention the time or place of recording. PTI



Scientists have developed a novel way to 3D-print objects using glass, an advance that could be used to make very small optical components for complex computers. Researchers from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany mixed nanoparticles of high-purity quartz glass and a small quantity of liquid polymer and allowed the mixture to be cured by light at specific points — by means of stereolithography. Stereolithography is a form of 3D-printing technology used for creating models, prototypes, patterns and production parts in a layer by layer fashion using photopolymerisation, a process by which light causes chains of molecules to link, forming polymers. The material, which remains a liquid, is washed out in a solvent bath, leaving only the desired cured structure. The poly-



Intricate work: A 3D-printed tiny glass castle. mer still mixed in this glass structure is subsequently removed by heating.



A compact shape “The shape initially resembles that of a pound cake, it is still unstable, and therefore the glass is sintered in a final step — heated so that the glass particles are fused,” said Bastian E. Rapp of KIT. A variety of 3D-printing



*



KIT



techniques available so far have been used on polymers or metals, but rarely on glass. Where glass was processed into structures, for instance by melting and application by means of a nozzle, the surface turned out to be very rough, the material was porous and contained voids, researchers said. “We present a new method, an innovation in
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One little sip



materials processing, in which the material of the piece manufactured is highpurity quartz glass with the respective chemical and physical properties,” Mr. Rapp said. The glass structures show resolutions in the range of a few micrometres — one micrometre corresponding to one thousandth of a millimetre. However, the structures may have dimensions in the range of a few centimetres, researchers said. The 3D-printed glass can be used for many applications, including data technology. “The next plus one generation of computers will use light, which requires complicated processor structures, 3D technology could be used, for instance, to make small, complex structures out of a large number of very small optical components of different orientations,” Mr. Rapp explained. The study was published in the journal Nature.



Author and conservationist Kuki Gallmann shot in Kenya Airlifted for treatment after herders attacked her ranch Associated Press



The Italian-born author and conservationist Kuki Gallmann was shot at her Kenyan ranch and airlifted for treatment after herders invaded in search of pasture to save their animals from drought, officials said on Sunday. Ms. Gallmann, known for her bestselling book I Dreamed of Africa, which became a movie by the same name starring Kim Basinger, was patrolling the ranch when she was shot in the stomach, local police chief Ezekiel Chepkowny said. Richard Constant, the deputy chairman of the Laikipia Farmers Association, said suspicion falls on herders from the Pokot community who have invaded Ms. Gallmann’s ranch several times. Lodges belonging to Ms. Gallmann were



*



AFP



burned by the herders last month. This East African nation is facing a drought that has affected half the country and has been declared a national disaster. Kenya’s military and police have been working to disarm and drive the hundreds of herders and their animals out of ranches they’ve invaded, but their actions appear to have escalated the violence. The Laikipia Farmers Associ-



The garment was worn by stewardess Mabel Bennett Press Trust of India



Avatar 2 to release in December 2020 NEW YORK



CM YK



Kuki Gallman



Titanic coat fetches £1,50,000 London



James Cameron has set the release dates for the next four Avatar sequels, with the first coming in 2020. The movie’s Facebook page posted a photo of Cameron and his massive film crew, who have been working on all four films simultaneously. The post said Avatar 2 will hit theatres on December 18, 2020. AP



ation says when the military and police drive herders from one ranch they move into another.



NAIROBI



Thirsty days: A purple-rumped sunbird looks for water in Karimnagar, Telangana, on Sunday. Placing water bowls in balconies and backyards can help birds in summer. THAKUR AJAY PAL SINGH *



A fur coat worn by a stewardess when the Titanic sank in 1912 has been sold for £1,50,000 (₹1.24 crore) at an auction in the U.K., fetching almost double its original valuation of £80,000. Mabel Bennett, who was 33 at the time, was in her nightclothes when the ship began to sink after hitting an iceberg. More than 1,500 passengers and crew died when the ship sank in April 1912 on its maiden voyage. Ms. Bennett put on the beaver lamb fur coat she owned to keep her warm as she boarded a lifeboat, the Telegraph reported. She died



The full-length fur coat. *



HENRY ALRIDGE AUCTIONEERS



aged 96 in 1974 and was the longest living female member of the crew. She passed



the coat to her great-niece in the 1960s as she found it too heavy to wear. The fur coat and letter of provenance went under the hammer at an auction at Henry Aldridge and Son in Devizes, Wiltshire. “This stunning coat is unique in that not only was it a personal possession of a Titanic crew member... but, to our knowledge, represents the only piece of exceptionally well provenanced clothing from Titanic to ever come to auction,” the auctioneers said. The full-length coat was bought by a bidder in the room — and sold for a lot more than the estimate of £50,000 to £80,000.



Politicians blamed The association’s deputy chairman has accused politicians campaigning for the August elections of inciting the herders to invade the ranches, saying the owners’ leases have come to an end and that herders can take over the land and distribute it among themselves. The land invasions started late last year. British national and ranch owner Tristan Voorspuy was killed last month when he went to inspect the damage done by the herders on one of his lodges. Opposition leader and former Prime Minister Raila Odinga said ranch owners deserve protection under the law like all Kenyans.



Rare U.S. document discovered Press Trust of India Boston



Harvard researchers have unearthed one of the only two parchment copies of the U.S. Declaration of Independence dating back to the 18th century. Researchers stumbled upon the listing in 2015 in a records office in the south of England. The document is the statement adopted by the Second Continental Congress meeting in Philadelphia on July 4, 1776, which announced that the 13 American colonies,regarded themselves as newly independent sovereign states, and no longer under the British rule.
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Benjamin Franklin
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Will an India-centric ranking help?



Global ed)



A mandatory NIRF for all institutions and a list based on speciic parameters can improve the quality of higher education



Free tuition



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



New York Governor Andrew Cuomo’s tuition-free plan , part of the new budget, has been approved. Middle-class students — residents of NY— whose families earn up to a specific income will no longer have to pay tuition at two and four-year public institutions. This will be the first U.S. state to put such a plan into effect.



Quality over quantity: Best of the best — IISc, Bangalore. : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: b



Albert P’Rayan



A few days after the Times Higher Education World University Rankings (THEWUR) 2014 released, in an article titled ‘What ails higher education?’ (The Hindu, October 13, 2014), I highlighted that not a single university from India could make it to the list of top 275 universities in the world and not a single institute of engineering and technology figured in the top 100 institutes in the category. In his response to the article, a wellknown educationist reacted by saying that India should have its own system of ranking educational institutions based on certain India-specific parameters. The National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF), launched in 2015 by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD), released its second rank list recently. The five broad parameters considered for ranking are “Teaching, Learning and Resources”, “Research and Professional Practices”, “Graduation Outcomes”, “Outreach and Inclusivity” and “Perception”. The Indian Institute of Science (IISc), seven Indian Institutes of Technology and two universities,



Jawaharlal Nehru University and Banaras Hindu University, found their place in the top 10 educational institutions in the country. The Indian Institute of Science bagging the numero uno position for the second time in a row did not surprise anyone as it was the first Indian educational institution to make it to the list of top 100 universities, according to the THEWUR, for engineering and technology in 2015-2016 by securing the 99th position.



Priorities Now, the most important question is whether the indigenous India-wide and India-centric ranking system, an annual exercise, will help improve the quality of higher education system in India. If the intent of the government is to improve the quality of higher education and encourage our premier institutions to compete with top world-class universities that figure frequently in THE and QS rank lists, the government should be really sincere and vigorous in translating its intent into reality. To make its vision to be reflected in its mission, NIRF should prioritise its goals.



The government should make NIRF mandatory for all higher education institutions. By encouraging institutions to participate in the NIRF ranking system, the government can make them realise the need to improve their quality and academic performance and the importance of being accountable to the stakeholders. The government should categorise institutions and disciplines as Central universities, State universities, governmentfunded/aided engineering and technology universities/colleges, private engineering and technology universities/colleges, government-funded/ aided arts and science colleges, private arts and science colleges, and so on, and a separate ranking list should be prepared based on the parameters specified. It is unfair to make a tiger (institutions that are funded by the government and well-established) to compete with a cat (self-financed institutions that have certain limitations); though, it is a fact that some private educational institutions are far better than governmentrun institutions in terms of infrastructure, faculty, quality of



It is a fact that in many private educational institutions, including professional ones, the quality of teachers is not up to the mark. education, and so on. The data and information provided by the institutions that apply for ranking should be verified thoroughly and MHRD should not hesitate to name and shame the institutions that provide false data. Verifying the data is the responsibility of the organisation that scrutinises the applications. Teaching, learning and resources: Not all teachers with educational qualifications can become good academics. Teaching and learning will be effective if educational institutions have qualified, resourceful, experienced and committed teachers. In many private educational institutions, including professional ones, the quality of teachers is not up to the mark. One of the reasons for this is most teachers are not paid on par with their counterparts working in government or governmentaided institutions. Expecting a poorly-paid person to be a good



My Internship)



From exposure to coding languages to working on challenging projects, a month at Grabhouse proved exciting



Hands-on work I got to work on exciting technologies in the first week, ranging from JavaScript Web Development to Python Bot Automation. I also dabbled with PHP Frameworks for a while. I worked on everything that they asked me to, even if I



CM YK



tions should follow it in letter and spirit. It is the view of many international educationists and thinkers that educational institutions should pay more attention to community engagement. Stuart Laing, former deputy vice-chancellor and emeritus professor at the University of Brighton, says in an article, “Working in our local areas is much more than charity for higher education institutions.” Just like Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Institute Social Responsibility (ISR) should be emphasised. How great it will be if each educational institution adopts a few villages! When the faculty and students interact with the villagers and impart their knowledge and skills to the rural people, they will learn many useful lessons in the process and thus will contribute to nation building. In the words of Martin Luther King Jr., “The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and critically. Intelligence plus character – that is the goal of true education.” The author is an academic and columnist based in Chennai. [email protected]



Budget cuts Under next month’s new budget, tuition fees for Australian university students could increase. Graduates could also be required to pay back loans as soon as their annual earnings hit around $42,000, though Education Minister Simon Birmingham has said that this would be too low a threshold.



Restricting freedom Students protested in Hungary after the parliament passed a law setting stricter conditions for awarding of licences to foreign-based universities. The law was believed to target freedom of thought at Central European University founded by American George Soros. Protests continued despite a proposed compromise.



Save the date)



A taste of all things tech In 2015, my friends and I participated in a 24-hour hackathon organised by Grabhouse, a real-estate brokerage website. I couldn’t sleep the night before and stayed up memorising the android developers documentation and revising the basic principles of UI and UX Design. The D-day arrived and our team created an app that would remove the need for a physical key or the owner to be present in the premises while an ‘open house’ was being shown. Instead, we digitised the process by allowing the owner to issue a digital one-time key that could open locks using NFC Technology. While we didn’t win the first prize, the judges liked our app and offered me, the application’s designer, an internship offer. They interviewed me, reviewed my design and gave me some constructive criticism on the app. Subsequently, I was selected for an internship. Within the first few days, I fell in love with the work culture. and office environment.



teacher and researcher is like expecting a miracle. Research and professional practices: It is not the quantity but the quality, originality, relevance and usefulness of research papers that matter. Of late, there has been unhealthy competition among educational institutions to produce as many research papers as possible. Focus on quantity will result in poor quality, characterised by manufacturing of data, plagiarism and academic dishonesty. The conventional view that all teachers at the tertiary level should also be researchers should be looked at critically. It is good if teachers are active researchers too. What is desirable is always not possible. Forcing teachers who do not have inclination for research to produce research papers will have an adverse effect. Outreach and inclusivity (OI): This parameter includes continuing education, service, percentage of women students and faculty, percentage of economically and socially disadvantaged students and facilities for physically-challenged students. OI is an important parameter and educational institu-



b



SRFTI admission



Three-year PG in cinema. Specialisations: Direction and screenplay writing, cinematography, editing, producing for film and television, sound recording and design, and animation cinema. Twoyear PG in television. Specialisation: Writing for electronic and digital media, electronic and digital media management, videography for electronics and digital media, producing for electronic and digital media, editing for electronic and digital media, and sound for electronic and digital media. Eligibility: Graduates in any discipline. For the animation cinema course, candidates should have proficiency in drawing. Selection: Through an all India-level entrance test on May 21 and interactive orientation course and interview between July 10 and July 31. Deadline: May 10 www.srfti.ac.in, email: [email protected] b IIITMK admission Courses:



Technopark, Thiruvananthapuram M.Sc. Computer Science. Specialisations: Cyber security, data analytics, intelligence and geospatial analytics. M.Phil.: Specialisations: Ecological informatics and computer science. Eligibility: For M.Sc.: BE/B.Tech. in any branch or B.Sc. with mathematics as a subject with minimum 60% marks (CGPA 6.5). For M.Phil.: M.Sc. in botany, zoology, environmental science, plant science or M.Sc./ MCA/ M.Tech. (computer science, IT, electronics, computational science and geoinformatics). Selection: For M.Sc.: All India-level common admission test (ITCAT) on June 10 or GATE score. For MPhil: Research aptitude test or GATE/NET score. Deadline: May 27 www.iiitmk.ac.in Location: Courses:



Name



Raja Rajan Interned at



Grabhouse Duration



didn’t know it. I used to take my time to get used to it and try my hand at it. My seniors gave me plenty of freedom to work on the projects that I was interested in doing personally as well. To promote fitness, Grabhouse used to conduct contests in the office that required employees to hit the gym every day. I spent my month at Grabhouse doing projects that I had never thought of before. I worked on programming languages I didn’t know and spent a considerable amount of time with people I hadn’t met before. Though I was an intern, there was a moment when I was knee deep working on something new and left office at an ungodly hour of 1:00 a.m. It was one of the most memorable days of my life.



One month University



Dayananda Sagar College of Engineering, Bengaluru



The feeling that you get when you work with your colleagues with a sense of camaraderie can’t be explained in mere words. At the end of my internship, I stood taller and happier in front of the world. Another thing worth noting would be that our hackathon team was the third runner-up at the Smart India Hackathon ‘17, the world’s biggest hackathon conducted by the Government of India, on April 1,2017. Raja Rajan is a third-year student of B.E. Computer Science, Dayananda Sagar College of Engineering, Bengaluru. Courtesy: internshala.com



b



JIPMER entrance



For B.Sc.: Medical laboratory technology, Cardiac laboratory technology, Dialysis technology, Neuro technology, Nuclear medicine technology, Operation theatre technology, Perfusion technology, Radiotherapy and BASLP. For M.Sc.: Medical biochemistry, Medical physiology, MLT-Microbiology, Cytopathology and medical physics, Nursing, MPH, Post-basic diploma in nursing and Ph.D. Selection: National-level entrance test on June 25 Deadline: May 24 www.jipmer.edu.in Courses:



Compiled by Gopakumar Karakonam
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Diferent strokes



these broader questions may have to do with the natural or the social world. You should also be able to develop your own ideas on these questions. This requires you to think a little beyond the information and the analysis and articulate what you think about it all, and why. Clearly, this kind of preparation doesn’t happen in an overnight cramming session. It needs you to be processing the information over time, making good detailed notes, and, most importantly, thinking about it all, at a deeper level. While writing the examination, you should take a little time to consider the questions carefully and strategise your approach to answering them. Try to distinguish between content questions (that come from course texts) and analysis questions (that ask you to talk about the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of the content) and also opinion or perspective questions (what do you think about all this and why). Figuring out this expectation saves you from providing unnecessary information and helps you focus on just what is needed. Despite what you may have heard about answers being judged on the basis of length, avoid the temptation to write pages and pages filled with long sentences, thinking that bulk will impress the examiner. What does impress is a clear idea of what the question demands and delivering it — in just the right dose. No more, no less.



backpacker’s guide) usha raman



As I watch the creaky blades of the ceiling fan turn and create the breeze that makes my room bearable, I am keenly aware of the tens of thousands of students who, at this very moment, might be lying on their beds, anxiously staring up at their own ceiling fans (if they are lucky) or cursing the absence of one (if they’re not), or, of course, breaking out into a sweat even in the comfort of an air-conditioned room. All because of that dreaded — or painful — ‘E’ word: examination. Of course, there are many for whom the word prompts nothing beyond a dull and familiar ache,



having been through scores of preparatory tests and coaching sessions, all aimed at producing that much-desired perfect score. If you have an excellent memory and the ability to cram innumerable details into your head, those MCQs are bound to be an easy ride. Practice in test-taking does have its advantages. But then there are exams of the other kind, where you are expected to (actually) write several sentences in response to a seemingly simple question, where you are expected to not only arm yourself with the information provided in textbooks and class notes, but also add analysis and throw in your own considered views. This is generally the case in social sciences and humanities, where reproducing content is not as important as demonstrating analytical and critical thinking. “Cracking” such an exam may take a different approach; simply “mug-



SATHEESH VELLINEZHI



Exams require diferent approaches of study. Here’s how you can optimise your preparation



ging” from the textbooks or doing a bunch of sample papers may not be sufficient. Some instructors provide study guides and a question bank that can give you a sense of what to read and how to read, and how to think about the material. By and large, questions that demand longer answers are trying to get at one of three things: your knowledge of the material (how much do you know?), your understanding of the material (how well do you know it?), and your ability to apply the concepts contained in it



(what are its uses?). Occasionally, the examination may also test your capacity to go beyond what was taught by asking questions that get you to think broadly and place your learning in perspective.



Strategy While studying for such an exam, therefore, it helps to pay attention not only to the information you have gained from the course, but also to the ways in which this information is linked to broader questions. Depending on the subject,



The author teaches at the University of Hyderabad and edits Teacher Plus. [email protected]



A crisis of identity



The devil is in the detail



Our search for security and an exclusive identity goes on. But do we own anything, least of all, ourselves?



Your email says a lot about you as an individual. Dos and don’ts
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VIDEO CAFE b



Madhuvanti S. Krishnan



An Indian obsession In a little over 17 minutes, author Adhitya Iyer takes you on a fascinating journey of the Indian education system and the IT industry, and India’s fervour for engineering. British historian Macaulay, sent by the British to India, reported that Indians had to be taught English, establishing the connection as to why many of the country’s engineers today, are unemployed due to inadequate communication skills. Iyer sheds light on how, in 1957, the U.S. lost the space race against Russia, realised its need for sharp thinkers and scientists, and changed its immigration policies to attract bright minds from across the globe, which largely benefited Indian engineers. From the IITs becoming a name to reckon with, to parents’ obsession to have engineers in the family, student suicides due to peer pressure, and more, Iyer’s quirky narrative effectively traces how India’s fixation with engineering came to be. Video: https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=Fw1Fc_y_2Ek&t=141s



Invest in self-care In this 15-minute video, British model Iskra Lawrence asserts that the most important relationship we have is with ourselves. She urges us to think about how we could enrich our lives, be happier, combat our insecurities and reach our full potential, if we looked after ourselves using self-care. Social media, to a large extent, presents a perfect life and it is but an illusion. She elucidates her point succinctly by giving examples of self-care techniques such as the mirror challenge and the gratitude list that work for anyone, irrespective of one’s age. Video: https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=GR_hq7OVzHU
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GAME ON b



PS & QS)



ethics and you)



Anupama raju



Insecurities Is it any wonder that the high Truth and scientific facts both say that we do not own anything, least of all, ourselves? All our lives we search for different kinds of security believing that this or that person or thing can provide a permanent form of it. It begins with the sense of an exclusive identity — that we belong to a particular community (or village or country) and therefore need to be vigilant or hostile to the rest of our surroundings. All our material training builds further upon this need to annex a certain number of things in order to make ourselves feel more secure. These two impulses form the origin of most of the miseries in the world.



Jumble: Multiple identities.



A marvellous legend of Ramanujacharya’s travel with his wife after sundown is worth recalling. The great spiritualist and reformer had specifically instructed his wife not to carry anything valuable in case they came across a thug who might harm them hoping to take something from them by force. As they walked in the fading light through a wooded area, the sage observed that his wife had begun to exhibit a nervousness that could only have come from fear of loss. “What is worrying you? Tell me the truth.” “Though you told me not to pack anything of value, I’m carrying a small silver cup for your morning puja. ” “Put it down immediately and walk on without fear,” said her husband, and she obeyed him. How might we see ourselves through such an ethical lens? It isn’t that we are inherently liars or frauds but rather that a certain veil of ignorance tends to encircle our daily thoughts. Generation after generation seems to make the same mistakes based on a lack of awareness that ignorance + power = tyranny, ignorance + freedom = chaos, and ignorance + money = corruption. The project of education itself has been pushed into a tunnel which concentrates on intellectual development, excluding the nurturing our moral and spiritual selves need; ignoring the fact every child, every teenager, is something more than a marks-scoring machine and a potential employee. What does this tell us? And who are we really, both as individuals and as a nation if we do not understand our inherent strengths and use them to counter the pressures of everyday life? The author is Series Editor, Living in Harmony (OUP India). [email protected]



A few years ago, a colleague of mine — a senior corporate executive — had to send out a critical business email. She spent close to 30 minutes writing it, making several drafts. She even asked me to review it for her, insisting I make changes as I saw fit. And I did, much to her relief and satisfaction. It was heartening to see the effort this individual was investing in one email. And why not? An email or any communication from you says a lot about yourself as an individual. It is a significant part of your own brand. Though texting and all sorts of instant messaging apps have flooded our world over the past few years, and communication is no longer what it used to be, email continues to be the most preferred method of formal business communication. And therefore, knowing the dos and don’ts of it is relevant when it comes to demonstrating professionalism, whether as a student or as an employee. A good email, like any other form of written, formal, communication, must demonstrate clear and concise language, an acceptable tone and follow the basic rules of grammar and spelling. Tone becomes critical especially if you are discussing sensitive matters because an email can never substitute face-to-face conversations. In such cases, it is advisable to have a chat or at least a video chat. Sometimes, what we say in an email can even be used as legal evidence — because it is a document.



Meticulousness When emails are sent on the run from smart devices, it pays to take a few seconds to read through them just to ensure there are no blunders. Smart devices are great but they are not all that



For Honor Genre: Hack and slash Publisher: Ubisoft



Published for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, this action-fighting game features a medieval period-inspired setting where players can take the role of warriors such as vikings, samurai, and knights. It has an interesting storyline which will keep you hooked. Played from a third-person perspective, the game has been praised for its flexible melee combat system.



SATHEESH VELLINEZHI



ISTOCK



mini krishnan



There was a time when I enjoyed studying the bloodlines of horses. Night-Raider out of Entreaty; Sovereign Pot out of Ophelia; Carbine out of Fantasy and — the ultimate equine spectacle: Mahmood. Huge, gleaming black, rippling muscles, glorious streaming mane. Where had it all come from? From the greatest racehorse of all time: Man o’ War. But…in every single race, after leading the field for about a thousand metres, Mahmood appeared to forget his grand sire. He would slow down and run the rest of the race like a pet horse out on his morning trot. He was his owner’s joy and despair. We are all a bit like Mahmood both physically and mentally. Just as the mind is a vast jumble of things experienced, learned, heard and read, so too do our selves hoard thoughts gestures and images from persons quite unknown. Some of our tastes and preferences are received unconsciously just like we inherit some of our medical problems. Not a single thought is particularly original either. We are borrowed selves. A minute’s honest look inward, and we realise we are not really exclusively ourselves. We are the bits and pieces of other lives because hundreds of generations have gone into our making.



smart — nothing to beat your own attention to detail. You know what they say about the devil being in the detail. And if it is an important email, it helps to get someone you trust to review it for you. Often, the devil you missed may be spotted by another pair of eyes. Some months ago, I was sending out an email in a hurry from my phone. The magic of machine learning was at work and my device picked up the name of the recipient and completed it for me. The email was sent. Only later did I realise that the email was sent to the wrong person who had the same first name as the intended recipient, but a different surname. I can’t blame my phone because I had not noticed the blunder. It obviously put me in an embarrassing situation and I had to apologise and resend the email. Before clicking ‘send’, it always helps to check the email address in the ‘To’ field. And when we do this, we could also check if we have unnecessarily copied anyone on that email. Equally important is the ‘Subject’ field. Does it convey crisply the content of the message? If you



want the recipient to take an action based on your email, it would be a good idea to include that as well. For instance, if you want the recipient to send you some information about their insurance, your subject line could read, “Please send insurance data before April 30”. In cases where the matter is urgent, it is best to pick up your phone and call the recipient. Just because we mark the email ‘important’ or ‘urgent’, it may not achieve the desired outcome because emails are not always expected to be read immediately. Emoticons are a huge hit these days but are best avoided in formal emails. Even in cases where you know the recipient, unless you are 100 per cent certain they will not misunderstand them, emoticons really don’t belong in formal communication. With time, many of these practices will become second nature. But the first step always begins with awareness. The author is a writer and literary journalist. She also heads Corporate Communications at UST Global. [email protected]



Don’t beat around the bush Know your english) S. Upendran



“What a downpour we had yesterday! The concert you were planning to attend must have been cancelled. There was no way....” “Not a chance! Several hundred fans braved the rain to be...” “Braved the rain? Does it mean hundreds of fans were brave enough to show up... although it was pouring?” “You could say that. When you ‘brave something’, you face an unpleasant or a difficult situation. You deal with it courageously. You show



CM YK



Sarthak Saraswat



no fear. For example, Indira braved the cold and took a dip in the freezing water.” “How about this example? My grandmother has stopped driving. She says she can no longer brave the chaotic traffic in our city.” “Sheba braved the wrath of her parents by choosing to major in Economics.” “They wanted her to become a doctor, didn’t they? Understandable, I guess. Both parents are doctors.” “So, are we going out tomorrow? Last week we’d planned to...” “I’m not really sure. I want to, you know that. But the problem is that there....” “When will you learn to stop beating about the bush? I need an answer right...” “Stop beating ‘about’ the bush? I



always thought it was beat ‘around’ the bush.” “Both are correct. When you beat around/about the bush, you never get to the point. You talk about all kinds of things without really talking about the most important thing.” “Nobody in my family beats around the bush. If they have something to say, they say it.” “That’s not the case in my family. Many of my cousins never get to the point. They beat about the bush quite a bit — especially when they have to give you bad news.” “Our politicians beat around the bush all the time. It’s probably because...” “Forget about politicians. When will you let me know about...” “By this evening, definitely. Did you enjoy yourself last evening? Did you...”



Nioh Genre: action role-playing Publishers: Koei Tecmo, Sony Interactive



Entertainment Developed for PlayStation 4 by Team Ninja, the game is set in Japan during the early 1600s. The player takes the role of William, a European samurai, who arrives in Japan in pursuit of an enemy. The demons and hostile creatures in the game are inspired by Japanese folklore. The action-driven gameplay will keep you on the edge of your seat, thinking of different tactics to defeat the enemy.



Mario Kart 8 Deluxe (MK8DX) Genre: Kart-racing Publisher: Nintendo



If you have played Mario when you were a kid and wish to relive those memories, here’s your chance. Nintendo is releasing this new version of the game, exclusively for Nintendo Switch, on April 28. Though several versions of Mario are already available, MK8DX will include fresh characters and a new mode called Renegade Roundup. One can play the game in Single Player, Multiplayer or Online Play mode.



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: “Yes, it was quite enjoyable. They sang all my favourite songs. Unfortunately, a gaggle of students behind me made a lot of...”



Noisy group “Gaggle of students? I thought ‘gaggle’ was used to refer to a flock of geese.” “You’re absolutely right! But in informal contexts, ‘gaggle’ can be used to refer to a group of noisy people — a very disorderly lot. The gaggle of reporters made it impossible to hear what the star was saying.” “How about this example? I went to the park for some peace and quiet. But a gaggle of children made it impossible to relax.” “That’s a pretty good example. The gaggle of protesters wouldn’t allow us to enter the building.” “I wanted to tell the kids to stop



shouting... but they were having so much fun. I didn’t want to feel guilty of spoiling their fun.” “One doesn’t usually ‘feel guilty of ’ something. One usually feels guilty ‘about’ something. For example, Sneha feels very guilty about not having visited her uncle when he was in hospital.” “I didn’t help Advaith when he was in trouble. I feel very guilty about it.” “I wish our politicians would feel guilty about taking bribes.” “No chance of that happening!” ❋❋❋ Conscience is what makes a boy tell his mother before his sister does. — Evan Esar



EAR SHOT ASHOK RAJAGOPALAN



The author teaches at the English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad. [email protected]
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my college years)



‘Connect to your roots’ As a student, mythologies fascinated Subhash Ghai and cinema fuelled his ambition b



Deeksha Teri



Veteran director, producer and screenwriter Subhash Ghai has been in the film industry for more than four decades now. However, the love for art has been in his blood since his childhood. “As a child, I was more into dance, drama and music than textbooks. I never missed a chance to participate in extra-curricular activities in school,” he says.



Ask him how he was introduced to the performative art and he recalls his days at Sanatan Dharam School, Delhi. “My mom had this habit of making me read and summarise the moral learnings in stories taken from mythologies such as Ramayana and Mahabharata. Even though she was a homemaker, she was a teacher in her own right. She introduced me to these mythologies and they fascinated me as a child. I used to love watching the ‘Ramleela’ play, staged in Delhi’s Ramlila



< >



Sound and music always attracted me and I participated in every dance and drama event held in school.



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Maidan. Once, I had bunked a class with friends to watch the movie Ten Commandments . I was known as a naughty kid in school. Sound and music always attracted me and I participated in every dance and drama event held in school.”



FTII days Recalling his days in FTII in 1963, he remembers that he was surprised when his father got him admitted to the institute. “I think I started taking cinema seriously after joining FTII. It also made me feel responsible for my decisions and I was fuelled by ambition. Even though I was enrolled in the act-



ing batch, I used my time in the campus to learn everything in filmmaking, from sound editing to direction,” says the director. “I connected with every department at the institute. As per my mother’s advice, I saw to it that I was likeable everywhere, and I think that approach to life has helped me a lot,” he says. After 30 years in Mumbai as a writer, producer and director under the banner of Mukta Arts, Ghai thought of opening a film school for nurturing the talent coming from various States of India. “I could identify with the new talent pouring in Mumbai, with no support. This was the time I wanted to share my knowledge, experience and money with the next generation. So, I set up Whistling Woods International (WWI) with the support of the Maharashtra government, who offered me a piece of land in Filmcity, Goregaon, Mumbai.”



Tips to new generation Ghai says that in the Internet age, youth need to be careful with the information they gather from various platforms. He also believes that millennials need lessons on focusing and filtering information effectively, to be more productive. “My advice to youngsters would be educate yourselves and connect to your roots in terms of language, culture and values. Turn your hobbies into your profession, do what you love and love what you do.”



Megha Rao College:



University of Nottingham Course:



MA English Literature



I go to the University of Nottingham’s School of English,and it is an enriching experience — I had no difficulty settling in. I had my qualms while applying to foreign universities because it is always difficult to leave home. But my time here has been wonderful, and I know now that I need not have worried about making friends, getting accustomed to the culture and people here, or even about finding food outlets when I crave Indian food. From Chinese takeaways to authentic Indian meals, from goose fairs to Christmas markets, Nottingham has it all.



Vibrant campus The university is in a class of its own. Ranked number one for graduate employment and described by The Sunday Times University Guide 2014 as “One of the first to embrace



a truly international approach to higher education,” the university is incredibly student and naturefriendly. I find myself constantly in awe of the huge libraries that are every student’s companion during exams and coursework submissions, and the beautiful lakes and gardens that are aesthetically appealing. The university also offers part-time jobs to students, and, working as an international student caller, I have been able to improve my communication skills and boost my confidence. I also know the kind of queries students living back home have. They ask me about the accommodation, restaurants, expenses, scholarships, and even the climate, which is known to be depressing. But my experience here has proved to me that there is nothing to worry about. Nottingham is less expensive compared to big cities like London, and the university offers a



spectrum of scholarships to international students. And no, it is not too cold, and every room has a heater anyway. The classes allow me to interact with my peers and professors and improve my skills and knowledge. As an English literature student, I am exposed to creative and academic writing. I can pick modules I’m interested in, and professors are incredibly kind, helpful, and approachable. It took me some time to get used to calling them by their first name, but after a while, it didn’t seem so strange. Nottingham has polished me in every aspect. Studying abroad has provided me great exposure and I have learnt so much here, more than from just textbooks. Megha Rao is studying master’s in English literature at School of English, University of Nottingham, U.K.



Team ShockWave recounts its experience preparing for the Smart India Hackathon b



Sarthak Saraswat



Sneha Revathi, MBA, Symbiosis School of Media and Communication, Bengaluru As English is the official or co-official language in many countries, it is essential for us to learn it. Reading books and articles improves my vocabulary and expands my knowledge of the language. Expressing my thoughts through writing (I don’t mean social media rants) helps me articulate my views better, even while speaking.



Tessy Mathew, M.A Communication, Madras Christian College, Chennai Being in India, where almost every individual is bilingual, learning and adapting to the language of the place where one is residing is essential. But, to break down the language barrier, we have a shortcut which helps us interact with everyone — English. Reading books and watching movies helps me hone my language skills. It exposes one to new words and also to the different ways in which certain words can be applied.



Anagha Natraj, M.O.P Vaishnav College for Women, Chennai It opens up several opportunities for an individual. It provides a common link between various countries. Be it admissions in prestigious educational institutions or job opportunities, candidates with good command over English are preferred. This does not mean that vernacular or other languages are inferior. I use various apps to improve my vocabulary.



English opens up several opportunities for < > Knowing an individual. Anagha Natraj



Watch your money



GROW



Money Matters) Venkatesh Chari



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



How about borrowing to invest, instead of borrowing to consume?



want to buy branded gadgets like an iPhone, remember that you pay a high price for holding the latest edition in your hands. The iPhone 5, which was priced over ₹50,000 at the time of its release is available for a third of that price now. And I am talking about a brand new phone and not a second hand one.



Weigh your options Let us see a couple of examples on how we can grow our wealth through opportunistic thinking. Find out the share price of Apple Inc. on the day of the release of the first iPhone. Do a Google search and find out the price of the first iPhone in U.S. dollars. Assume that you had two



Mohit Ravi Shankar, Bachelor’s in Computer Science and Engineering, R.M.D Engineering College, Chennai Being an engineering student in the final year, I have seen how English language skills can help one get a good job. Basic communication skills are a must for any corporate company. One might be excellent in conversing in one’s native language, but when it comes to a corporate environment, one needs to know English to interact with colleagues and write emails and reports. I read a lot of English novels, listen to songs and watch movies.



choices: to borrow money from your father to buy the iPhone, or, buy Apple Inc. company shares for an amount equivalent to that of the price of the first iPhone. Let us assume that you need to pay your dad interest on your borrowings at the rate of 2% per annum. If you had taken each of these choices, where would you be today, financially? Closer home, let us take the case of Royal Enfield motor bike. As of January 1 2001, you could have bought a Royal Enfield motorcycle for around ₹55,000. If you had invested that money in the shares of Eicher Motors, the company that makes the Royal Enfield motorcycles, you would be worth upwards a few crores as of now. This is not to discourage you from buying iPhones and Royal Enfields at all, but to make the point that borrowing to invest makes more financial sense than borrowing for consumption. You can learn a lot by doing the math involved in the examples above. If you want to verify your calculations, send them to [email protected] The writer is an alumnus of IIM Bangalore and co-founder, Money Wizards. [email protected]



Deeksha Teri



A group of six friends got together to participate in the recently held Smart India Hackathon. Their journey from registration to second runners up has been nothing but one fun ride and they seem to still be in hangover of the same. Parth Trehan, Sarthak Goel, Rishabh Sharma, Sanna Nazir, Soumya Pandey and Tanya Jayant are engineering students of Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, Delhi. The group represented their university in the hackathon under the mentorship of Mr. Avinash and Mr. Dileep Kumar Dwivedi. They were awarded a cash prize of ₹50,000 from the Government of India. Ask them how it all started and the friends burst into a huge fit of laughter. “So the deadline for registration was extended to January 18 and we filled the form that same night. So we applied on the last date of an extended date,” laughs Parth, the team leader. “There were 600 problems and we had to choose one out of that. It was the last day so we did everything in a few hours,” he continues. “Each college was allowed to have three teams only. So a competition was held in our college to select the top three. After that we kept clearing rounds but we were not sure that we would reach this far,” says Sarthak. “We thought we would be able to make it to the third round, but we were surely not expecting to secure a place,” adds Sanna.



The project The problem statement presented by the Ministry of Science and Technology was to design a management system for the Science Express Museum (SEM). SEM is a museum on rails that visits about 70 cities in India with an average influx of 10,000 visitors. The students had to design a smooth-func-



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



The ability to communicate efectively in English is seen as the gateway to success. And for most, it has become a norm. As English Language Day was celebrated on April 23, students talk about why knowing the language is important.



CM YK



Name:



On a roller coaster



A dose of English



I was pleasantly surprised to hear from many of you over the last couple of weeks. There were even school students enquiring about internship opportunities. There are numerous websites that help young people get internships and the readers are advised to explore similar websites. Now that we understand the value of hard work and earning money, let us build our mental models on how to grow the money that we earn. Quite often, I see young people flashing the latest iPhone or some other expensive cool gadget or even a swanky car. When I talk to them, it is quite clear that much of these status items were bought on credit. They have already started “working” for the banks and it is sad to see people on the EMI treadmill, so early in life. This is not to say that borrowing, per se, is bad. It is just that borrowing for consumption is bad. If you are borrowing for higher education or for buying an apartment, it becomes an investment that can make your financial life better over a period of time. Even if you



Studying at the University of Nottingham helped boost her communication skills and conidence



accolades)



Voices)



b



Beyond textbooks



Mentors and mentees: Managing a museum on rails.



tioning management system to assimilate such huge crowds and provide them with an optimum experience. The team, ShockWave, designed a web-booking portal as a solution to this problem. The portal is based on a per-day slot booking mechanism that offers a 125% increase in the visiting time and a 50% decrease in the crowd per compartment. It was built using technologies like C#, .NET, JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and JQuery. The portal features some unique attributes such as real-time tracking of the train, special provisions for physically-challenged, and a multilingual U.I. Parth analyses what helped the team win. “In the PM’s speech, he said that we should plan in a way that helps us even after twenty years. So that is exactly what we did. We kept that in mind and planned the solution in the similar fashion. That is why everything in our solution was automated and updated.”



Friendship pays off According to the group, the advantage they had was that they were friends first and team members



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::



Each college was allowed to have three teams only. So a competition was held in our college to select the top three. next. This helped them understand each other better, which, in turn, yielded better results. “We had our work divided and the best part is that we took our roles ourselves. Nobody had to assign us any roles. We understand and trust each other,” says Tanya. The team is proud of the fact that while other teams had their eyes glued to their laptop screens and had no co-ordination, they enjoyed their trip to the fullest. “We made a network of people to talk to. We realised that there was no use sitting in front of our laptops the whole time. So we gave our brains a chance to relax. This helped us, as when the right time came, we had fresh minds whereas others were exhausted. We were able to think out of the box for presentations,” explains Sanna. The team makes sure to thank their university, family, mentors and friends for supporting and encouraging them all these months.



Scholarships) b



SBI Youth for India Fellowship



State Bank of India is giving youth the opportunity to work on rural development projects with experienced NGOs. Eligibility: Young professionals or fresh graduates between 21 and 32 years Application: Online only Prizes and rewards: Stipend of ₹15,000/month; readjustment allowance of ₹30,000, transport allowance and medical insurance. Deadline: May 31



http://www.b4s.in/plus/SYF3 b LLM India Scholarships 2017-18



b



The School of Law at the University of Glasgow is offering scholarships to students for a postgraduate taught master’s programme in law (LLM). Eligibility: Candidates with undergraduate law degree (LLB) Application: Online only Prizes and rewards: 50% discount on tuition fee for a year; £8,625 Deadline: June 30 http://www.b4s.in/plus/LIS2



Griffith University of Australia is offering financial support for graduation and post-graduation courses. Eligibility: Class XII pass students with more than 82% marks Application: Online only Prizes and rewards: $10,000 Deadline: June 30 http://www.b4s.in/plus/UES2



UG Excellence Scholarship, Griith University



Courtesy: www.buddy4study.com
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Offbeat...defence services)



Maximise your engineering degree



March forward



Four must dos during your course that will make it worth the money you spend



There are several gateways to join the Army, the Navy and the Airforce. Here are the irst steps



Suryanarayanan Paneerselvam



Fresh out of high school, an engineering degree is one of the most popular options that we have in front of us. With the knowledge gathered through the years and some social pressure, we pick a particular stream in engineering. Initially, we have an idea of what we want at the end of four years of undergraduation; generally, it is either a good career at a renowned company where we can apply the skills that we gained or pursuing higher education. Ultimately, every one of us wants to do our bit in making the world a better place. Fast forward four years, most of us find ourselves sitting for an interview at an IT company for a role that does not match what we studied and one that we did not want. Desperation for a job and social pressure of being unemployed brings us here. There is nothing that differentiates us from thousands of engineers graduating with us, and, hence, most of us land up at IT companies who re-train us for a totally different role. Is there a way to change this? Is there a way to maximise your engineering degree so that your dreams are nurtured and realised? The answer is yes.



Specialisation Your experiments from the first year and the skills you acquire in your second year will give you a sense of what you want to do in the future. You might appreciate certain topics; pick one of them and develop its real world application. Most often, this means reproducing something that is already present, which is fine; it is the first step towards innovation. Try to do this by your fifth semester. If you are enjoying it, you can improvise on it for your sixth semester mini project. If not, you can experiment on another topic.



Find your interest



SATWIK GADE



b



Start small Capitalise on the excitement during your first year. As you enter college, you are excited about the various possibilities you can explore. Utilise this excitement in a positive way and find a problem you would like to work on. Anything that irritates you or amazes you in daily life might be the perfect starting point. It could be your bike’s brake which doesn’t work as well as you want it to, or the music system which does not produce enough volume, or your phone getting stuck too often, or all these things working brilliantly. Pick one; you do not have to know the physics behind it. All you need to do is to try and understand how it works and rebuild it. As you move forward, you will get stuck at some point. That is when you call your friends across different departments



and ask them to join you. In a couple of months, you may not have fixed what you wanted, but would have understood the mechanism. You will not know the physics, but you will understand it more intuitively when it is taught. And by getting your friends in, you would have learnt networking and co-working 101. This experience will build your confidence in getting things done. Start with something small and build on it.



Skill development While first year was about experimenting, the second is about acquiring skills that help you solve the problems that interest you. Look out for opportunities that present this learning experience. There are multiple ways in which one can acquire a skill. ● Intern at a company that develops the product you are interested in.



: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::



Anything that irritates you or amazes you in daily life might be the perfect starting point. Network yourself into the company; be open to working on anything the company wants you to work on. And in your free time or extra hours, learn the skills you want to acquire by associating yourself with the right people in that company. ● Join a club or a team in your college that works on the skill set you want to acquire. If there is no club or a team, then start one; you will be surprised to see all the people who will join you. ● The third option is to enrol in a project-based coursework outside college. Remember, you need to enrol for the skill you are going to acquire and not for a sheet of paper called “certificate.” Make sure it is a projectbased coursework which would let you follow a hands-on approach.



By the final year, most of you would have figured out what you want to work on, but some students may still not be sure. Here is a quick hack to find your interest. Pick your transcripts and choose 3-5 subjects in which you scored the most. Amongst these courses, pick one that looks interesting and start working on a project. If, after two months, you make any progress and want to learn more and solve the next step of the problem, then that is your area of interest; but if you are tired of the topic and want to switch, then pick the next subject and work on a project based on it. This method helps you narrow down your interests. Projects, internships, competitions and hands-on experience in the four years of your course will give you a glimpse of what you like; look at ways in which you can pursue it further. Irrespective of which year you are in, you can apply these four steps. Enthusiasm, experimentation, perseverance and friends define our college days. All we need to do to get the most out of our engineering degree is to channelise these four factors productively. The recognition, knowledge and the fun while doing all this will make your undergraduation worth the money you spend. The author is co-founder, EdXengine.



b



Kashish Sandhu



All of us know the pride the uniform carries. The respect and aura which accompany it, leave us all awestruck. Though the forces are such an important part of our nation, there is confusion about the ways means through which aspirants can be a part of them. All three Forces have various ways through which one can join to serve the nation.



Service before self: Commanding respect. ficers into the defence forces. It is also a tri-service institution. Candidates need to clear the written examination, the interview and the medical examination in order to be inducted into the college.



Combined Defence Services Exam An individual can join the Armed Forces also by appearing for Combined Defence Services (CGS) Exam. Applicants can apply during National Defence Academy their last year of graduation or after their One common way to join the three forces is graduation. The first step is to clear the writthrough the National Defence Academy. It is ten examination (the subjects differ according the first tri-service academy in the world. In to the force one is applying to and also deorder to apply, applicants should fall under pending on whether or not one is applying for the age bar of 16 ½ to 19 years and will have to permanent commission or short service comgo through a comprehensive written examina- mission). Next, there is a rigorous interview tion, followed by an interview by the Service process which is followed by a medical Slection Board (SSB) and a medical test. If one examination. Successful completion of all clears all three levels of assessment, he will qualify to join the : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: three stages allows one entry NDA. A common way of into the academy for training. Army cadets proceed to either Cadets spend three years here, entering the the Indian Military Academy, with six terms. They are awarded defence forces is Dehradun, or to the Officer’s a bachelor’s degree from the Jawathrough Armed Training Academy, Chennai, Air harlal Nehru University. After Forces Medical Force cadets to the Air Force three years, Army cadets proceed College. Academy, Hyderabad, and Naval to the Indian Military Academy, Dehradun, Air Force cadets to the Air Force cadets to the Indian Naval Academy, EzhimAcademy, Hyderabad, and Naval cadets to the ala. After successful training in their respectIndian Naval Academy, Ezhimala. On success- ive academies, they are commissioned as offully completing training in their respective ficers in the Indian Armed Forces. Other than the major three ways of entry, academies, they are commissioned as officers individuals can join the armed forces through in the India Armed Forces. various means. Not all ways to join in the Armed Forces Medical College Another common way of entering the de- forces are applicable to both men and wofence forces is through Armed Forces Medical men. For details, visit www.joinindiCollege (AFMC). Individuals can apply after anarmy.nic.in, www.joinindiannavy.gov.in, Class XII. AFMC provides entry as medical of- www.indianairforce.nic.in.



In brief)



Best placement eforts Institute of Management Studies, Noida, was recently awarded Indian Research Media and Award. Vikram Raina, (Head) training and placement officer, and Ms. Alisha Vijoy, Noida received the award on behalf of the institution. The programme also discussed topics such as the need to improve the Indian teaching system and necessary qualifications for becoming a leader.



Partnerships Recently, Greg Clark, Secretary of State for Business, announced 57 new U.K-India partnerships in social sciences, engineering, human health, climate research and data science. They have been announced under UK-India Education and Research Initiative and projects will be implemented jointly by institutions in the U.K. and India.



Research centre launched Prime Minister Narendra Modi along with Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull recently inaugurated the world’s most advanced research centre, dedicated to nanobiotechnology. It is a joint venture between The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) and Deakin University, Australia.



CM YK
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Crackdown on borewells



TN farmers call of protest



Hail the ‘Hero’



The delicious link



NGT directs sealing of all borewells in Ghaziabad and Hapur; comes down heavily on Central Ground Water Authority Page 2



Chief Minister E. Palaniswami meets protesting farmers, says he will meet PM to highlight their plight Page 3



Devendra Prabhudesai’s biography of Sachin Tendulkar has a low that matches the master blaster’s style Page 4



The Nahari-Namaz Walk stirs up memories of a dish that kept royalty and commoners equally riveted Page 4
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POLL SNIPPETS



Congress alleges AAP ‘slip-up’ NEW DELHI



Congress polling agents in Ballimaran ward claimed that they found rival Aam Aadmi Party workers distributing voters’ slips that included illegal promotional content. A polling agent at the Charkhe Walan polling station said that two voters had turned up with slips containing photos of AAP chief Arvind Kejriwal as well as the local candidate. The slip, which is with The Hindu, informs voters to not take the top part within 100 metres of the booth, since that is a violation of election rules.



Exercising their right: A long queue of women voters in Dabri wait to cast their ballot in the municipal elections on Sunday.



V. V. KRISHNAN



Highest turnout seen in east Delhi, lowest in south High-pitched national campaigns by the BJP, AAP and Congress fail to bring out voters; some experts say heat may have been a major factor



Election Commission puts a ring on it



Kejriwal: EVMs malfunctioning



Damini Nath Jatin Anand New Delhi



NEW DELHI



Voters on Sunday had their left ring fingers inked, instead of the index finger. The Delhi State Election Commission had decided to mark the voters’ left hand ring finger after the index finger was inked for the Delhi Sikh Gurdwara Management Committee polls in February and then the middle finger was marked for the Rajouri Garden Assembly by-poll on April 9.



Liquor shops open after three dry days



Turnout in Sunday’s elections to the municipal corporations remained almost stagnant with less than 1% increase from the last civic elections in 2012. According to the Delhi State Election Commission (SEC), in the 270 wards that went to polls, the total turnout was 53.58%, with a total of 71.39 lakh votes polled. In 2012, the turnout had been 53.22%, said Delhi State Election Commissioner S. K. Srivastava. Like in 2012, east Delhi on Sunday saw the highest turnout with 56.08%, followed by north Delhi at 54.08% and south Delhi at 51.59%.



Chief Minister rakes up controversy Damini Nath New Delhi



Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs) could not escape controversy during Sunday’s municipal elections with Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal alleging irregularities and the Delhi State Election Commission (SEC) standing by the machines. While polling was under way, Mr. Kejriwal tweeted: “Reports from all over Delhi of EVM malfunction, people wid voter slips not allowed to vote. What is SEC doing? [sic]”.



NEW DELHI



Liquor shops and bars, which were closed since 5.30 p.m. on April 21, opened for business at 5.30 p.m. on Sunday, just as polls closed for the civic elections. One vend in Kashmere Gate was seeing doing brisk business by 5.40 p.m.



Polling leaves students concerned NEW DELHI



Seeing their desks outside the classrooms gathering dust, left students of the Delhi government school on Magazine Road at Majnu ka Tilla concerned about Monday’s classes. The desks had been removed to make way for polling booths inside the classrooms. One student wondered whether the desks would be back inside in time for class on Monday.



Many responsibilities, not enough time NEW DELHI



Not just EVMs, police personnel on polling duty are also responsible for paramilitary personnel assigned to them. When asked what time they expected to get off work on Sunday, a Delhi Police officer joked that elections were “at least two-day affairs” for them. “Not just EVMs, we are supposed to ensure that the paramilitary personnel assigned to us reach their base camps safely,” the officer said.



Free ride to and from polling stations NEW DELHI



Leaving no stone unturned to make sure that every single voter supporting them cast their vote, the candidates had hired e-rickshaws and vans to ferry the electorate to the polling stations. The erickshaw drivers were promised ₹500-₹–700 and a meal. *



PHOTOS BY SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



CM YK



Voter turnout The highest polling in east, north and south Delhi was seen in the Sunder Nagri (63.92%), Bakhtawarpur (68.78%) and Madipur (61.51%) wards respectively. In east Delhi, the lowest turnout was in Shakarpur at 48.78%; in north Delhi, in Peeragarhi at 45.79% and in south Delhi in Lado Sarai at 39.14%. Mr. Srivastava said the SEC had tried to increase the turnout to around 60%. “The heat could have been one reason, but we are happy that people came peacefully and cast their votes. The rush that was expected in the evening didn’t happen,” he said. According to Professor Sanjay Kumar, the director of



18 EVMs changed Denying both charges, the DSEC said that the EVMs had been checked thoroughly before polling started at 8 a.m. A total of 58 EVMs were replaced even before polls opened after mock elections. After polling started, a total of 18 EVMs were changed: five each in the North Delhi Municipal Corporation and the East Delhi Municipal Corporation and eight in the South Delhi Municipal Corporation, said State Election Commissioner S. K. Srivastava. Responding to questions regarding Mr. Kejriwal’s statement, Mr. Srivastava



Doing their bit: (Top) Nasiruddin, 89, after casting his vote at Sitaram Bazaar; young voters, including irst-timers, show of inked ingers on Sunday. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA, SANDEEP *



SAXENA, SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, elections across the country over the last five years had established a trend of higher voter turn outs and a similar one was expected for the Delhi civic polls. However, the high-pitch national campaigns undertaken by the BJP, the AAP and



the Congress did generate the expected higher turn out.



Election fatigue “One can argue that there is a certain election fatigue that has set in what with elections in Delhi every year from 2012 to 2015, but I don’t buy that argument or that voter interest is low. There are several



factors which could have affected turnout such as heat or the fact that polling began an hour later than usual,” Mr. Kumar said, adding that a higher turnout could have been achieved if elections had been scheduled on a weekday, especially mid-week. MORE STORIES 쑺 PAGE 2



from all < > Reports over Delhi of EVM malfunction, people wid (sic) voter slips not allowed to vote. What is SEC doing? Tweet by Arvind Kejriwal Delhi Chief Minister



said: “We used more than 13,000 EVMs and had to change only 0.14%, which is normal as it happens in any election.” Among the reasons to change the EVMs were battery problems, which caused the beep sound after a vote is cast to be not loud enough.



‘Polls went off well’ “The elections went off well and peacefully. It was proved that EVMs cannot be hacked and are robust machines,” said Mr. Srivastava. The use of EVMs had been questioned by the AAP and other Opposition parties after recent elections to Assemblies in five States. AAP plea The Aam Aadmi Party had even moved the Delhi High Court to ask for paper ballots to be used instead of EVMs for the municipal polls. The petition was dismissed.



Riding for awareness



Names missing, change in polling stations



Cyclists discuss rising pollution with voters in west Delhi



Delimitation causes confusion, many Delhiites were unable to cast their vote



also raising the problem of lack of safe infrastructure for pedestrians and cyclists. The few cycling tracks in Delhi have been encroached upon or are under-maintained, he said, adding that there is no effort to make new ones or to redo the existing ones.



Soumya Pillai New Delhi



As Delhiites were busy choosing their councillors on Sunday, members of a cycling group in west Delhi went to each polling station in the area to spread awareness about the alarming rise in pollution levels in the city and road safety — after casting their vote of course. Ajay Chawla, a resident of Tagore Garden, and a member of the cycling group said they wanted to attract the attention of the government and parties on issues such as environment protection and pedestrian infrastructure. “No political party had a detailed plan on environmental protection in the elections. No one wants to do anything about the toxic air we, and our children, are



Ajay Chawla was among a dozen cyclists riding around west delhi on Sunday. *



SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



breathing. The issues are still the old bijli and paani [electricity and water], but you need these only when you stay alive,” Mr. Chawla said. Mr. Chawla said they are



Unsafe roads “Walking and cycling in Delhi is almost like risking our life. People cannot walk or cross the roads without fearing that a speeding vehicle will mow them down. Sadly, the government is encouraging the car culture we have,” Mr. Chawla said. The group, which comprises over a dozen cyclists, covered parts of Rajouri Garden, Tagore Garden, Tilak Nagar, Raghubir Nagar, Patel Nagar, and Rajender Nagar.



City Bureau New Delhi



Prasiddh Kumar Sharma (69) and his 58-year-old wife Manisha Sharma roamed around west Delhi’s Ramdutt Enclave for around 40 minutes in the scorching afternoon sun looking for their polling station before they could finally cast their vote on Sunday. The restructuring of the 272 municipal wards in the city had shifted their usual polling station. Many faced a similar problem. “My son lives a few lanes ahead of us and till the last elections both our stations used to be the Milap Nagar primary school. But this time, my son’s family had their names in the list, but my wife’s and my name was missing,” said Mr. Sharma. He said the experience was made worse as the elec-



Polling agents look for names of voters at Dasarath Puri ward in Dabri. V. V. KRISHNAN *



tion staff did not help them locate their new ward. “After a point we were so exhausted that we just wanted to go home without casting our votes,” he said. In January this year, the Delhi State Election Commission (DSEC) notified the delimitation of municipal wards, paving the way for Sunday’s municipal polls. The idea was to maintain an average population size of



60,000 per ward, for more efficient functioning. Voters, however, claimed that lack of proper communication about the newly marked wards by the SEC created confusion. Many ended up not casting their votes thinking that their names have been struck out.



Names missing In Paschim Vihar, six of seven members from Sukhvinder Singh’s family did not find their names in the voter list in their station. Dejected, the family ended up not voting. “I have been running around asking councillors and RWA members to help us. How can all our names just vanish?” he said. Many people said they could not vote as their name wasn’t on the list released by the SEC. An eight-months



pregnant woman who had come to cast her vote in north Delhi’s Model Town-II said she couldn’t find her name on the list despite 14 of her family members being able to vote. “It’s my right and I have been denied that,” said 34-year-old Naha Jain. Polling agents claimed that over 500 people in the area who couldn’t find their names even in the list online, and failed to vote.



Proper arrangements Delhi State Election Commissioner S. K. Srivastava said that the panel had tried to make the public aware by publicising the ‘know your polling station’ feature on its website. He added that a call centre, with five phone lines, was also set up to assist voters to figure out which polling station to go to. B ND-ND
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Heavyweights: (From left) Union Minister and BJP leader Harsh Vardhan with his family; DPCC president Ajay Maken with his daugther; Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal with his family after casting their votes on Sunday.



It is Modi vs Kejriwal for most voters as candidates matter little



*



SANDEEP SAXENA, SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR, R. V. MOORTHY



Tough time for elderly, disabled Most polling stations lacked wheelchairs, ramps, helpers Hemani Bhandari Soumya Pillai Jatin Anand New Delhi



People choose “good work” done by political parties over credibility of candidates Jaideep Deo Bhanj Soumya Pillai New Delhi



Municipal elections usually turn the focus towards local issues, but that was not the case in the Capital on Sunday. The voters seemed to have turned the polls into a battle between two personalities — Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal. At polling stations across the city, voters did not know the names of candidates from their wards or what their job entails. They were voting for the “good work” done by the Bharatiya Janata Pary (BJP) across the country or the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) in Delhi. In south Delhi’s Green Park, Meenu Bhasin said, “Here, we approach our Residents’ Welfare Association. We do not interact with the councillor. For us, it is more about voting for the party we feel is doing a better job at the State and national level.” In Defence Colony, voters were unhappy that their current councillor had to move to another ward because of delimitation. “We had developed a good rapport with



People not aware of civic bodies’ duties Damini Nath New Delhi



Civic duty: Voters queue up at New Jafrabad in north-east Delhi on Sunday. him. None of the new faces seem to stand out, which is why we are voting on party lines,” said Devendra Singh, a resident.



‘Don’t know councillor’ In west Delhi too, residents voted for parties. Many seemed to believe that it was a contest between Mr. Kejriwal and Mr. Modi. The candidates mattered little. “People here don’t know their councillor. They vote based on the prominent



faces of each party. Also, in many areas the councillors have not shown their faces since the last elections,” said Ranjeet Randhawa, a resident of Rajouri Garden. For many others, their family and friends decided who they voted for. R.L Arora, 75, said he spoke to each candidate during the door-to-door campaigns. However, his 70-yearold wife Janak Rani voted for the candidate her husband chose. “I don’t know any-



*



SANDEEP SAXENA



thing about the candidates or political parties,” she said. Rejina Anand from GK-II said she had voted during every general and State election over the past few decades, but never for a civic election. “I came to vote because the political climate is so charged. I do not subscribe to a particular ideology and feel that I will not have the right to complain if I don’t vote.”



Cops tackle 865 calls on polling day As many as 328 hoax calls received about fake voting, quarrels, liquor distribution



For those who voted on Sunday, the biggest civic problems in their neighbourhoods happened to be outside the jurisdiction of the municipal bodies. Many voters complained about lack of clean drinking water and overflowing sewers, which are the Delhi government’s responsibility. In some cases, work done by one party was attributed to another. A first-time voter, 21-yearold Kunal Sharma from Ballimaran in Old Delhi, said lack of consistent power supply was a problem in the area. However, that is not the corporation’s responsibility. Shashank Rana, a 22-yearold student who lives in a slum cluster in Delhi Gate, said that residents in his locality had approached all political parties to get ownership rights for their homes. “The civic body, the Delhi government and the DDA make us run around. We don’t know whom to go to,” he said.



New Delhi



The municipal elections were largely peaceful, barring a couple of clashes among supporters of rival parties. The police, however, remained on their toes with an average of 78 calls per hour and a total of 865 calls between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.



Most calls from Rohini According to the Delhi Police, as many as 328 hoax calls were received regarding fake voting, quarrels, money and liquor distribution, and even booth capturing. Among the police districts, Rohini topped the



charts with as many as 127 calls. This was followed by 107 calls in the Outer district. The north district received 31 calls, which was the least among all districts.



Rival parties clash One of the complaints was about Swaraj Abhiyan candidate Sanjay Singhal allegedly being assaulted by Congress candidate Surat Singh Saini in ward 59 of the north district. The matter is being investigated. In south Delhi, another Swaraj Abhiyan volunteer, Abhay, was allegedly assaulted by AAP supporters in Tughlakabad’s Tehkhand vil-



AIIMS introduces new facility to treat eye cancer Children with retinoblastoma to beneit



Calls about faulty EVMs While 186 calls were about candidates “campaigning” during elections, 144 were about quarrels and 118 were about “fake voting”. As many as 10 calls were about defective EVMs, while four calls were about liquor being distributed.



The wife of a Swaraj Abhiyan candidate in Tughlakabad alleged that he was beaten up by AAP supporters. *



V. V. KRISHNAN



Pintu, 41, a native of Bihar, has been staying in Kapashera for the past six years but never felt the need to get a voter identity card made in the Capital. Interestingly, he is not the only one.



Most of us came here in search of jobs and choose to vote at our native place. Many of us have voter ID cards here, but we are only used as vote banks,” said Ravi, who works at a garments factory in Gurugram’s Udyog Vihar.



Delhi-Gurugram border Most migrant workers who are Purvanchalis and have been staying in Kapashera and other neighbouring areas on the Delhi-Gurugram border for several years do not feel at home here. They prefer to vote at their native places. “We have left our families and ancestral land behind.



‘Nothing has changed’ Vijay Singh, 57, a native of Uttarakhand, claimed that over five lakh workers from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal and other eastern States were staying in areas along the Delhi-Gurugram border, but only a few thousand had voter ID cards here. “I have been staying in Kapashera for the last two dec-



New Delhi



The Dr. Rajendra Prasad Centre for Ophthalmic Sciences at the All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) here is now equipped to offer the plaque brachytherapy facility to treat eye tumours. Plaque brachytherapy is a form of local radiation delivered to the eye via a radioactive device that is stitched onto the eye. The move is expected to benefit children suffering from retinoblastoma, which is a form of eye cancer, and adults suffering from ocular melanoma.



Saving lives, vision According to an AIIMS release, plaque brachytherapy will not only help save lives but also the vision of patients. “A team under the CM YK



leadership of the chief of RP Centre for Ophthalmic Sciences, Prof. Atul Kumar, including Prof. Bhavna Chawla [ophthalmologist], Prof. Sushmita Pathy [radiation oncologist] and Prof. Subramani [medical physicist] have initiated this facility. Prof. Arun D. Singh, the director, Ophthalmic Oncology, Cleveland Eye Clinic, US, played a key role in supporting this initiative,” the release added. With this, AIIMS has become the first government hospital in the country to achieve this landmark. “For us, April 18 is a red letter day when the first surgery using plaque brachytherapy was successfully performed at centre. The first patient was a boy who had retinoblastoma in both eyes and had already lost an eye,” said Prof. Chawla.



*



escorted till polling booths by family members as there were allegedly no wheelchairs, helpers or ramps. Jagdish Mitr Dua, 89, held his crutches and rode pillion with his 53-year-old son Neel Kamal till Ramdutt Enclave polling station. “We waited for 15 minutes at the gate. But when no help was offered, I decided to ride inside till the polling booth. Voting is extremely important to him,” said Mr. Kamal. Senior citizen Mohammad Umar from east Delhi’s Geeta Colony said he had to stop many times to help his wife Sarwari, who has difficulty walking, reach the EVM from the polling



ades and have a voter card. I want better education for my children and clean surroundings, but the situation hasn’t changed for me over the years. Despite having a vote, I do not have a voice,” said Mr. Singh. Shravan Kumar Mishra, 45, a native of Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh, explained that most migrant workers worked overtime and did not have time to get a voter ID card made.



Incomplete documents “Most migrants work as helpers, tailors or security guards and earn just ₹6,000-₹7,000 per month. They have to work more. Where is the



Seal all borewells in Ghaziabad, Hapur, says NGT Green panel upset with the CGWA for failing to check illegal extraction of groundwater CGWA shall < > The forthwith seal all



Akanksha Jain New Delhi



Bindu Shajan Perappadan



‘Harassed’ He told The Hindu that he was forced to leave her alone outside while he went to talk to the Returning Officer about an alternative way to get her inside the polling room. Eventually, she was carried inside on a chair lifted by four people. “No person would like to vote again if they’re harassed like this,” he added. In Uttam Nagar’s Milap Nagar, security officials allowed senior citizens to be



Insuicient arrangements: A diferently-abled voter at a polling station in Mayur Vihar. R. V. MOORTHY



The National Green Tribunal (NGT) has directed that all borewells — run by industries, private individuals, builders or water tanker suppliers — in Uttar Pradesh’s Ghaziabad and Hapur districts be sealed within a week.



‘Mandate breached’ Coming down heavily on the Central Ground Water Authority (CGWA) for becoming the nodal agency for ‘regularising illegal acts of water extraction’, the tribunal ordered that the agencies concerned could ask the police for help to ensure that its order is complied with. Tribunal cites 2015 order The NGT Bench made these observations while hearing a petition filed by environmental activists Sushil



borewells run by existing and newly established industries National Green Tribunal



Need for compliance: The Bench made these observations while hearing a plea about how illegal extraction of water had wreaked havoc in Uttar Pradesh. FILE PHOTO *



Raghav and Akash Vashishtha. The duo has been highlighting how illegal extrac-



station entrance and the way back. “No arrangements were made for senior citizens who cannot walk for long. The police personnel were trying to help but this is complete mismanagement on the part of the [State Election] Commission,” he complained. Sunil Parcha, meanwhile, anxiously followed two policemen as they escorted his 90-year-old mother Saraswati off an e-rickshaw and into a polling station at Mayur Vihar. “Doesn’t the fact that my mother and others like her want to vote despite their age mean anything? There’s not a single wheelchair here,” he said.



Migrant workers say they are simply treated as vote banks and outsiders New Delhi



lage. His wife said he was taken to the local party office and beaten up. A police complaint has been submitted in this regard. The PCR staff handled 121 calls between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m., which turned out to be the busiest hour for them.



‘Extremely irresponsible’ Shanti Devi, 90, who came with her son to a polling station in east Delhi’s Brahmpuri, almost decided to leave without voting. Her son Anil Sharma, 54, tried to arrange for a wheelchair but was allegedly told there none at the polling station. “It’s extremely irresponsible on the part of the authorities, who are not equipped to deal with senior citizens. She almost fainted,” said Mr. Sharma.



‘We prefer to vote at our native place’ Ashok Kumar



Shubhomoy Sikdar



Many senior citizens and differently-abled people had a tough time getting to polling rooms on Sunday, thanks to the absence of wheelchairs and helpers to escort them.



tion of water by industries, including water packaging units, and others has wreaked havoc in Uttar Pra-



desh and other cities, and how the CGWA had failed to act according to the mandate it was formed under. The NGT was upset with the CGWA for failing to check illegal extraction of groundwater in compliance with an order it had passed in April 2015. The tribunal noted that the CGWA had breached the mandate by which it was created to control and manage ground water resources in the country. “The CGWA shall forthwith seal all borewells run by existing and newly established industries, which are not granted consent as on



the date of the order passed by this tribunal on April 15, 2015,” said a Bench of Justice Jawad Rahim and expert member Ranjan Chatterjee.



‘Identify water sources’ “Apart from the industries, we further direct that extraction of ground water by private individuals, or any person or builder without permission or having valid permission, shall face the same consequences and that the CGWA shall seal all their borewells,” said the tribunal. It also directed the CGWA to ensure that “no private water supplier through tankers is allowed extraction of water whether within or beyond the limits of the municipal corporations.” The CGWA has also been told to identify the source of water for all suppliers.



time to get documents made?” he added. Another worker Shashi Thakur said many times the migrants wanted to get voter ID cards made but did not have paperwork in order. “Often, the landlord does not part with residential address proof, making it difficult to complete formalities,” said Mr. Thakur. Richeek, a security guard from Madhubani in Bihar, said that migrants lack influence despite outnumbering locals in several wards. “Despite being in a position to decide the fate of many candidates, we are treated as outsiders. Parties woo us but no one takes up our issues.”



DELHI TODAY Talk: Glimpses of 2016 Jnanpith Laureate - Shankha Ghosh’s Poetry Speaker: Manglesh Dabral, eminent poet, Chair: Kedarnath Singh, Jnanpith Laureate. Followed by readings of Ghosh’s poems, IHC, 7 p.m. Talk: “Bandung Day Symposium: Towards a New Democratic Multilateralism” Speakers: Dr. Sunanda Sen; Dr. B. S. Chimni; and Professor Manoranjan Mohanty. Chair: Professor Muchkund Dubey, IIC, 3 p.m. Talk: “Caravaggio in Rome: The irst years” Speaker: Professor Eugenio Lo Sardo, Director of the Italian National Archives and former Professor, University of Rome ‘La Sapienza’. Chair: Ms. Yashodhara Dalmia, IIC, 6:30 p.m. Dance: Guru Pranam Utsav 2017 festival dedicated to late Guru Srinath Raut. Odissi dance performance by Jyoti Shrivastava with her disciples; Suraj and Manoj duet Odissi dance, disciples of Guru Duga Charan Ranbir; Group Odissi performance by disciples of Guru Madumita Raut, IHC, 7 p.m. Paintings: Exhibition by Aparna Bidasaria. Curator: Uma Nair at Shridharani Gallery at 205, Triveni Kala Sangam, Tansen Marg, 11 a.m.–7 p.m. Exhibition: “Fragile Silence: Traversing Pictures and Words”, photopoetry art show by Sanchita Chatterjee at 205, Triveni Kala Sangam, Tansen Marg, 11 a.m.–7 p.m. Exhibition: “Hanuman: Images beyond imagination” by artist Charuvi Agrawal at IGNCA, Mansingh Road, 10:30 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Rhythm”, group art show at AIFACS, 1 Rai Marg, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected]) B ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



‘Mob too hostile to intervene’ Witnesses say they would have been beaten up if they stepped in to help victims



‘Cops slow in tracing accused’ Lawyer says police were going after victims instead Staff Reporter



Shubhomoy Sikdar



NEW DELHI



NEW DELHI *



V.V. KRISHNAN



Moderately warm day recorded in Capital NEW DELHI



It was a moderately warm day in the Capital on Sunday with the maximum temperature settling at 39.6 degrees Celsius, two notches above season’s average. The minimum temperature was 26.8 degrees Celsius. PTI



Couple held for duping people of ₹6 lakh NEW DELHI



A man and his wife have been arrested by the Delhi Police for allegedly duping over 25 persons of ₹6 lakh on the pretext of getting them overseas jobs. The man, identified as Arun Kumar, was held on April 19 and his wife the next day. PTI



Woman fined ₹50,000 over forged documents NEW DELHI



The National consumer panel imposed a fine of ₹50,000 on Sumanbai Ramesh Gaikwad for submitting forged documents to claim insurance. The claim was for two LIC policies purchased by her husband, concealing facts about his health, before his eventual death. PTI



“We wanted to assist the injured men as they were being brutally beaten up but had we intervened, we would have met the same fate as the crowd was aggressive and unwilling to listen,” said two young men known to the victims. Watching the assault from inside their car were Mohammad Ashfaq and Bijender, who had come to the Capital from Pataudi on a personal trip.



‘Scary, merciless’ “It was scary. The crowd was merciless as they dragged Ashu, Kamil and Rizwan out of the truck they were travelling in and went at it no holds barred. At least 20 of them got hold of the trio and kept hitting them,” recalled Mr. Ashfaq. They came upon the horrific scene after being stuck in a traffic jam and driving further ahead to check what was going on. “What we saw were three cars placed right in front of the victims’ truck and its occupants were among the attackers who kicked and punched them repeatedly. They even lifted and threw one of them on the ground,” said Mr. Bijender. Mr. Ashfaq added that



In anticipation: Relatives of the three men who were attacked over transporting bufaloes wait outside the Kalkaji police station on Sunday. V. V. KRISHNAN *



around 50 to 60 others had gathered around to watch. They themselves could not do anything but remain mute spectators to the assault.



Cops helpless “They were screaming that the truck was being used to transport cows to an illegal abattoir, which wasn’t the case. Those hitting them kept screaming ‘Gai ko maar



Dec 16 convicts move HC against jail in robbery case



diya [They have killed cows]’. We felt helpless but there was little we could’ve done for they would not have spared us either. A direct intervention was not possible and no requests would have been adhered to as the angry mob unleashed its brutality,” said Mr. Bijender. The two then saw the arrival of the police and how it allegedly did little to save the victims. Mr. Ashfaq and Mr.



Bijender then drove away. They later took a U-turn to return to the spot after 10 minutes. By then, things had been resolved. They claimed the vehicles had People for Animals (PFA) logos on them, something the organisation has denied. The eyewitnesses had come to shop for a friend’s wedding back home in Pataudi. They were known to the victims.



The lawyer of the injured men alleged that the police were going slow in the case. Instead of tracking down and arresting those who had beaten them up, he said, they were going after the victims. Despite being injured, Rizwan, Ashu and Kamil were arrested and kept in the police station for nearly seven hours before being let off. They have been booked under the Prevention of Cruelty Against Animals Act after non government organisation People For Animals (PFA) allegedly submitted a complaint that cattle were being transported in a “cruel and inhumane manner”. A separate case of causing hurt and wrongful restraint was also registered against those who beat up the trio but Ehtesham Hashmi, the lawyer of the victims, said the police were more keen on harassing them instead of looking for those who attacked them.



Jumping the gun He also alleged that the police registered a case without obtaining the detailed statements of the three men and should have instead booked the accused for attempting to murder.



TN farmers call of protest Chief Minister promises to meet PM, highlight their plight



Press Trust of India



Three of the four death row convicts in the December 16 gangrape and murder case have moved the Delhi High Court challenging the 10year jail term awarded to them by a trial court in a robbery case. Justice S.P Garg admitted the appeal filed by convicts Akshay Kumar Singh, Pawan Gupta and Vinay Sharma and said that the same will be heard in due course. The judge’s order, however, implies that the hearing may not take place any time in the near future. The trio, convicted for dacoity and dishonestly receiving stolen property, have alleged before the High Court that the trial court’s order was “bad in law” and “against the principle of natural justice“. Besides the trio, the trial court on September 2, 2015 had also awarded 10 year imprisonment to convict Mukesh, saying they “do not deserve any leniency”. It had also imposed a fine of ₹1.01 lakh each on the four convicts, who are currently lodged in Tihar jail. The convicts in their appeal, filed through advocate A.P Singh, have sought setting



aside of the trial court verdict saying it did not “pay heed towards facts produced by the accused persons during the trial of the case“.



‘Failed to prove case’ The plea stated that the prosecution has failed to prove its case and not placed any material evidence which could point to their guilt. “Trial court had passed order (conviction and sentence) without applying its judicial mind and without taking into consideration the facts and documents placed by the convicts on record and has wrongly relied upon the version of the complainant,” the convicts have submitted in their appeal, while seeking bail during pendency of their appeals. Six persons, including a juvenile, had beaten up and robbed carpenter Ram Adhar before raping and brutally assaulting a 23-yearold woman in a moving bus in south Delhi on the night of December 16, 2012. Thirteen days after the assault, the victim was transferred to a hospital in Singapore for emergency treatment where she succumbed to injuries. As per the charge sheet in



the robbery case, the police had alleged that bus driver Ram Singh, his brother Mukesh, Vinay, Pawan and Akshay, along with the juvenile, had snatched the 35year-old carpenter’s mobile phone and ₹1,500 after luring him into the bus. Mukesh, Vinay, Pawan and Akshay were awarded the death penalty on September 10, 2013 by a trial court here in the gangrape and murder case and later confirmed by Delhi High Court on March 13, 2014. Their appeals are pending before the Supreme Court, which in March this year had reserved its verdict on the appeals filed by four death row convicts in the case.



Suicide of accused Out of the six, accused Ram Singh had allegedly committed suicide in Tihar Jail on March 11, 2013 and proceedings against him were abated. On August 31, 2013 the Juvenile Justice Board sentenced the minor accused to a three-year stay in a special home for gangrape and murder of the girl.The juvenile, now a 21-year-old, was released from the reformation home in November last year.



*



The police’s role also came under question as even after the arrival of the PCR staff, the mob allegedly continued attacking the victims and even boasted that they had been trailing them for some time. It is further alleged that members of the mob even misbehaved with the policemen who tried to intervene. That all of them managed to escape despite the police being there was also pointed out by Mr. Hashmi.



Bailable case He added that the case against his clients was a bailable one and despite that the police ensured the process was delayed. He added that even after bail was granted at Kalkaji police station, the police



took a while to release them. Meanwhile, PFA said their name was misused. In his statement, Gaurav Gupta of PFA claimed he was informed about the alleged illegal transportation of the animals by activist Vandana Sharma, who had noticed the truck while it was entering Delhi. PFA officials, however, denied the involvement of any of their activists in the attack. “Anyone can use our name to do vigilantism at night. We have nearly 10,000 members in Delhi whom we have advised to inform law enforcement agencies if they notice cruelty to animals. We are still trying to find out who used PFA’s name for the vigilante act,” said Gauri Maulekhi, a PFA trustee.



3 held for roughing up IAF oicer He was also robbed of his belongings



Challenge trial court verdict saying it was ‘bad in law’ New Delhi



At the receiving end: The victims of the assault — Kamil, Ashu and Rizwan. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



In solidarity: Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami addresses the protesting farmers at Jantar Mantar on Sunday. R. V. MOORTHY *



Bindu Shajan Perappadan NEW DELHI



Farmers from Tamil Nadu called off their protest at Jantar Mantar here on Sunday evening after Chief Minister E. Palaniswami met them in the morning. Mr. Palaniswami told the farmers that he will meet Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday and submit a memorandum highlighting their plight. He also said he had already discussed the issue with Finance Minister Arun Jaitley and Home Minister Rajnath Singh. The farmers have been



protesting at Jantar Mantar for over a month. They have been demanding a ₹40,000crore drought relief package, farm loan waiver and setting up of the Cauvery Management Board by the centre. Mr. Palaniswami, who arrived in the Capital on Saturday, attended a NITI Aayog meeting along with other Chief Ministers.



Shaved heads As part of their protest, the farmers have shaved their heads and half their moustache, held mice and snakes in their mouth, conducted mock funerals, flogged
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\ CORRIDORS OF POWER \



themselves and even carried skulls of other farmers who committed suicide due to debt pressure. The Madras High Court had earlier directed State government to expand its farm loan waiver scheme to include farmers who own land over five acres. However, there’s no relief for those who borrowed from nationalised banks. The State had sought ₹40,000 crore from the Centre, which sanctioned only ₹4,000 crore. With a 60% deficit in rain, Tamil Nadu witnessed its worst drought in 140 years.



Three persons were on Sunday arrested for allegedly roughing up and robbing an Indian Air Force corporal in south-east Delhi's Sangam Vihar this past week, said the police. On April 20, Sujay Sikandar, a corporal posted at Tughlakabad, was assaulted and robbed by a group of men after his motorcycle brushed their car. In his complaint, he told the police that on the day of the incident, his motorcycle had brushed a car after which the vehicle overtook and stopped him on the Mehrauli-Badarpur Road near Batra Hospital. Two persons came out of the car and started assaulting him and his colleague, he told the police. He added



that in the meantime, another car also pulled up and its driver got into an argument over the road getting blocked.



Video goes viral The three of them then dragged him and robbed his ID card as well as the registration certificate of his motorcycle, his statement added. A video showing the IAF man being attacked also went viral. A case was registered on his complaint and three men have been arrested, they added. One of the accused works as a milk supplier in Malviya Nagar. The others work as a storekeeper at a hotel in Mehrauli and as a bouncer at a club in Vasant Vihar. The robbed items have been recovered and the two cars have been seized.



Caught on ilm: Screengrab from the video of the incident that went viral on social media. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



When demand for justice is not met due to lack of law



HC seeks govt’s reply on capping airfares



There are times when a litigant gets too emotional, but the law is everything in a court



Centre asked for response to petition



DMRC set to start survey today Staff Reporter



Justice. It means different things to different people. What is constant is the rule of law. However, there are times when a litigant gets too emotional and demands “justice” even if the issue doesn’t fall under any law. In the week gone by, a woman sat on the staircase outside the main building of the Delhi High Court shouting how she has been denied justice. She demanded the waiver of her daughter’s school fee as they belong to a Scheduled Tribe from Maharashtra. The woman abused the Delhi government counsel, who tried hard to make her understand that while she supported her case there was no law for fee waiver to any Scheduled Tribe in Delhi. However, the litigant failed to understand. The counsel was then seen



CM YK



asking other colleagues to make the litigant see sense. “The law is not everything. There are emotions too,” argued the woman. “This is the High Court. Here, the law is everything,” said the woman advocate, but in vain. At last, the advocate said, “There are all sorts of litigants here. People don’t always trust lawyers even if we are helping them.”



‘Ahead of its time’ The Gurugram-based Public Relations Department of the Haryana government seems to be working overtime for Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar’s image makeover. How else does one explain the department resending the next day a rewritten press release for an event



Manohar Lal Khattar



held the previous day? The officials had released a detailed press note and photographs of the Chief Minister’s “surprise visit” to Gurugram to review the progress of various road projects this past Saturday. The rewritten note the following day for the same visit describing how Mr. Khattar braved the summer heat for three hours on “Saturday morning” on the roads of Gurugram to take stock of pending projects. Though it’s unusual for the department to resend a press note for a day-old event, it seems the overenthusiastic officials were



hoping to find space in newspapers once again on account of Sunday being a holiday and there being a dearth of news stories. But all efforts of the department came to naught with Mr. Khattar having nothing new to offer except repeating old promises on metro connectivity, the Gurugram Metropolitan Development Authority and commitment to complete over-delayed road projects such as the Dwarka Expressway.



A new ray of hope Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar setting a new deadline for takeover of licensed colonies by the Municipal Corporation of Gurugram (MCG) has given a new ray of hope to the residents of these colonies, who have been protesting against inadequate infrastructure



and poor maintenance facilities for a while. But there’s many a slip twixt cup and lip. First, the MCG neither has the financial resources nor the manpower to bear this extra burden of maintaining the licensed colonies. Secondly, the MCG has a very poor track record when it comes to maintenance and upkeep. The residents of many HUDA sectors in Gurugram now handed over to the MCG lament that the quality of maintenance and upkeep of facilities has actually downgraded. Besides, the residents of licensed colonies are in no mood to cough up extra for maintenance facilities even as the corporation officials have maintained that it wasn’t possible to maintain these colonies with property tax collections. Contributed by Akanksha Jain & Ashok Kumar



Staff Reporter



New Delhi



New Delhi



To assess how its services can be improved, the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) will conduct a month-long ‘Customer Satisfaction Survey’ starting Monday on its official website — www.delhimetrorail.com. The survey, part of an international initiative by the Railway and Transport Strategy Centre of the Imperial College London, will be conducted in 24 metros across the world. It will end on May 21, said a statement issue by the DMRC. “This international survey is being conducted by the RTSC of Imperial College London, which also coordinates working of Community of Metros and NOVA group. The survey will be conducted across 24 metros of the world,” DMRC said. The questionnaire will cover aspects like overall satisfaction, availability, accessibility and ease of use, among other issues.



The Delhi High Court has asked the Central government to respond to a petition seeking capping of airfares. A Bench of Acting Chief Justice Gita Mittal asked the Centre to file its reply and posted the matter for September 15. The petitioner informed the Bench that the earlier direction by the court to decide the issue was not complied with. Meanwhile, the Centre told the court that airfare were beyond the control of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation. The petitioner said an RTI response from the Civil Aviation Ministry had stated that airfares were not controlled by the government. Citing the Jat agitation in Haryana last year, when road and rail traffic was blocked, the plea said the airlines wouldn’t have escalated fares in such an emergency situation had there



The court has posted the matter for Sept 15. FILE PHOTO *



been a cap on airfares. “Private airlines have fleeced people even in emergency situations and the government has stood as mute spectator,” the plea said, adding there was an “urgent need to regulate the upper limit of airfares so that private airlines cannot fleece their customers as per their own wish”. Capping of airfares in the backdrop of passengers’ complains of arbitrary tariff hikes was recently ruled out by the government, which had said that competition among airlines would take care of the problem.
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Hail the ‘Hero’ Devendra Prabhudesai’s biography of Sachin Tendulkar is a welcome addition to the long list of books on the master blaster vijay lokapally



Book on Tendulkar. Film on Tendulkar. Tendulkar on Tendulkar. At the end of an interview, he once asked me, “How much are you going to write on me.” I replied something like, “Enough is not a word to be associated with your cricket.” The master blushed. To get him to talk on his batting was not easy. It was not complicated either. He would respond with a dismissive frown. It was thus some achievement when I got him to pick his five best centuries for a Sportstar special. Tendulkar’s fans were happy when noted cricket author and historian Gulu Ezekiel came up with an exhaustive biography on Tendulkar, who later launched his autobiography in 2014. Now, Devendra Prabhudesai, offers a feast for his fans with a seminal biography titled “Hero”, published by Rupa, and set to be launched in Mumbai on April 28. It is a



welcome addition to any cricket library and encapsulates Tendulkar, who turns 44 today, in a comprehensive must-read narrative. Why a book on Tendulkar when so much has been written on him? Prabhudesai explains, “Sachin Tendulkar is a fascinating subject that can be explored and examined from different angles, a multiple number of times. Mine is not the first book on him and neither will it be the last. Having written the biographies of Rahul Dravid (‘The Nice Guy Who Finished First’ – 2005) and Sunil Gavaskar (‘SMG’ – 2009), my publishers and I were keen to complete a trilogy of sorts with a book on the third Indian to score 10,000 Test runs.”



Well researched It is a well-researched effort by Prabhudesai with a flow that matches Tendulkar’s style at the crease. “I thoroughly enjoyed the challenge of writing a biography of someone who has already inspired so much diverse con-



A keen student: Sachin Tendulkar with Sunil Gavaskar; (below left) seeking blessings of Ramakant Achrekar in rare photographs from the book; with the author



tent. I have known Sachin as a fan since February 1988, when he and Vinod (Kambli) made history in an interschool game with a stand of 664. I have followed his career since then. Like him, I also played my initial ‘formal’ cricket at Mumbai’s Shivaji Park, so we have something in common! Of course, that is where the comparison ends. In later years, I had the fortune of interacting extensively with Sachin during my stints at Professional Management Group and the BCCI respectively. I found him to be an epitome of grace and humility. It was an honour to write a book on a Bharat Ratna.” The book is replete with



anecdotes, most of them unheard, and Prabhudesai excels in culling information from various sources, friend, scribes and fellow players. “This book is as much about Sachin as it is a veritable history of Indian cricket in the 1990s and the first decade of the new millennium. It starts where my biography of Gavaskar, which was in a way, a history of Indian cricket in the 1970s and 1980s, ends. Researching and writing the book gave me the opportunity to go down memory lane and revisit the remarkable developments that occurred not only in Indian cricket, but in



The delicious link The NahariNamaz Walk stirred up memories of the dish that kept both the royalty and the commoners equally riveted



A true master Musicians remember the genius of tabla maestro Ustad Hashmat Ali Khan Shailaja Khanna



With the passing away of Ustad Hashmat Ali Khan (February 3, 1932-April 22, 2017), Indian classical music has lost not only a great tabla maestro but also a generous teacher. In a world where people are stingy about passing trade secrets, the Khalifa (head) of the Ajrara gharana of tabla used to say, knowledge grows by sharing. In the words of Pandit Suresh Talwalkar, “Ustad Hashmat Ali Khan was a wonderfully warm man, with a great sense of humour and extremely polished courtly manners of a bygone age, and most of all, the finest teacher one could have.” A 7th generation musician, the Ustad belonged to the family that despite playing a type of tabla so close to the original Delhi gharana of tabla, was able to maintain its distinct “baaj”.Born in Meerut, his grandfather Ustad Mohammed Shafi Khan was one of the navaratnas of the Maharaja of Baroda. When he was about eight, his grandfather took him to Baroda, and that is where he received his taleem . Once India gained independence, the princely states dissolved, the young Hashmat returned to Meerut where his father put him under the tutelage of Ustad Niazu Khan.At a very young age, he started teaching at New Delhi’s Bhartiya Kala Kendra. Part of the greatness of the maestro was his extremely intellectually open mind – he was always analysing the music style of others and was quick to praise. He incorporated many pleasing elements from other styles in his playing, but with a seamlessness that was envied by his fellow musicians. Talwalkar says, “He was able to embellish his playing very well; even though his own gharana Ajrara was so beautiful, yet he was able to add to it. He was also a very good human being, and extremely learned.” Pandit Kumar Bose evinces his sorrow at the death of the Ustad, whom he describes as “bahut guni, and iss umar mein bhi, itne tayyar... He was a very fun loving and good natured man.” He added, as a tabla exponent he had researched and added to his gharana’s baaj with great finesse, and he hoped “that his son Akram keeps his music alive.”



Cosmopolitan outlook Khan was also a very well travelled and cosmopolitan man; he had lived abroad in many countries including Russia, Mauritius, Guyana, Fiji and Australia for years, where he had been sent by the ICCR to teach. He has several students there. His wide travels had given him an urbanity not found in many musicians of his generation. One can recall anecdotes he would relate about an older generation of musicians. With an appropriate pause before the punchline, the subtle embellishments to the main story – Khan sahib was indeed extremely entertaining. There was always a compassion even while talking about musical frailties in others. Indeed, this much loved musician will be missed; yet the legacy he leaves behind with his numerous disciples, including his musical inheritor, Ustad Akram Khan, and his grandsons, will remain.



Three noted designersare demonstrating how there can be happy co-existence between fashion and environment Madhur Tankha



r. v. smith
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views. I interacted with Gavaskar’s friends, mentors, teammates, opponents, neighbours and fans, among others. For ‘Hero’, I have relied less on interviews and more on my research, recollections and interpretations of significant happenings during the Sachin era.” It is the splendid research that stands out as Prabhudesai is able to present various aspects of Tendulkar in a delightful tribute. There is a story behind Prabhudesai ensuring ‘Hero’ saw the light of the day. “My parents, grandparents and other seniors always gave me a free hand to do what I wanted. My father took the lead in this. This book took a while to complete and my father would regularly ask me how it was progressing. We had a telephonic conversation (my parents lived in Pune) on the afternoon of 19 January 2016, in which he exhorted me to pull up my socks, burn the midnight oil, if need be, and complete the book and do a good job, of course. A few hours later, my mother called to inform me that he had suffered a cardiac arrest and was no more. It was a big blow to the family. I will never forget what he said to me in what was our last conversation. I am happy to have fulfilled one of his last wishes. The ball is now in the reader’s court.”



Scripting sustainability...



DOWN MEMORY LANE



The Nahari-Namaz Heritage Walk last week emphatically revived a novel idea with an old link though it was mistimed. Evening is actually the time when the seven muezzins raise the aazan at the Jama Masjid and people go through the namaz before buying nahari in the Walled City. The shops selling the delicious spicy dish of buff meat near different masjids get so busy that customers have to await their turn like at a ration shop. Morning was once the time for nahari (now generally spelt as nihari) which means eating “nahar moonh” (some however take it literally as meaning with unbrushed teeth like a “nahar”-tiger). There was a time when the nahari shops of Chandni Chowk, Matia Mahal, Chitli Qabar, Kali Masjid and Hauz Kazi were famous. After Partition some of them disappeared. Now the most famous one is that of Ghaffar Nahariwala in Suiwalan, the successor to Mughal-e-Azam restaurant below Haveli Sadr Sadur. Ballimaran has its nahari shops too and so also Lal Kuan. Ghalib probably patronised both places which were near his haveli. He thought that the best way to have kababs (now anglicised as kebabs) and nahari was to have them at the shop itself, “where the dirt lent its own taste to the stuff.” In Bara Hindu Rao, named after a Maratha nobleman (who probably never tasted nahari during his parties with the British agent in Delhi) has the wellknown Haji Nura shop. The Haji is dead but his descend-



the country itself, in the 1990s and new millennium.” Prabhudesai divides the book in three sections — Prodigy (1984-91), Peerless (1992-99) and Preceptor (2000-13) — with in-depth interactions with his predecessors and some former greats. The 1992-99 is brilliantly sketched by the author as he takes the reader on a fascinating journey with his lucid pen. He sums up Tendulkar so well, “Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar led Indian cricket ‘formally’ for only 2 of the 24 years of his international career, and ‘informally’ for the other 22.” How would he compare this book with the ones on Dravid and Gavaskar? “All three books were different. The Dravid biography was written in 2005, when his career was at the halfway stage (he made his international debut in 1996 and retired in 2012). On the other hand, my work on Gavaskar and now Sachin spotlight their entire careers and are accordingly more extensive. “ ‘SMG’ was a salute to my childhood idol, an individual who instilled self-belief in Indian cricket. ‘Hero’ is a tribute to an individual whose evolution from a schoolboy sensation into a living legend, my generation had the privilege of witnessing. For ‘SMG’, I combined research with a whole lot of inter-



Sustaining body and soul: Nahari being prepared



ants run it and are rather frugal in what they dish out — banging the huge cauldron (degh) with a solid spoon more than concentrating on pouring out the stuff. Still people persevere. Close by, is a big mosque with at least three other shops selling nahari. Those who cannot get it at Nura’s buy from them. Just across the road on the side of another masjid, with an outdated clock, are some more shops but their stuff is inferior though the “paye curry” they make in winter is far superior. After the Emergency of 1975 people ousted from the Walled City, especially the Turkman Gate area, moved to new Ranjit Nagar just behind Patel Nagar. So nahari shops came up there also and in Inderlok, close to Zakhira. The nahari here and in Uttam Nagar is not “lazeez” (delicious) but customers are not deterred. Inderlok’s mosque has a cluster of shops where the sale begins after the Maghrib namaz. The shops in Nizamuddin have a different tasting nahari because of the Moradabadi influence which is akin to the Hyderabadi nahari and biryani. Lucknow nahari too is closer in taste to the Moradabadi but in Agra it’s the same as in Old Delhi, with just the right mixture of masala and other ingredients. Karim and Jawahar restaurants sell mutton na-



*
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hari which is a milder version of the original one.



Early morning sale Years ago nahari sale began at 4.30 a.m. when the “degh” was opened at Gharib Hotel. Now what you get in the morning is the overnight stuff. One remembers the nahariwalas coming to the shop of Dada Mian Qasai in Suiwalan to buy meat. Some wanted “bara” from a full-grown animal while others preferred “chhota” or smaller one (bachra). Ninety-year-old Dadaji had a sense of sexist humour and would enlist the support of the bazaar sweeper women to endorse his views — that it’s neither “bara” nor “chhota” but the taste that one has acquired which counts more than the elixir effect. Not far from his shop sat Bashir Nahariwalla. One morning when it was raining heavily Ghafoor Pehlwan, well past his prime, came for breakfast, just wearing the traditional “langot” (the diaper-shaped underwear of wrestlers and sadhus), with his clothes tied up in a bundle and kept not underarm but on the head. He had his nahari and then put on the half-wet clothes to offer Fajr namaz, his flabby muscles transparent in the wet kurta. And that brings one to the old-timers’ contention: nahari either before or after Fajr prayers, the one offered at dawn. It influenced the



Anglo-Indians also, who demanded their Chhota Hazari from the family cook at Fajr. Pheobe Bua used to give an anna to yours faithfully for nahari in 1944 which he ate with her with leftover chhapatis. Nahari incidentally, became popular during the latter Mughal emperors as the cheapest curry after the death of Aurangzeb in 1707. Muizuddin Jahandar Shah was as fond of it as his heart-throb Lal Kanwar. So was Farrukhsiyar and then Mohammad Shah, who shared it with his favourite concubine Nur Bai, treating the stuff as a “palang-tor” cooked all night with special herbs and Unani elixirs. Bahadur Shah Zafar missed good nahari while in exile in Rangoon because even Zeenat Mahal couldn’t give the right tang to it. The Nahari-Namaz Walk stirred up these memories. But remember to go for nahari after the evening namaz is over or you might not be served. As old Sarfaraz Mian complained about his impatient wait-and-walk — “Ruke, ruke se qadam ruk ke bar, bar phir chale” (hesitant steps stopped and then resumed the trek) — that ended only when the Bhatiyara returned from the mosque and motioned him into the soot-filled shop.



the author is a veteran chronicler of delhi



To make Earth Day impactful, Rajesh Pratap Singh, Aneeth Arora and Rakesh Thakore, presented their eco-friendly menswear collections at Sunil Sethi Design Alliance at Okhla Industrial Area, Phase III over the weekend. The triumvirate is demonstrating how fashionable attires can be created with recycled fabrics. By presenting outfits with multiple layering, intricate patterns and embellishments, they are showcasing that they are more than master of cutting and draping. Rajesh is presenting how old textiles can be put together to create exquisite patchworks. Waste old pieces have been re-used in shirts, jackets as ornamentations. “Normally industrial waste is used to make cheap products; so we thought let us make them into something premium. So we converted torn, rejected T-shirts into shoes. Torn pieces are made into a collage and then pieces are separated to make patchwork.” Indigo T-shirts and jackets have been made into a fashion statement. “This is my way of paying homage to the Indus Valley Civilisation. We get indigo in reduced form like powder. Fermentation is done in big underground tanks for a few days and then we start dyeing...almost like making wine. It’s a laborious process, with lot of wastage. Natural indigo has medicinal qualities. We are not using hard chemical agents which are used in making denims which are made in the most polluting industries. Natural indigo is good solution for us, ” says Rajesh. Each outfit has divergent design which cannot be replicated. “Stainless steel yarn has been used inside the fabric with wool. Hemp plant has been used to make an



androgynous tunic. Experimentation has been done like merging ikkat with hemp.” Plastic bottles have been converted into showcasing craftsmanship on garments. “Plastic is cleaned, turned into small chips and melted in factory. It is made into yarn and after the fabric is created, I do ikkat on it through the tie and dye technique,” says Rajesh.



Foraying into menswear For the first time, Aneeth is presenting menswear collection – all outfits handspun and handwoven– in Delhi. “Our label Pero has always been associated with sustainable fabric. We have been judiciously using recycled waste in make garments. The story continues with menswear also. Not only fabric has been created in an ethical way, we are treating our weavers with respect as well by creating sustainable livelihood. All these factors make it a perfect day to launch.” She is showcasing a melange of all seasons. “We have used lot of khadi, nat-



industrial < > Normally waste is used to make cheap products; so we thought let us make them into something premium Rajesh Pratap Singh



Recreating narratives: A model in a summer outit created by Aneeth Arora



ural indigo and a mix of diverse crafts. Our menswear has attention to detail but is not done to make men feel that they are standing in the crowd. We want men to wear them daily. Shirt has been embellished in a way that fabric gives them a feel good factor.” Mud resist technique, done in Rajasthan and Gujarat has been used.. “It is called dabu in which printers print the pattern with the block. There is a gum paste which he makes with mud in it. Block is dipped in that paste and when it is transferred on the fabric it resist that area.” This time round, Aneeth has shown how zardozi can be represented in a fun sort of way. Motifs have been used in interesting ways. “Kites have been used on shirts in a subdued way Each motif has a story which would helps us narrate the India story to fashionistas abroad.” Aneeth’s indigo shirts are a contrast to what Rajesh has made. While Rajesh is all about well tailored structured garment, Aneeth’s is about casual clothing. “In-



digo shirts have unconventional looks; they are all about comfort fitting,” says Aneeth. Rakesh Thakore of Abraham & Thakore, has created men’s handloom shirts, jackets in lightweight cotton, to convey the message that using cotton makes sense as it is in sync with the searing Indian summers. “On Earth Day we need to realise that it is our environment in which we live and breath. Saving water, not cutting trees cannot be done by one individual. For next generation to survive, we have to start saving the planet. We are telling that cotton is good breathable fabric which is ideal for our climate. Some people think cotton is not practical but then this is the nature of the fabric and you have to work around it.” Wide legged pants are the centre of attraction here. “We are using the same fabric for kurta as for pants and that’s why they look like salwars. Embroidery is less; not jarring as it has to go with the sensibilities of our brand,” he says. The exhibition is on till April 26. B ND-ND
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